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Foreword
Good corporate governance is now widely recognised as essential for establishing an attractive investment
climate characterised by competitive companies and efficient financial markets. The OECD and the World
Bank Group have combined their efforts to promote policy dialogue in the area of corporate governance
and have established Regional Corporate Governance Roundtables in close partnership with national
policy-makers, regulators and market participants. Today, Corporate Governance Roundtables exist in
Asia, Russia, Latin America, South -East Europe and Eurasia.
The work of the different Roundtables is adapted to the specific issues in the respective regions. But each
Roundtable is using the OECD Corporate Governance Principles as a common framework for discussions
and has agreed to issue a Regional Corporate Governance White Paper formulating key policy objectives
and reform priorities. This White Paper prepared by the Russian Corporate Governance Roundtable is the
first to be published. This, I believe, represents an important signal about Russia’s commitment towards
corporate governance reform, as underlined by President Putin, who in October 2001, stated that “...Russia
has a strategic goal -- to become a country t h t makes competilive goods and renders competitive services.
All our eflorts are committed to this goal. We understand that we have to solve questions pertaining to the
protection of owners’ rights and the improvement of corporate governance andfinancial lransparenq in
business in order to be integrated into world capital markets.”
Russia has made significant progress in corporate governance over the last few years. The legal and
regulatory frameworks have been adjusted to provide for better protection against abuse, a voluntary code
of corporate governance has been developed and market participants have become more alert to the
importance of exercising good corporate governance. It will of course take time for the full economic
benefits from this process to be realized.
It is important that Russia maintain the momentum for reforms and put in place credible enforcement
mechanisms. Markets have to be reassured that corporate governance reforms are irreversibly shifting
towards global standards as economic reforms start to produce results and the enterprise sector realises the
value of better corporate governance. It is my sincere hope that the recommendations in this White Paper
will be followed by a range of important national initiatives. These recommendations, which have been
developed on a consensual basis, are a key tool for promoting, assisting and assessing progress in Russian
corporate governance thereby helping to enhance confidence and international credibility in the reform
process.
The organisation of the Russian Corporate Governance Roundtable and the development of this White
Paper are the result of a co-operative effort. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the World Bank
Group and to all Russian institutions supporting this work, particularly the Federal Commission for the
Securities Market, the Supreme Arbitrazh Court and the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade. I
would also like to thank all private sector participants, labour union representatives, representatives of civil
society, professional associations and other interested parties from across Russia. I also thank our partners
at the Global Corporate Governance Forum and the United States Agency for International Development
for their financial support to this important work.
Ronald J Johnston
Secretary General
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.
Corporate governance is the system by which companies are directed and controlled. This
involves a set of relationships between a company’s management, its board, its shareholders and other
stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure through which the objectives of the
company are set, and the means of attaining those objectives and monitoring performance are determined.
Good corporate governance should provide the proper incentives to pursue objectives that are in the
interest of the company and the shareholders and should facilitate effective monitoring, thereby
encouraging f m s to use resources effectively.
2.
During the last decade, policy makers, regulators and market participants around the world have
increasingly come to empbasise the need to develop good corporate governance practices. The reason for
this is an increasing amount of empirical evidence showing that good corporate governance facilitates
corporate access to capital markets, improves investor’s confidence and contributes to corporate
competitiveness. From this perspective, considerable effort at the national and international level has been
invested to promote and assist efforts to improve corporate governance.

3.
The recommendations in this White Paper have been developed by the Russian Corporate
Governance Roundtable, which has met regularly since June 1999. The Roundtable meetings have been
organised by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in co-operation with
the World Bank Group, and have been co-hosted by the Russian Federal Commission for the Securities
Markets (FCSM) and the Supreme Arbitrazh Court’.

4.
Participants to the Roundtable have been senior Russian and international policy makers,
regulators and market participants. They have included representatives from the legislature, the
government, the judiciary, regulatoly authorities, stock exchanges, corporations, investors, stakeholder
groups and individual experts. Representatives from international organisations, non-governmental groups
and bilateral agencies with interest and expertise in corporate governance also participated.’
5.
In developing the recommendations, the Roundtable has used the OECD Principles of Corporate
Governance as a point of reference. The OECD Principles are one of the twelve core standards adopted by
the International Financial Stability Forum to promote financial market stability and reduce the risk of
future financial turmoil. This White Paper therefore establishes a direct link between today’s Russian
corporate governance agenda and internationally recognised standards.

6.
Broad international participation has been strongly encouraged in order to ensure full Russian
access to today’s international dialogue on corporate governance and to provide Russian authorities,
corporations and investors with an opportunity to discuss developments with their peers from OECD
countries. The Roundtable has also taken an inclusive approach. Drafts of the recommendations have been
circulated and made available for comments. The White Paper has been finalised on the basis of comments
1 The Roundtable has also received financial support from the United Stales Agency for International Development and the Global Corporate

Governance Forum
2 For a list of participantsto the Russian Corporate Governance Roundtable, x e annex A
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and presentations during the various Roundtable meetings, as well as written comments on circulated
drafts.
7.
This White Paper has been developed on a consensual basis. Building on internationally
recognised standards, it reflects what is commonly expected fiom Russian policy makers and the business
community in an increasingly globalised economy. While priorities and details of legislation may differ
among countries, a global consensus on the necessary framework for good corporate governance is rapidly
emerging. Regional corporate governance White Papers are currently being developed by similar
Roundtables in Asia, Latin America, and South-Eastern Europe.

8.
The recommendations in this White Paper should be viewed as complementing other corporate
governance initiatives by private and public institutions in Russia, such as the Corporate Governance Code,
which has been developed by the FCSM. These recommendations are primarily concerned with corporate
governance in publicly traded companies. Improving corporate governance is however a shared
responsibility between the public and private sectors where individual corporations, investors and
professional organisations need to play a proactive role. Experience has shown that it is ultimately a matter
of self-interest for all members of the business community to assess their corporate governance regimes
and implement the recommendations in this White Paper.
9.
The recommendations in this White Paper should also be complemented by reforms in the area of
public governance and corporate governance in the fmancial sector. Special attention should also be given
to corporate governance issues in the on-going process of restructuring the Russian natural monopolies.
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2. KEY PRIORITIES

10.
Until recently, poor corporate governance practices have been a drawback in establishing a sound
investment climate in Russia. However, significant progress has been achieved during the last few years.
Laws have been adopted or amended to provide for better protection against abuses. Policymakers,
investors and the public at large have become alert to the issues and have pressed for change. Some of the
largest corporations that have previously been the source of notorious abuses seem to be changing their
behaviour for the better.

1 1.
This progress has been hlly recognised and complemented by the Roundtable. The credibility of
Russian corporate governance practices and the development of equity markets will now depend on the
ability to sustain momentum of these reforms, deepen their impact and render them enforceable and
irreversible. As they are considered critical for Russia’s ability to reap the full economic benefits of recent
reforms, priority should be given to the following five areas:

A. Intensify implementation and enforcement
12.
Highest priority should be given to strengthen the legal and regulatory fiamework to ensure
effective implementation and enforcement of existing laws and regulations needed for the proper
functioning of companies as well as securities markets. Effective implementation requires both sustained
levels of investigation and enforcement and credible sanctions that are severe enough to deter violations.
Of particular importance to enforcement are provisions relating to equitable treatment of shareholders,
expropriation of corporate assets by managers or controlling shareholders and violations of disclosure
requirements.
13.
The legislature and the government should strengthen the judiciary’s capacity to deal with
commercial disputes. This requires that sufficient resources are made available to courts for hiring and
training judges and other staff capable of performing their functions in a fully professional manner and
with the level of integrity required for their positions. The streamlining of the rules on jurisdiction over
commercial disputes will also help to develop the necessary expertise among judges that will result in a
coherent predictable body of precedent.
14.
Another important pillar is that the Federal Commission for the Securities Markets (FCSM)
should be granted sufficient resources to pursue its core function to develop and enforce regulations. In
order to make the best possible use of scarce human and financial resources, it is also recommended that
the mandate of the FCSM becomes more explicitly focused on supervision of market intermediaries and
monitoring of publicly held corporations.

15.
Implementation and enforcement also concern investors and individual corporations. Stock
exchanges, business associations, professional organisations and individual companies should develop and
implement their own strategies for improved corporate governance.
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16.
Russia should adopt in tidl and as quickly as possible International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) for publicly listed and non-private companies3 and be audited in compliance with International
Standards of Audit.

B. Ensure clarity and coherence
17.
Priority should also be given to provide clarity in defining the competency of different
institutions and coherence among different legal and regulatory provisions.

18.
Clear responsibility should be assigned for reporting changes in ownership and control. The
regulatory authority for supervising the share registrars needs to be clarified. The status and liability of
senior managers should be clarified and distinguished from that of other employees as regulated in labour
law. Board members need to perceive their duties and liabilities clearly and explicitly.

C. Facilitate the development of a corporate governance culture in the private sector
19.
Several Russian companies are beginning to capitalise on the benefits of good corporate
governance. To assist them in this process, it is important that the legal and regulatory framework is
understandable and that it does not burden the corporations with undue administrative costs. It is therefore
important to develop and implement regulations to find the right balance between the costs and benefits of
these provisions.
20.
lt is also important that the corporate sector develops, and assumes primary responsibility for, a
set of corporate governance tools, such as the Code of Corporate Governance. Professional associations
also need to develop their own ethical and professional standards that ensure legitimacy, improved quality
of their members’ services and credibility with market participants and the public at large.
D. Ensure continuing support and review of progress

21.
Corporate governance reform in Russia is now at a critical stage. In order to ensure domestic and
international credibility, the Roundtable should continue its work using this White Paper as the basis for
promoting, assisting and assessing progress in Russian corporate governance. A core group will be formed
to guide the work and provide input such as state-of-the-art expertise on specific issues as well as on
related areas of corporate affairs affecting corporate governance, for example insolvency. The White Paper
should also serve as a resource for Russian authorities and corporations that want to report on progress, to
seek the opinion of the international business community and identify areas where technical assistance may
be required.
E. Support and enhance the development of training programmes

22.
An important task for governmental bodies, professional associations, and individual companies
is to ensure the effective training of judges, govenunent officials as well as managers, board members,
accountants and auditors. This is of particular importance in order to raise the general awareness of good
corporate governance, keep up with any changes in the laws, facilitate the transition to international
financial reporting standards, and develop professional boards.
3 . Widely held non-listed companies
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23.
The Russian government, professional organisations, individual companies and the international
donor community need to make available sufficient funds and resources to this effect. When building on
international experiences, it is important that the training is adapted to the Russian context and reflects the
needs of practitioners.
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CHAPTER 1: SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT OF
SHAREHOLDERS

Overview of legal framework
24.
Significant progress has been made in creating a modem legal framework for shareholder
protection. In 1995, Russia adopted the Federal Law “On Joint-Stock Companies” (hereafter the JSC Law)
that set out the principles for the protection of shareholders’ rights. This law is a significant improvement
from the confusing legal h e w o r k that existed at the time of mass privatisation during the early 1990s.
The duty to provide information to shareholders was considerably expanded through the Federal Law “On
the Securities Market” adopted in 1996 (the Securities Law). In 1999, the Law “On the Protection of
Rights and Legal Interests of Investors on the Securities Market” (the Investor Protection Law) increased
the powers of the FCSM by providing a mechanism to fine companies for violation of disclosure rules.
Finally, amendments to the JSC Law adopted in 2001 provide enhanced protection of shareholder rights,
attempting to close various loopholes for abuse in potential major and interested party transactions.
However, during the long delay between its first reading in April 1999 and its final enactment in August
2001, changes were made in some instances that weakened the provisions of the initial draft.

25.
Shareholders with common shares may participate in a general meeting of shareholders and vote
on all matters that fall within its competence. They have a right to information and are entitled to receive
dividends, if dividends are paid, and in the event of liquidation, to a share in the company’s residual assets.
The JSC Law allows preferred shares only up to 25% of the chartered capital. Preferred shares carry no
ordinary voting rights but are allowed to vote on a narrow range of issues, defined in the law and company
charter.
26.
Shareholderswith at least two percent of company voting shares have the right to introduce items
to the agenda of the general meeting of shareholders and to nominate candidates to the board of directors.
If the board refuses to include such items in the agenda or to include a list of candidates, the shareholder
has the right to challenge this decision in court. A shareholder holding at least 10 percent of the voting
shares has the right to call for an extraordinary meeting.

27.
Shareholderswith at least one percent of voting shares have the right to file a complaint against a
member of the board of directors or management board, the CEO or an outside managing company,
seeking reimbursement for damages to the company caused by their actions or failure to act. Any
shareholder has the right to challenge in court a decision of the general meeting of shareholders, if the
shareholder did not vote or voted against a decision, and the decision violated the shareholder’s rights and
lawful interests. The amended JSC Law establishes a limitation period for challenging such general
meeting decisions. The complaint must be filed within six months from the date when the shareholder
learned or should have learned of the decision.
Recommendations
28.

Regulation and monitoring of registrars should be strengthened and the responsibility for
this regulation and monitoring clarified.
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29.
Property rights protection begins with ensuring investors that their share ownership is registered
in the company’s books. The JSC Law only provides for registered shares in joint stock companies. While
the JSC Law requires all joint stock companies to maintain a register of its shareholders, the 2001
amendments to the JSC Law make it mandatory for companies with more than 50 shareholders to transfer
their registries to professional registers licensed by the FCSM. The Securities Law spells out the rules for
registrars’ operations and shareholders’ rights to obtain proof of ownership from the registrar and requires
that any transfer of securities be recorded in the company’s share register. Finally, the FCSM has issued a
significant number of regulations concerning registrars, without completely resolving the problem.

30.
In the past, cases of manipulation and fraud in company registers were flagrant, jeopardising
effective ownership transfer. These included refusal to re-register ownership rights or to transfer shares,
illegally striking off shares from registers, changing share registration from common to preferred and
accidental losses of records. Recently, the most frequent abuses have become less blatant and more
typically concern refusal to give information to shareholders on companies or their ownership structures as
well as improper handling of share transactions due to negligence. These problems are still occurring,
especially in the regions.
31.
The regulation and monitoring of the registrars has to be clarified and strengthened in order to
ensure the highest professional standards. A clear set of regulations should include: (a) stricter licensing
criteria regarding the size and the minimum number of clients of registrars, including banning a registrar
from being an affiliated party of an issuer as the most critical issue remains the dependence of registrars on
their main clients or shareowners (b) mandatory approval by the general meeting of shareholders of the
choice of registrar and of the contractual terms between issuers and registrars. It would be useful if
standard contract terms were provided, leaving only pricing and a few variables to be set by agreement.
This would further improve the protection of shareholders from abusive contracts; (c) the possibility to
impose significant penalties on registrars in cases of fraud or manipulation. The registrars should be held
liable for violation of the rules in a credible way. This would include, regarding companies’ own registrars
making companies’ managers personally liable. As for professional registrars, this would include the
cancellation of licences; (d) in any event, the price set by registrars for disseminating information on the
ownership structure should not unduly limit access by shareholders to such information.
32.
The strengthening of regulation and monitoring of registrars requires a clarification of
responsibilities between the FCSM and Professional Association of Registrars, Transfer-Agents and
Depositories (PARTAD). The FCSM should be given the clear and official responsibility of setting
regulation and monitoring compliance of registrars. However, mandatory membership of a professional
organisation should be reconsidered as a regulatory option. This would allow more effective monitoring
and improvement of professional standards.
33.
PARTAD should, as a professional association, concentrate on providing services to its members,
according to its present functions. It should focus its efforts on developing professional standards and on
helping its members in applying them. In particular, it should develop its present activity of setting shared
operational systems between registrars/depositoriesin order to improve the efficiency and reliability of the
whole depository and registrar system. More generally, the association should also remain actively
involved in projects to integrate the operations of depositories and registrars.
34.
Notification procedures for general shareholders meetings should provide shareholders
with the necessary information of the required quality on a timely basis.

35.
The Russian JSC Law provides detailed rules on the procedures for calling and conducting a
general meeting. In practice, a number of systematic violations have been reported which have often led to
important corporate changes without the consent of shareholders. The most prevalent has been the failure
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to give shareholders adequate notice of the time and location of the general meeting and notification of the
agenda. However, recent court decisions invalidated some general meeting decisions due to such
violations. This is expected to discourage such abuses. More generally, the information needed for
effective decision-making by shareholders has been lacking, especially regarding major transactions or
changes in the capital structure to be approved or candidates to be elected to the board of directors.

36.
In Russia, the mandatory 20 days notification period established by the law is in many instances
insufficient to allow shareholders who vote by mail or who use nominee services to cast their votes.
Companies should voluntarily extend the notification period to 45 days for the annual meeting as well as
for extraordinary meetings. In the same vein, companies should hold all general meetings in central
locations at a convenient date and time, in order to ensure easier access for Shareholders.
37.
The use of reliable corporate websites should be encouraged. The media can also play an
important role in ensuring wide dissemination of the general meeting information. Companies should
respect the spirit of the law and select widely distributed and easily accessible media.

38.
Regarding listed companies, the FCSM should take a more proactive stand on checking
systematically the procedures for general meeting notification as well as the publication of general meeting
results.
39.
To increase shareholder participation in general meetings, companies should improve the
procedures for proxy voting and, when possible, make use of new information and communication
technology for absentee voting.
40.
The right to participate in a general meeting may be exercised by a shareholder both personally
and through a representative. There have been numerous cases in Russia where procedural requirements
for voting during the general meetings have not been observed and shareholders have been prevented fiom
voting on various grounds. While absentee voting is possible, casting votes in absentia remains difficult in
practice. Proxy voting is also quite rudimentary. For example, the Law provides that a proxy must contain
the representative’s passport data. In practice, interpreting “passport data” arbitrarily and the requirement
of cumbersome certification procedures has prevented some “unwelcome” shareholders from participating
in meetings.
41.
Companies should use all reliable means for sending absentee ballots, including use of electronic
telecommunications if such is available. Special attention should be given to security issues, especially
regarding receipt by shareholders and return of the ballot to the company. If necessary, the appropriate
security requirements for using electronic communications and information technology should be defined
by regulation.

42.
Rules and procedures should be devised to facilitate and encourage proxy voting as well as to
reduce abuse. The provision of formal instructions by shareholders on the use of proxies should be
facilitated. Large companies should also hire outside professionals to collect proxies and organise proxy
procedures in a predictable manner. Moreover, shareholder protection groups should be allowed to assist
minority shareholders in consolidating their votes at general shareholder meetings, including by way of
proxy.
43.
To address these procedural difficulties in securing votes, the FCSM and shareholder protection
groups should work together to develop a set of rules and practices that include sufficient checks against
and remedies for possible abuse in the proxy process. These rules should also assign clearly the
responsibilities for reaching beneficial owners in the dissemination of information and facilitating their
participation in the corporate decision making process (i.e. general meetings).
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44.
In particular, in case of American Depository Receipts (ADR) and Global Depository Receipts
(GDR) issues, voting rights should be used in the best interest of holders instead of being automatically
transferred to management. The FCSM should check that adequate measures to deal with notification and
participation in general meetings have been taken into consideration by depositories. This could include,
for example, contracting with a company in the relevant country to distribute information and collect
proxies or ballots.

45.
Companies should pay the dividends agreed upon at the general meeting within a
reasonable time frame.

46.
Until recently, Russian companies have seldom paid dividends to their shareholders and when
they did, the delay between the general meeting decision and the actual payment was often unacceptable.
The annual general meetings should clearly set deadlines for dividend payments. These deadlines should
be as short as possible. Payment should be made at the same time to all shareholders. The 2001
amendments to the JSC Law largely addressed these concerns, and there is now a two-month cut-off date
for companies who fail to establish a deadline during the general meeting.
47.
The law should make clear that it is the responsibility of significant shareholders, domestic
as well as foreign, to report changes in ownership to the company, the stock exchange and the public
at large. The legal framework needs to have a single and coherent approach and enable the
identification of beneficial owners.

48.
It is essential that the ownership and control structure of an enterprise remains hlly transparent to
all shareholders under all circumstances. This is critical for outside shareholders to properly assess how
control is exercised and evaluate their own position and interest in providing equity fmance. Moreover,
disclosure of ownership and control structures is key in order to effectively address abusive related party
transactions, insider dealing and conflicts of interest, which are the most widespread and pernicious
shareholder abuses. These abuses quite frequently involve the use of offshore corporate vehicles or holding
structures controlled by management or controlling shareholders.

49.
In order to be effective, legal requirements for ownership disclosure should explicitly address the
case of parties acting in concert and being de facto or de jure controlled by other interested parties.
Sanctions for non-disclosure should also cover these cases, In other words, the veil of corporations set up
to hide abusive practices should be pierced wherever necessary to identify beneficial owners.
50.
Requirements for disclosing ownership are scattered among different laws and regulatory acts in
Russia. Moreover, these requirements are sometimes contradictory, or at least not hlly consistent. Some
consider the percentage of authorised capital, while others look at the percentage of votes. Some legal acts
also consider indirect control, through nominee accounts. Finally, under current rules, there is no
obligation to disclose even formal shareholders’ agreements.

51.
Legal and regulatory changes may thus be required in order to achieve consistency between
different legal acts, by removing contradictions and harmonising requirements. The legal and regulatory
framework should also clearly state the procedures and division of responsibilities between the different
parties involved (the shareholders, the issuers, the registrars, the trustees, the FCSM).
52.
With respect to open joint-stock companies, it should be clearly stipulated in the law and FCSM
regulations that it is the significant shareholders themselves that have an obligation to inform the issuing
company, the stock market and the public of their ownership, whenever this is required by the law. This
includes the responsibility for timely disclosure of any significant change in stock ownership. Time limits
for such information should also be explicitly provided in the law/regulation.
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53.
This responsibility to disclose one’s ownership also holds for significant ownership through
nominee accounts. Financial institutions entrusted with these nominee accounts as well as registrars have
to comply with the existing reporting requirements vis-&vis issuing companies.

54.
The FCSM should have sufficient means and legal authority to enforce the disclosure
requirements regarding ownership and control structures (please refer to paragraph 197 in Chapter 5). It
should actively check that listed companies provide accurate and timely information on their ownership
and control structure.
Where necessary and feasible, the FCSM should also conduct its own information inquiries into
indirect shareholding positions, as this would significantly improve the ability to identify abuse early on. It
could, for example, intensify contacts and enter into agreements with other regulatory agencies and bodies
(e.g. company registrars) that may facilitate obtaining and sharing information regarding beneficial owners.

55.

56.
The law should also provide adequate and credible criminal and administrative sanctions for
failure to disclose significant changes in ownership. These sanctions should be sufficiently high and
encompass shareholders, issuers, as well as registrars.
57.
In order for companies to fulfil the legal reporting requirements concerning their
ownership structure, they should work closely with their registrars to monitor changes in ownership.

58.
The company should devote resources and set up mechanisms allowing them to effectively
collect information on their ownership structure. Companies should, for example, make it clear in their
contracts with the registrars that the latter should keep companies informed on a regular basis of the
ownership structure, as well as significant changes in the ownership structures when these occur. The
board of directors, assisted by the audit committee, should ensure that their registrars provide such
information.
59.
Companies should disclose this information appropriately, to the public in their fmancial
statements, to individual shareholders on request and to the FCSM by informing them directly. In addition
to meeting Russian disclosure requirements, companies should also make available in Russia information
that they have already revealed in the context of foreign listings.
60.
The responsibility and liability of managers and board members for disclosing their
personal interests in any corporate transaction should be clarified.
61.
Many investors in Russia remain hstrated in their efforts to confront abusive interested party
transactions. This has been one of the most pervasive shareholder rights abuses, including in companies
with significant state ownership. Lack of a clear definition of an interested party, lack of credible sanctions
for failure to disclose interested party transactions and lack of access by injured parties to information
about company transactions have all contributed significantly to this problem. . The Amended JSC Law
now provides a more clear and broad definition of interested parties. Moreover, it also specifies the
decision making process for approving interested party transactions. However, the law still does not
contain credible sanctions that may be applied against the individuals who engage in self-dealing andor
fail to follow required procedures in this area.
62.
The monitoring of compliance with mandatory approval procedures should be undertaken
carefully also when the State or regional authorities may be considered as the “interested party” under the
2001 amendments to the JSC Law (art 81). Indeed, these amendments enlarge the definition of an
interested party by including the State authorities “which have the right to issue mandatory instructions to
the company”. Even though the interpretation o f this amendment remains problematic, it may become a
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useful tool to prevent transactions by state-controlled entities that serve state interests at the expense of
other shareholders.

63.
However, such provisions to avoid abusive interested party transactions will only be effectively
complied with if there is disclosure of material interests. Currently, disclosure obligations for material
interests exist only as regards specific transactions, namely major transactions. The law requires interested
parties to a specific major transaction to advise the company of their interests but does not specify how.
Consequently, reporting depends almost entirely on the good faith of the interested parties.

64.
Abusive self-dealing should be prohibited4. In order to prevent such abuses, managers and
directors should be held clearly responsible for the full disclosure of personal interests in any transaction,
whatever its size. They should disclose these interests to the board of directors. Moreover, prior approval
by the board of directors should be required. In order for the board of directors to be provided with enough
time to judge the fairness of the transaction, notification should be made on a timely basis. To strengthen
oversight, the board of directors may establish an audit committee consisting of board members that should
check that the adequate decision making procedures are followed once such interests have been disclosed.
In addition, the company should have internal policies to sanction cases where the manager or director fails
to make the required disclosure. Court sanctions should also be available.
65.
The limitations contained in the Labour Code on the overall amount of liability that may be
imposed upon an employee are not appropriate in cases where management cause damages to the company
through transactions in which they have an interest. In order to strengthen the incentives to comply with
rules concerning such transactions, Russian legislation could provide for a broad-based criminal liability of
directors for abuse of corporate funds, as this is the case in some OECD countries. The elements of such
criminal conduct would need to be clearly defined in the Russian environment.
66.
Courts should be able to preventively stop interested party transactions as an interim measure
when there are sufficient indications of illicit self-dealing. In addition, one way of making it easier for
shareholders and companies to seek legal redress could be a default determination of damages that can be
easily applied in cases involving interested party transactions. Another avenue to consider could be to shift
the burden of proof to the alleged interested party under certain circumstances, such as when the
contracting partner in the transaction is a corporate entity whose beneficial ownership cannot be traced to
an individual or publicly held corporation in a reputable market.
67.

Compliance with approval procedures regarding major transactions needs to be improved.

68.
Major transactions have been especially problematic in Russia. In the past, the provisions
regarding major transactions were vague and sanctions for violations of approval procedures not always
respected. The 2001 amendments to the JSC Law have clarified and completed the definition of major
transactions5,as well as procedures for their approval.
69.
Effective compliance with these new obligations is crucial. In many cases, this will require a vote
at an extraordinary meeting of shareholders, as it is not always possible to wait until the scheduled AGM.
Consequently, particular attention should be given to the respect of notification procedures for such
4 . It is also of the utmost importance that financial institutions such as banks, investment funds and custodian institutions adopt specific safeguards

against self-dealing.

5. A major transaction is defined In the Amended JSC law as a transaction (including loan, credit, pledge or mortgage) or a series of interrelated
transactions involving the purchase, alienation or the possibility ofalienation by a Company, directly or indirectly, of properly the value of which
constitutes 25 % or more of the balance-sheetvalue of the company’s assets determined on the basis of the company‘s latest accounting repom.
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meetings and to the quality and timeliness of the information given to the shareholders prior to these
meetings.
70.
Shareholders should have access to an expedient remedy in case the required procedures for
approving major transactions have not been respected. Courts should be able to rapidly issue a temporary
order that suspends the execution of these transactions until the case concerning the breach of procedures
can be considered. Failure to follow required procedures should be grounds for the transaction itself to be
held void. If necessary, the JSC Law or the relevant portions of the Civil Code should be amended to
clarify this and to define a reasonable limitations period.
71.
Major transactions and changes in capital structures should be performed at a fair price
that ensures equitable treatment of all shareholders.

72.
All shareholders should be treated equitably in the course of major transactions and changes in
capital structure. Until the adoption of the amendments to the JSC Law in 2001, the provisions of the JSC
Law on new share issues were sufficiently vague to allow a systematic share dilution and the disregard of
preemption rights. The JSC Law now makes pre-emptive rights compulsory during major changes in
capital structures. Procedures for mandatory buy-backs were also adopted in cases of reorganisation, major
transactions and amendments to the charter limiting the rights of shareholders.
73.
In practice, companies have often been able to sell their stock to insiders for only a fraction of its
true value, while major transactions have been done at the expense of minority shareholders by way of
unfair prices. The JSC Law currently provides two ways to evaluate a company’s share price: market
capitalisation for traded companies and an independent appraisal for illiquid ones. But appraisals up to now
have failed to establish confidence amongst investors, as in most cases the prices were significantly
miscalculated. The independence of the appraiser is often questioned.
74.
The recourse to independent appraisers should be encouraged. Specific procedures should be
designed to enable their effective independence and improve the quality of their services. Indeed, an
independent appraising mechanism is a critical tool to ensure that all shareholders are treated equitably
during major transactions and changes in capital structures. Moreover, the availability of a fair appraisal
mechanism is becoming even more crucial given the current wave of major reorganisations.
75.
The liability of the appraiser for a manifest miscalculation of a fair value should be established
and effectively enforced. The board of directors should also be held liable for relying on an expert where
such reliance is not in reasonable or good faith, or for relying on an unqualified or non-independent
appraiser.

76.
The role of shareholder associations in developing better corporate governance should he
fully recognised.

77.
Shareholder participation is on the rise, especially as institutional investors are concerned. In this
respect, the creation of investor protection associations in 1999 has been an important development. This
signals the will of equity market players in Russia to put the corporate governance issue at the centre of
reform efforts.
78.
These associations should be full members in the process of improving corporate governance
culture. Their role may also be expanded to improve enforcement through collective action procedures.
They could provide other services to minority shareholders, allowing them to unite their voices.

79.
Stock options and other stock-based compensation plans should be prepared with great
care, be fully transparent and approved by shareholders.
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80.
A small number of large listed companies have started to award stock options to senior
management. These schemes can be a u s e l l instrument to align the interests of managers and
shareholders, to improve managers’ incentives and thereby corporate performance. However, a legal
framework for this new concept and practice needs to be developed in Russia. To begin with, the
accounting treatment of such plans should be very transparent. Their effect on the capital structure,
including possible dilution of existing shareholders, also needs to be transparent to shareholders.
81.
It is important that shareholders are given the right to initially scrutinise and approve such plans
and whenever there are any material amendments. In addition, disclosure regarding the implementation of
the existing plans should be made systematically at the annual meeting of shareholders. Finally, there
should be clear limits as to the amount of stock that can be issued in relation to the option plan as a
percentage of total outstanding equity.

82.
In general, widespread use of stock option plans is usually dependent on the existence of an
efficient capital market as well as a fair and transparent price evaluation process. The lack of these
conditions renders the implementation of stock option plans extremely sensitive to market manipulation by
insiders. Combined with a history of share dilution, this suggests that the introduction of stock option plans
in Russia should be pursued with great caution.
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CHAPTER 2: THE ROLE OF STAKEHOLDERS IN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Overview

83.
The competitiveness and ultimate success of the corporation is the result of teamwork that
embodies contribution fiom a range of different resource providers including investors, employees,
creditors and suppliers. Corporations should recognise that the contributions of all stakeholders constitute a
valuable resource for building competitive and profitable companies. It is therefore in the long-term
interest of the corporations to foster wealth-creating co-operation among stakeholders. The governance
framework should reflect and recognise that the interests of the corporation are served by acknowledging
the interests of stakeholders and their contributions. In Russia, many of these stakeholders are also owners.
The recommendations in this chapter, however, concern their role as stakeholders and not their role as
shareholders.
84.
The debate in Russia on the role of stakeholders in corporate governance has been developed in a
very different context from the one prevailing in OECD economies. This is not surprising given the
Russian heritage. A major concern of transition regarding the development of the business sector was to
move away fiom the model of the enterprise as a social unit towards an enterprise that is a profit-making
entity based on clear property rights and capable of attracting capital.
85.
In Russia, employees6 mainly derive their stakeholder rights from labour and trade union
legislation. Under this legislation, in addition to rights granted to them such as minimum wage and social
protection, employees have a right to participate in the governance of a company through representation in
work collectives, trade unions and other professional bodies. Employees have a right to be informed by
companies and to conduct negotiations through employee representatives in cases of increase of charter
capital, reorganisation, liquidation and other key decisions that might have an impact on work conditions.
Trade unions can also initiate such consultations. However, consultation and other labour rights contained
in labour laws are not always observed in practice.

86.
During the normal course of business, it is rare that creditors are represented on the board of
directors, and when this occurs it is either because of special personal relations with directors, or because
the creditor is also a shareholder in the company. On the other hand, according to the Civil Code and
bankruptcy legislation, creditors have significant control over a company that defaults on its debt. Under
such circumstances, creditors may request early fulfilment of the debtor’s obligations or initiate bankruptcy
procedures, receive information on decisions taken by management, ,and participate in the management of
the debtor.
87.
Outside of these legal obligations, only a small number of companies are starting to take
voluntary measures to acknowledge good stakeholder relations as a valuable resource for building
competitive and profitable enterprises in the long-term. Companies will need to actively address key
stakeholder concerns, such as environmental policies and labour relations, as they begin to realise the longterm value of corporate reputation and to focus their efforts on consistent corporate performance. Such
6 The references to employee In this chapter address non-executive employees and not top management.
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issues are of particular importance to investors, including international investors, and will affect
companies’ ability to attract needed capital through equity markets.
Recommendations
88.
The board of directors should ensure that adequate mechanisms are in place to provide
familiarity and compliance with legislation related to the rights of stakeholders.

89.
While Russian law does not assign clear responsibility for ensuring compliance with applicable
laws, the governance structure of all companies should reflect their commitment to respect the legal rights
of stakeholders. In practice, the board of directors should ensure that mechanisms are in place so that the
corporation and its officers understand and observe the legal rights of stakeholders. An effective way for
the board of directors to address these issues in a systematic manner is to annually prepare and issue a
report on stakeholder relations.
90.

Employees should be granted the right to obtain effective legal redress.

91.
While labour legislation provides the possibility for employees to seek redress for violation of
their rights, in practice there are no mechanisms in place to enforce it. It has been proven difficult for
employees to use the legal system to enforce their contractual rights.
92.
The protection of employees’ rights should be strengthened, including an allowance for an
effective legal redress mechanism. However, it is important in this regard that the legal standards and
obligations for managers are addressed separately from those of non-executive employees.
93.

Companies should consult and communicate with employees and other stakeholden.

94.
Some Russian companies allow trade unions or other representatives of employees, creditors and
also other stakeholders such as regional authorities to participate in the board of directors. However, this
practice is not widespread. The participation of stakeholders in the governance of a company is therefore
focused on consultation.

95.
Employees have the legal right to be informed on, and be consulted by the board of directors on
labour-related issues. Not only is such consultation required by law, it also provides the board of directors
with a potentially useful source of information regarding labour relations and other company matters.
Companies should strive to establish a consultation process on these issues.
96.
Companies should consider establishing mechanisms for consultation with other stakeholders,
such as regional authorities, environmental bodies, social protection and social service agencies and others,
when this can be helpful in allowing them to prepare for critical corporate decisions or can help the
enterprise to remain in compliance with rules. Further, a dialogue with key stakeholders enhances a
company’s reputation among consumers and the general public. It could also help limit the company’s
liabilities for matters such as employee severance pay and possible environmental problems.
97.
Companies should follow agreed international instruments on corporate social
responsibility such as International Labour Organisation @LO) Tripartite Declaration of Principles
concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy as well as the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises.

98.
Russian companies need to be responsive to the concerns and interests of local communities in
which they operate. In many countries, there is an increased trend to address the corporate responsibility
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issue either by developing corporate internal codes or by following internationally agreed instruments,
which set out voluntary standards of behaviour in areas such as social and environmental policy.
99.

Corporate governance abuses by regional and local authorities should be prevented.

100.
In many cases, local communities are legitimate stakeholders and corporations should take their
interests into consideration through consultations. In Russia, this is especially the case in the widespread
presence of large “company towns” or regions, which depend on one big employer. But there have been
many cases where regional and local authorities have abused their relationship with corporations.

101.
Some regional and local bodies have shielded insiders from take-over attempts, obstructed the
enforcement of property rights, and perpetuated the system of using enterprises as a source of private
benefits for managers and local officials. Regional or local bodies may also attempt to prefer IocaVregional
competitors or owners to “outsiders”, or to control the commercial activities of enterprises in other ways
(for example, by prohibiting sales of certain goods outside the locality or region).
102.
This behaviour is often illegal, but the available remedies are not always effective. In some cases,
the boundaries of proper regional/local authority may not yet be completely clear after the restructuring of
these bodies over the past decade. Where this is the case, steps should be taken to clarify the role of the
authorities through legislative or other means.
103.

Abuses of the bankruptcy process should be effectively addressed.

104.
Judicial practice has revealed numerous cases where bankruptcy procedures have been abused as
a means to acquire assets or entire companies. They are also used to eliminate competitors, to strip assets
or to exclude certain shareholders. These abuses have been facilitated by the bankruptcy administrators’
poor supervision. These problems have undermined the credibility of the bankruptcy law.

105.
It is important that the Russian government and legislators take the necessary steps to improve
the legal and institutional framework for bankruptcy and prevent abuse of the process.
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CHAPTER 3: DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY

Overview of disclosure rules and practices
106.
A strong disclosure regime is critical to a market-based system of monitoring companies and is
central to shareholders’ ability to exercise their judgement and hence making use of their property rights.
Shareholders and potential investors require access to timely, reliable and comparable information in
sufficient detail for them to make informed decisions. There is currently a good legal and regulatory basis
in Russia for obtaining basic information about a publicly listed company. The Russian JSC Law contains
a list of documents that a joint-stock company is required to make available. The Securities Law and
numerous regulations by the Ministry of Finance and the FCSM require additional disclosure. However,
the application and enforcement of these laws and regulations is weak.

107.
Since 1999, the Investor Protection Law has provided the FCSM with the authority to fine joint
stock companies and their managers for violating information disclosure rules. The FCSM is required to
publicly report every penalty it imposes. Important corporate events, such as major transactions, changes in
the executive and supervisory structure and board of directors’ decisions, must be announced in the FCSM
newsletter, which is regularly published. Moreover, the Law explicitly makes it a broker’s duty to provide
current and prospective shareholders with a complete set of documents that would shed light on the
structure, activities and policies of the company.
108.
Stock exchanges in Russia have taken some steps to introduce tougher disclosure requirements.
However, additional action needs to be taken to improve enforcement. The exchanges need to respond to
compliance failures with sanctions and if necessary de-list a company that fails to comply with information
disclosure rules.
109.
A common and consistent financial language is a paramount requirement for a fully functioning
market economy. International accounting and auditing standards7 are the most logical tool in the global
market for full and fair financial disclosure. The introduction and implementation of IFRS in Russia has
been a challenge. Historically, Russian Accounting Standards (US)-based financial statements have
served as a statistics gathering function and are unsuited for decision-making in a market economy. In
addition, they provide limited information to both management and investors. In contrast, international
standards will provide the relevant and reliable information that is required in a market economy.
110.
A new law on audit has been adopted in 200 I . This law seems to incorporate most of the
standards included in the IFAC international standards of audit. It also clearly distinguishes the audit
process from a tax compliant audit that was previously the main focus of auditors.

7 International Financial Reporting Sbndards (IFRS) are increasingly becoming the benchmarks for accounting and have been endorsed by the
International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and the Bank for International Settlements. IFRS and International Standards of
Audit (ISA) were also idenlified as the key standards to follow by the Task Force on the Implementation of Standards of the Financial Stability
Forum (FSF). The world‘s largest accounling firms and the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), which represents the accounting and
audit profession on the international level, support the use of IFRS and ISA. The FSF also identified the IOSCO objectives and principles of
securities regulation as a key standard to follow and the IOSCO International Disclosure Standards for Cross-Border Offerings and Initial Listings
by Foreign Issuers provide specific guidance on the content of non-financial disclosure.
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111.
A handful of Russian companies have attempted to provide effective disclosure; however a large
number still fall significantly short of international practice. Full and fair disclosure requires the provision
of accurate material information, i.e. information whose omission or misstatement could influence the
economic decisions made by the users of the information. Applying the concept of materiality as required
under IFRS helps companies and auditors to decide what information is truly relevant to investors and
other stakeholders. In Russia, this concept has not been well understood and insufficient or opaque
disclosure of material information remains one of the main deterrents to investment.
Recommendations
112.
Russia should adopt in full and as quickly as possible International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) for publicly listed and non-private companies'.

113.
The quality of information is only as good as the standards under which it is compiled and
disclosed. The 1998 Russian Accounting Reform Programme envisaged an evolving Russian Accounting
Standards (RAS) system, which would gradually move closer to IFRS, as recommended by the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). However, progress has been slow and reforms still fall
short of full compliance. This is partly due to the significant difficulties inherent in a complete shift to
IFRS. Issues of changing taxation provisions and separating tax from financial reporting accounting,
inflation accounting, asset valuation and fair market valuation where markets are thin or absent, valuation
of non-cash transactions and the way to handle discounting of debts for the likelihood of financial
recovery, have posed serious problems.
114.
The Ministry of Finance adopted a new 10-year plan for the transition to IFRS. It includes four
stages. During stage one (2001-2003) Russia would develop tax reconciliation procedures for RAS and
IFRS reporting. At stage two (2003-2005) a legal and market environment would be established to support
the transition to IFRS at the corporate level. At the same time, the Finance Ministry would revise RAS to
bring them closer to IFRS. At stage three (to commence in 2006), IFRS would become statutory for public
companies. The plan divides companies into four groups by ownership, size and listing. Listed public
companies are subject to the strictest requirements. They are encouraged to abandon RAS for IFRS starting
from 2003.
115.
The adoption of LFRS would be especially important regarding consolidation. Indeed,
consolidation of financial statements is critical for understanding a company's business and its value to its
shareholders. However, in practice, Russian companies often use different consolidation methods that do
not follow the IFRS standards and do not meet investor expectations. Some large companies do not prepare
consolidated financial statements at all. Subsidiaries of enterprises that report under IFRS should be
required to apply IFRS in place of RAS.
116.
As noted above in the shareholder chapter, the disclosure of company control structures is
particularly pertinent for Russian companies. Furthermore, the following issues need to be specifically
addressed in financial reporting : (I) Consolidation; (2) Non-cash payments and barter transactions that
should be recorded and disclosed in the financial statements and the accompanying required notes; (3)
More detailed segment information; (4) Undisclosed liabilities including notes on contingent liabilities or
company guarantees; (5) Information on accounts receivable and payables including the age of the
amounts and probability to collect; ( 6 ) Asset impairment write-downs; (7) Depreciation rules that are still
focused on tax accounting; (8) Accounting policies, details on changes in equity, number of shares issued,
extraordinary events; (9) Related party transactions and (IO) Transfer pricing policies.
~~

8.

Widely held nan-listed companies
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Companies shonld expand disclosure to include non-financial disclosure of all information
material to investment and voting decisions.
117.

118.
Disclosing more information than is required by the law will enhance the corporate governance
image of businesses in Russia. It is important to realise that this information is not only useful to investors
but is also important for the effective management of the company and will enhance company value. The
initiative by a few companies to include this information in annual reports or by introducing corporate
governance codes should be further expanded. These companies should further develop and discuss
publicly their individual corporate governance norms.

119.
While information that constitutes commercial secret should be protected, this is frequently used
as a justification by management to withhold important information that in other jurisdictions is routinely
reported. The issuer should be required to justify confidential treatment of otherwise required information
before a third party such as the regulator, by establishing both the need for confidentiality and ensuring that
the omitted information is not material.’
120.
As voluntary best practice, the following specific information should be disclosed in addition to
the basic financial information: (1) Company objectives, generally and for the upcoming period; (2)
Information on board members and key executives, including remuneration; (3) Future trends and material
foreseeable risk factors; (4) Governance and stakeholder policies.
121.
Management and the board of directors need to be fnlly aware of their responsibility for all
financial and non-financial disclosures.

122.
In most Russian companies, management and the board of directors do not fully understand their
responsibility for the preparation of financial statements, even if the law establishes this responsibility. If
the board of directors and management do not take responsibility for and are not properly trained in
financial disclosure, the auditor will face a more difficult and sometimes impossible task in preparing
financial statements. The board of directors and management must be actively engaged in the process of
preparing financial statements and other disclosures. The board’s audit committee should be the ultimate
driver providing the necessary checks and balances in the process of preparing disclosures.

123.
In listed companies, the management and the revision commission should be required by law to
provide a signed representation letter to the shareholders each year along with the annual financial
statements. The representation letter should state that the financial statements represent fairly the financial
information of the company and that to the best of their knowledge the company has fully complied with
all rules and regulations. In this respect, a false statement should be treated as a false disclosure and be
sanctioned as such by the FCSM.
124.
Professional audit associations need to raise professional standards and monitor the quality
of their members’ performance.

125.
Credible audited financial statements are a fundamental pre-requisite for Russian enterprises to
obtain debt and equity financing in a significant volume and at an acceptable price. The independent
external auditor is a critical link in establishing the proper checks and balances required for bringing global
investor confidence into the economy. In Russia, an independent external audit does not always provide
assurances to investors. Many independent audit reports are issued fraudulently by so-called “black auditor
firms” who know the financial statements are materially misstated and are intended to deceive tax
authorities and minority shareholders.
9 . See, for example, the European Union practice regarding omission of information, described in Part Il, Section X N of the IOSCONon-Financial
Disclosure Requirements for Cross Border Offerings and Initial Listings By Foreign Issuers.
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126.
Effective compliance with professional standards is critically needed. The adoption of the Federal
Law “On Auditing” in 2001 is a positive step in this direction, as it provides two levels of quality control,
at the federal level by the government regulator and at the level of professional associations.
127.
Special emphasis should be put on professional standards regarding the independence of auditors.
In practice, management often exerts pressure on shareholders to approve auditors that have been selected
on non-objective criteria and often have conflicting interests. This is the case, for example, when auditors
enter into other fee-generating relationships with the company that may taint independence. Consequently,
some auditors tend to overly favour management’s view of the company they are supposed to audit
independently.
128.
Further consideration should be given to the elements of the audit report to be disclosed to
shareholders. At a minimum, material breaches of the law with an impact on financial reporting should be
disclosed. A civil law remedy for fraudulent work by auditors could be introduced in these cases so those
auditors can be held financially liable to the victims of negligence.
129.
The licensing authority for auditors should be able to impose credible sanctions when there is
audit failure. It should also closely monitor the work of professional associations. However, reinforcing
self-regulation is also critical to improve the quality of audits and ensure the independence of the audit
profession. Professional associations of accountants and auditors have the task of improving the
qualifications and ethics of their members to meet international standards. These associations should be
responsible for improving professional standards and imposing sanctions on members who neglect to
adequately fulfil their responsibilities. The numerous professional associations within Russia need to be
consolidated to a manageable number of credible associations that will fulfil this oversight role. In order to
strengthen the role of these professional bodies, mandatory membership of auditors of public companies in
the relevant association of their choice should be considered.
130.

The FCSM and stock exchanges should require publicly listed companies to disclose any
changes of auditors as well as the level of fees paid to auditors for non-auditor services.

131.
According to the JSC Law, the general meeting of shareholders approves the nomination of the
external auditor and the board of directors determines the amount of fees to be paid. A company is required
to bring in an auditor who has no property interests tying him to the company or its shareholders. This
external auditor conducts an annual audit and provides confirmation of the annual financial statement.

132.
To protect the independence of auditors, it is important that management is deterred from
changing auditors merely because they disagree with the auditor’s findings or opinion. Full disclosure of
suggested changes and a discussion in the general meeting of the need to change auditors would enhance
the effectiveness of audits in the long run.
Full transparency is also necessary regarding any fee-generating relationships other than the audit
133.
itself, which the auditors have with the company.
134.
The government should have the ability to impose broader sanctions on compliance
violations by the auditor.

135.
Disclosure is not enough to improve the credibility of audits. The 2001 Audit Law includes some
sanctions for compliance violations by auditors, including withdrawal of license and fines, and a reference
to establishment of criminal liability for a deliberately false auditor’s report. The specified fmes apply to
conduct of audit by an unlicensed firm or individual, and to the avoidance of a required audit by a
company. But the fines are not high enough to serve as a substantial deterrent to a large firm. Moreover,
there are no sanctions on other kinds of violations. These sanctions would be especially relevant, for
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example, to prevent the preparation of an audit by parties with certain relationships to the audited entity.
Victims (such as shareholders and certain creditors) of negligent, reckless or fraudulent audit work should
have effective means of redress against the auditors.

136.
To improve the fairness of disclosure, the FCSM and stock exchanges should prohibit
asymmetrical disclosure to certain privileged parties and trading on material, non-public
information.
137.
Fair disclosure means that access to relevant information is available to all shareholders at the
same time. The ultimate objective of fair disclosure is to create a “level playing field” for all market
participants. At present, some Russian companies allow major shareholders to have privileged access to
information. This undermines market integrity by exacerbating information asymmetries and opportunities
for trading on insider information, which should be forbidden. This issue is receiving increasing attention
in some OECD countries and is even more dangerous in Russia than elsewhere, considering the lack of
legislation prohibiting trading on insider information
138.
Due to the importance of fairness, the timing of disclosure is as important as the content of the
disclosure. Information that is not delivered on a timely basis has reduced value. Delayed disclosure may
be equivalent to hiding or misrepresenting information. According to Russian rules, fmancial statements
and other information disclosure should be provided to shareholders on a timely basis. However, in
practice there is an excessive time lag between the date of the material event and release of information to
the public by the company.
139.
Publicly listed companies should disclose routine company information, such as quarterly
reports, on a periodic basis without time delays. Price-sensitive information should be provided
immediately; this includes changes in key management, major transactions, losses of major customers,
significant change in the company’s economic environment, major litigation, inside trading of shares,
default on debt, and insolvency filing. This information is often not provided immediately by Russian
companies. Monitoring of this timely disclosure should be the responsibility of the FCSM.

140.
Companies and the FCSM need to improve information dissemination procedures by
making information available to investors and the public through various channels, such as press
releases, filings with the authorities, and posting information on their website.
141.
The channels through which information is disclosed is critical to ensuring that users have timely,
cost-effective and equitable access. It is the primary responsibility of the company to disseminate this
information. However, regulating agencies and professional associations can provide mechanisms to
facilitate the effective dissemination of this information.
142.
The FCSM has started using new technologies to enhance the fairness and efficiency of the
disclosure process, including the submission and access of financial and non-financial information by
electronic means. Along this line, the charters of publicly traded companies are in the process of being
made available on the FCSM server. The development by the National Association of Professional
Participants of the Securities Market (NAUFOR) of an information disclosure tool, “SKRIN Issuer’’, is
another example of the potential effectiveness of electronic methods for disclosure. This instrument is used
on-line and allows for information on 5,000 issuers to be disclosed at the same time to all interested
parties.
143.
In order to adopt a pro-active disclosure policy, large publicly listed companies should establish
or significantly strengthen their Investor Relations Departments, as this is a major tool in building longterm relationships between investors and the company. One of their main first tasks would be to improve
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the information value of the companies’ websites, including primarily general meeting notices, agendas, as
well as information on main corporate events. These Investor Relations Departments should also be in
charge of handling shareholders requests, queries and complaints. Companies should also make extensive
use of mass media in disseminating information.
144.
Major training and education programmes should be developed for companies, accountants
and auditors, universities and the government.

145.
The lack of experience by most companies, accountants and staff members of government bodies
dealing with financial reporting is a major cause for concern. The proper application of standards requires
improving the quality of the accounting profession. This will only come with sufficient training and
expertise in companies, accounting firms and the government. Professional associations are expected to
play a key role in developing and introducing these training programmes.
146.
To facilitate the &ansition to IFRS and familiarisation by the business community, it will be
important that practical guidelines on the implementation of internationally accepted standards be provided
as quickly as possible to companies, the accountindaudit profession, and government It should be also
recognised that it is important to educate the next generations and thus design proper curricula for
universities.
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CHAPTER 4: THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD

Overview of legal framework

147.
The structure, composition and functioning of the board are regulated in the Russian JSC Law
and in the Civil Code. While certain provisions are mandatory, others are dispositive and allow some
characteristics of the board to be defined in the charters of the individual corporations. The law stipulates
that all companies with50 or more voting shareholders are required to have a board of directors. All
companies must have at least a single-person executive body (manager or general manager). On a
voluntary basis, joint stock companies may further establish a management board. Russian law also
mandates a revision commission that is independent of the board of directors and reports directly to the
annual general meeting of shareholders (hereafter “annual meeting”) on the completeness and accuracy of
the company’s accounts. The discussion and recommendations in this chapter concern the board of
directors.
148.
The JSC Law requires that the annual meeting elect the board of directors until the next annual
meeting. There are no limitations on successive re-elections. Shareholders owning at least two percent of
the shares can nominate candidates to the board of directors. A cumulative voting procedure is mandatory
in companies with more than 1,000 common stock shareholders and is optional for other companies. The
general meeting may vote to remove a board member before the expiration of the term. When the general
meeting intends to remove a board member who has been elected by cumulative voting, a decision on early
termination must apply to the entire board of directors.
149.
The law requires that the board of directors of open joint stock companies with more than 1,000
voting shareholders have at least seven board members. The board of directors of companies with more
than 10,000 voting shareholders should have at least nine members. The law restricts the participation of
senior managers in the board of directors in two ways. Firstly, the chief executive officer is not allowed to
serve as the chairman of the board of directors. Secondly, members of the management board can occupy
no more than twenty-five percent of the seats on the board of directors. However, the law does not exclude
participation of other managers and employees in the board of directors.

150.
According to Russian law, the competence of the board of directors includes both procedural and
strategic functions. In terms of procedural issues, the board of directors is for example required to convene
and propose the agenda for the annual meeting and approve the company registrar. The board of director’s
strategic responsibilities include the duty to determine the company’s principal areas of activity, propose
dividends, approve major transactions, execute repurchases of corporate securities and determine the value
of securities issues. The board of directors also gives preliminary approval of the annual report before it is
submitted to the annual meeting.
Recommendations

151.
Company law should clearly stipulate that it is the board of directors’ duty, and the duty of
each board member, to act in the best interests of the company and to treat all shareholders in a fair
and equitable manner.
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Russian law does not include any provisions on the equitable treatment of shareholders by the
152.
board of directors. In practice, there is a widespread misunderstanding that board members are expected to
owe their allegiance to the group that nominated them. As a consequence, board members often make
decisions in affiliation with the interests of controlling shareholders, at the expense of other shareholders.
153.
Directors appointed by controlling shareholders should have a duty to represent the shareholders
collectively and not just the interests of the group that nominated them or otherwise influenced their
election. In case a director has a clear conflict of interest in a transaction, the director should be excluded
born deliberations and voting.
154.
Special concerns are raised in large companies with significant state ownership, in which board
members nominated by the state may prefer the broader state interest - including political concerns - over
the interests of the company and its shareholders. Direct conflicts of interest may arise where the state
nominates as board members officials whose other responsibilities include regulation or oversight of the
company or management of a related sphere of the economy, and for this reason such officials should not
be nominated as board members.

155.
Board members sbonld be provided with practical guidance on the meaning of the legal
requirement to act “reasonably and in good faith”, in order to assist in determining what can be
considered as “sound business judgement”.
156.
The law requires board members in Russia to act in the best interests of the company and
exercise their rights and duties towards the company “reasonably and in good faith”. Failure to meet this
obligation renders the board members, individually or collectively, liable for “losses incurred due to
actions or inaction for which they are at fault”. Individual board members, who voted against the decisions
that caused losses, or did not participate in the decision, cannot be held responsible. The law allows a
company or shareholders holding at least one percent of common shares to submit a claim for damages to
the company in court against the involved individual.

157.
In practice, however, board members and others are left with little guidance as to the meaning of
the duty to act “reasonably and in good faith”. This lack of clarity does not only give an opportunity for
misuse of board members’ authority, but it is also a problem for board members seeking practical guidance
on appropriate conduct and for shareholdersthat wish to seek redress.
158.
While any short definition of “reasonably and in good faith” is difficult to establish, useful
guidance can be provided through the progressive building of cases and interpretations. It is therefore
recommended that the business community, together with concerned regulatory bodies, judicial authorities,
and the legal profession, engage in systematic work to produce a practical guide on the requirements for
hlfilling the basic board of directors’ duties. Such a guide could include examples of proper conduct and
references to authentic cases. One useful function of the Institute of Directors could be to provide training
and orientation on the basis of such a guide. When developed over time, such guidelines could also provide
the courts with a non-binding interpretation and practical implications of the duty to act “reasonably and in
good faith” which should reflect what is considered to be sound business judgement.

159.
Listing requirements should require companies to have a sumcient number of independent
board members and apply a broader definition of independence than the current legal definition.
160.
Russian law provides a rather narrow definition of an independent board member by defming it
as somebody who, for the past year, has not been a company manager or a related party to the company.
Family ties with someone who, for the previous year, has been a company manager or a related party to the
company also disqualifies anyone as an independent director. Importantly, the legal concept and
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application of board independence is primarily aimed at regulating board member’s participation in
decisions that involve related party transactions, while there is a much wider range of significant issues that
require an independent judgement by board members.
161.
The use of independent directors generally improves the dynamics of the board of directors’ work
and its ability to make informed decisions in the best interest of all shareholders and the company. In
particular, independent board members are expected to enhance the monitoring function of the board. This
is especially important in an environment like Russia where the relationships between managers,
controlling shareholders and board members are often very close and respective responsibilities sometimes
confused. In Russia board members are still largely selected by controlling shareholders and therefore
likely to be under their influence, even if they qualify as independent directors.
162.
For this reason, stock exchanges should require that listed companies have a sufficient number of
independent directors. Independence should imply an ability to exercise judgement independently,
particularly fiom managers and major shareholders. An independent board member should not be
employed by the company nor closely related to the company, its management or major shareholders
through significant economic, family or other ties.
163.
For the purpose of identifying, nominating and electing independent board members the existing
cumulative voting provision in Russia should be respected, as it provides minority shareholders with
incentives to nominate such candidates.
164.
Companies should clearly recognise that in addition to strategic guidance, a key function of
the board of directors is the duty to monitor management.

165.
It is widespread practice in Russian companies to leave the board of directors to perform
primarily procedural tasks. This attitude does not take advantage of the board members’ individual skills
and experiences that could improve the quality of corporate decision making. Moreover, it undermines the
board’s authority in an environment where managers have been repeatedly accused of abuse and
expropriation of corporate assets.
166.
In order for the board to fulfil its duty, it should be clearly recognised that its key functions are to
monitor and evaluate senior management, as well as to provide strategic guidance. Other key board
functions include management of conflicting interests, ensuring the integrity of the corporate accounting
and financial reporting system and overseeing the process of corporate disclosure and communication.
167.
In order to improve the dynamics of the board and its collective competence, the board should
also regularly address director training and board performance evaluation.
168.
Companies should strengthen the functioning of the board of directors through the use of
specialised committees, in particular to improve oversight of the audit, nomination and
remuneration functions.

169.
While the law does not contain any provisions pertaining to the delegation of particular powers of
the board of directors to committees, it does imply that the board can constitute and empower committees
to perfonn important elements of its mandate.
170.
An increased use of committees with specific functions could significantly enhance the board of
directors’ efficiency by allowing a dedicated number of board members to focus on specific aspects,
particularly in areas where there are potential conflicts of interest. Such committees typically include the
audit, remuneration and nomination committees. These committees should consist of a majority of
independent board members as defined in paragraph 162.
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171.
When introducing audit committees, companies should consider the existence of the revision
commission, which is the statutory body responsible for internal financial control. International experience
has shown that even in countries where the company law mandates the existence of an equivalent of the
Russian revision commission, it may still be very useful to establish a special board of directors’
committee charged with reviewing and reporting on the internal control and audit function. Such an audit
committee does not relieve the board kom its accountability regarding fmancial statements, but enhances
the board’s capacity to perform its tasks. The audit committee should consist exclusively of independent
board members and be directly accountable to the full board. By evaluating the extent and effectiveness of
the internal and external audit process, the audit committee plays a complementary role to the already
existing revision commission.
172.
In order to ensure a transparent and fair nomination of board members, it may also be useful to
create a nomination committee that assists in identifying candidates and ensure a transparent nomination
process. This process should, among other things, ensure that shareholders are provided with maximum
information on all candidates sufficiently in advance of the general meeting.

173.
Board members should be pro-active in seeking relevant, accurate and timely information;
they should be provided with adequate resources to inform themselves on significant issues.
174.
Access to relevant and timely information is key to the board of directors’ ability to carry out its
mandate in a professional manner. In practice, the extent and quality of briefing materials presented to the
board of directors in Russia is very deficient. It is completely inexistent, not thoroughly prepared, or
submitted on the evening prior to the day of a board meeting. Independent board members are sometimes
barred from basic information that they require to fully exercising their duties. In some cases, charters
restrict a board member’s access to corporate information for fear of abusive use to the benefit of
competitors.
175.
To clarify management’s responsibility, the company by-laws should specify that the provision
of such information to the board of directors is the obligation of management. When appropriate, board
members should also have access to individual managers to request additional information.
176.
TObe effective, the board of directors must take an active role in ensuring that it has access to the
information it requires. The board’s information needs vary depending on its agenda and corporate
strategy. Financial information is obviously critical. But the board of directors also needs access to
relevant, accurate and timely information about corporate performance and potential risks. Information
about related party transactions and potential conflicts of interests involving controlling shareholders and
senior managers is also critical.
177.
The board of directors should be provided with the financial means to pursue its work
independently from management, commensurate with its responsibilities to the company and its
accountability to shareholders. This includes first, receiving sufficient compensation and second, adequate
operational resources to carry out its functions. In particular, the board and its committees require
sufficient funds dedicated to seeking independent expertise when needed.

178.
Companies, professional associations and international partners should support and
operate in the development of training programmes for board members.

EO-

179.
The effectiveness of the board of directors depends critically on the quality of the individual
board members. They should be well-qualified professionals that can exercise independent judgement with
maximum integity. Despite substantial progress during the last decade, there is still a relative shortage of
individuals with suitable business experience.
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180.
Sustained efforts to train board members should therefore be a priority. Companies and
professional associations need to dedicate sufficient resources to allow for the training of board members.
Companies should be especially encouraged to provide induction training for new non-executive board
members. The recent establishment of professional associations of board members in Russia provides an
opportunity to train a core group of qualified professionals. In relation to these training programmes,
professional associations may also create a database of suitable domestic and foreign candidates to board
of directors. These associations should also facilitate the development of formal and informal networks
where companies, individual board members and training providers can exchange experiences and
information.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT

Overview

18 I.
Most Russian laws and regulations in the area of corporate governance have been substantially
improved during the last few years. The Russian Civil Code, JSC Law, Securities Law, and Investor
Protection Law offer a fairly comprehensive framework of procedural and structural provisions. They also
include provisions for legal redress and specify the mandate of supervisory agencies and self-regulatory
bodies. However, sanctions for some significant violations of the law remain too low.
182.
A severe shortcoming is the relatively weak implementation and enforcement of existing rules
and laws. This is a well-known problem that has troubled foreign and domestic investors alike, and greatly
contributed to the generally unfavourable view of legal protection in the Russian stock market. A related
problem is the remaining inconsistencies between different laws and regulations, which sometimes creates
confusion on matters of authority and legal interpretation.
183.
Understandably, the judiciary has had great difficulty in dealing with the very rapid growth of
commercial litigation that has occurred since the start of transition; a problem which has been aggravated
by a vast amount of changes in legislation. Difficulties in keeping up with changes, insufficient training,
lack of experience, few precedents and a general shortage of resources have thus plagued the system,
leading to sometimes questionablejudgements.

184.
Considering the gap between the letter of the law and actual practice, priority should be given to
improving implementation and enforcement of existing rules and regulations. This requires a significant
empowerment of the judicial system. it also calls for capacity building, an emphasis on rigorous
enforcement by the FCSM, a better focus of professional organisations and the expeditious introduction of
voluntary best practices at the corporate level.
Recommendations
185.
The capacity of the judicial system must he strengthened to cffcctively deal with
commercial disputes.

186.
A solid and predictable judiciary is a key prerequisite for a credible corporate governance system
and a well functioning business sector. It is therefore of utmost importance that the Russian judiciary is
immediately granted sufficient resources. More specifically, the compensation of judges and other court
personnel should be increased to ensure the recruitment and retaining of educated and experienced
professionals that can perform their duties with the absolute integrity required for their positions.
187.
Priority should be given to improving training in commercial law, especially with respect to
company law, securities law and bankruptcy law. it is also crucial to provide judges with training in basic
business concepts, since the lack of exposure to regular business practices sometimes result in an
extremely literal application of the law. As part of thistraining, it is important to provide judges with
background on the basic business and economic concepts that underlie such legislation, since the lack of
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such background sometimes results in an extremely literal application of legislative language that may be
unreasonable in the context of normal business practices.
188.
It may also be useful to examine ways of encouraging greater specialisation in commercial law
among judges and setting clear rules on competence. The judicial process should be streamlined by giving
to the Arbitrazh Courts the full jurisdiction for adjudication of commercial cases, as they have developed
considerably more expertise than the courts of general jurisdiction. The establishment of a specialised
section of the Arbitrazh Courts dealing with corporate and securities cases would go a step further.
189.
Sufficient resources should be deployed to the investigation of instances of suspected serious
fiauds committed by top management of public companies. Prosecution should be brought on an impartial
basis.

190.
Finally, written court opinions in the corporate law area should be widely published, circulated
and made available as public record to facilitate interpretation of the law by judges. The use of electronic
means and mass media can significantly enhance local judges’ access to information and improve the
accountability of the legal system. International assistance could be provided to put in place such an
information sharing and dissemination system.
191.
Private dispute settlement mechanisms should be improved and include the use of
professional independent arbitration.
192.
Corporations and investors in many countries have experienced that alternative dispute resolution
procedures, such as administrative hearings or independent arbitration procedures can be cost-effective and
fair methods for dispute settlement.
193.
The use of private arbitration mechanisms, at least as an alternative to court litigation, will
effectively reduce the workload of the judicial system and serve the business community by speeding up
the resolution of commercial disputes. Such mechanisms might be of particular use for settling minority
shareholder disputes. As a first step in this process, the Russian stock exchanges may consider providing a
voluntary standard private arbitration mechanism to settle disputes between shareholders and listed
companies.
194.
However, private arbitration is not a substitute for strong judicial institutions. Arbitrators can
encounter the same problems as the judicial system in identifying and interpreting the law. They are often
dependent on an active and consistent judiciary that, through its rulings, contributes to the interpretation of
the law. Most importantly, the execution of arbitration decisions depends on the effectiveness of the
judicial system.
195.
The Federal Commission for the Securities Market should be provided with the necessary
resources to fulfil its mandate, including the supervision of self-regulatory organisations.
196.
The Federal Commission for the Securities Market holds a broad range of functions, as the
regulator of the Russian securities markets. This includes licensing, regulating and monitoring issuers of
corporate securities, stock exchanges, brokerddealers, registrars, depositories and self-regulatory
organisations. The FCSM’s work is conducted in its Moscow headquarters and its 15 regional offices.
197.
Effective enforcement by the FCSM requires sufficient human and budgetary resources. It must
be able to recruit and retain staff that meets the highest professional standards and who pursues their duties
with absolute integrity. This calls for budgetary stability that allows adequate resources to secure
competitive salaries, state of the art equipment and appropriate facilities. Since its creation in 1992, the
FCSM has been understaffed and under-funded while its already long list of responsibilities has been
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expanded. For example, the FCSM has reabsorbed some duties that were previously assigned to
professional associations without receiving additional resources to efficiently discharge the responsibilities
performed by these professional associations.

198.
It is important that the FCSM operates in accordance with best practices, especially regarding
transparency and accountability, as defined in the IOSCO Objectives and Principles of Securities
Regulation.
199.
Regular staff training should also be emphasised, including exchange of expertise with similar
authorities abroad. For this purpose the FCSM may seek support from multilateral and bilateral technical
assistance agencies.

200.
The first priority of the FCSM should be to ensure integrity and fairness in the securities
market through the enforcement of existing rules and the development of specific regulations to this
effect.
201.
The FCSM plays an important role in formulating policy in co-operation with the government
and in identifying best practice in co-operation with corporations. However, the highest priority of the
FCSM should be the maintenance of a fair securities market through the enforcement of relevant rules. In
this respect, available sanctions for violation of securities market regulations should be increased to a level
that makes enforcement credible.
202.
In prioritising its work, the FCSM should primarily focus on listed companies. Its requirements
towards non-listed open JSC with a relatively limited number of shareholders should be significantly
simplified, in particular with respect to reporting requirements. The FCSM should not regulate closed JSC.
203.
The existing professional associations of broker-dealers, registrars and depositories must
intensify their focns on developing solid professional standards.

204.
Professional associations should focus on providing services to their members. This includes
reputation building, training, and dissemination of professional information and serving as a representative
body for their members. They should also be active in the increasingly important work of developing rules
of conduct and business standards for their members. Regulators should facilitate the development and
enforcement of these standards.
205.
Mandatory membership in professional organisations should be reconsidered as a regulatory
option. The future role and status of self-regulatory bodies should be further developed and the proper
avenues for this are presently under consideration.

206.
In order to facilitate implementation, enforcement and compliance, the government and the
legislature should rapidly identify and remove remaining inconsistencies and contradictions in rules
and laws affecting corporate governance and fill in existing gaps in legislation.
207.
While corporate governance related regulations and laws have greatly improved, there are still
some areas where there are significant inconsistencies. Provisions of the Civil Code and of the JSC Law
contradict some provisions of the Labour Code. One prominent example is the liability of corporate
officers or senior management for damages caused to the corporation or to shareholders by inappropriate
actions. This makes the JSC Law provision on the liability of corporate officers difficult, if not impossible,
to enforce. Another example concerns the requirements for disclosing ownership where stipulated
requirements are sometimes contradictory or at least not fully consistent.
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208.
Another typical problem arises when one piece of legislation refers to a rule supposedly
established in another law, while no such provisions exist. For example, there are many instances in which
laws state that violations of particular provisions will entail “the liability established by law”, presumably
indicating an expectation that civil, criminal or administrative sanctions will be included in the
corresponding code, but in fact no such liability is established.
209.
Provisions regulating take-overs procedures should also be provided in the law, as this is
especially important for the protection of minority shareholders rights. This is even more crucial given the
ongoing reorganisation of natural monopolies and large companies in the energy sector.
210.
The Corporate Governance Code is conceived and should be used as an important
voluntary instrument for improving corporate governance behavionr.

21 1.
The development of a Corporate Governance Code is an important complement to the White
Paper and ongoing legislative, regulatory and private sector efforts to raise corporate governance standards
in Russia.
212.
The Corporate Governance Code should remain strictly voluntary. Investors and corporations
will need a certain period of familiarisation with the various provisions of the Code and their practical
implications.
213.
The Roundtable should continue its work and establish a core group of Russian and
international experts to review and support progress in the area of corporate governance and other
corporate sector issues.

214.
Corporate governance is a key ingredient of the investment climate. In an increasingly global
marketplace it is important to keep both domestic and foreign investors assured that corporate governance
reforms are progressing in a rapid and irreversible manner. It is also important to explain to a wide
audience, specific aspects of Russian corporate governance and pursue a dialogue that results in defming
practical ways to improve implementation. Overall, maintaining an international context for discussion of
corporate governance progress would only enhance the credibility of reforms.
215.
For this purpose, the Roundtable should continue its work using the White Paper as the basis for
promoting, assisting and assessing progress in Russian corporate governance. The Roundtable will form a
core group that will provide expertise on specific corporate governance issues as well as on related areas
of corporate affairs ,for example insolvency.
216.
The work will have an inclusive and practical approach building on the present Roundtable
network. It should be a resource for policy makers, regulators, corporations, investors and others with an
interest to reap the full benefits of recent improvements in legislation. The Roundtable will further develop
new scope for co-ordination of efforts with the Russian authorities and the private sector.
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ANNEX A: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE RUSSIAN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
ROUNDTABLE PROCESS

Russian Federation

Mr. Alexander Abramov
Deputy Director, Operations
The National Depository Center
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Anatoly Aksakov
Deputy Chairman
Committee for the Economy Policy and Entrepreneurship
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Dmilry Amunts
Deputy General Director, Strategy and Corporate Development
Aeroflot Joint Stock Company
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Kin11 Androsov
Firs1 Deputy General Director
OAO Lenenergo
S I Petersburg
Russia

Russian Federation

Mi. Gainan Avilov
Deputy Chairman of the Board
Private Law Research Center
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mi. Sergei Bayov
Head of Department of Investment Policy
Ministry ofEconomic Development and Trade
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr IgorBazhan
Deputy Chief of S t a E
Committee on Property
Slate Duma of Russia
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Bruce W Bean
Corporate Partner
Clifford Chance Puender
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mi. Igor Belikov
General Director
Institute for Stock Markel and Management
Kitaigorodsky proezd 7, build. 2
103074 Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federation

Mr. Valery Belitsky
Head of the Corporate Governance Group
Sidanco Siberia-Far Easl Oil Company
Moscow
Russia
~

Russian Federation

Mr. Donald Beskine
Managing Director
International Center for Accounting Reform (ICAR)
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federalion

Mr. Adam A. Blanco
Country Director
FSVC - Russia
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Derek Bloom
Couden Brothers
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Dmitry Bobrov
Head of Listing Department
Russian Trade System Stock Exchange (RTS)
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Justice Oleg Boykov
Deputy Chairman
Supreme Arbilrazh Court of Russia
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Alexander Brams
Associale Director
Prospenty Capital Management
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

MI. William Browder
Managing Director
Hermitage Capital Management
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Kirill Budaev
Director of Corporate Property Depanment
Aeroflot Joint Stock Company
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms. Svetlana V. Burlakova
Corporate Finance, Head of Investor Relations
OAO Sibnefi
Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federation

Mr. Anatoly Chabak
Head of the Client Division
NIKOIL
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms MariaN Churaeva
General Director
Pioneer First
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Chnstophe Cordonnier
Vice President
Director for Economic and Development Program
EastWest Institute
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Jeffrey Costello
CEO
Brunswick Warburg
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Boris Demidov
General Manager
Transparency International - R
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Nikolai Devletukaev
General Director
Intersectional Regional Institute of Business Education (MeRfDO)
Voronezh
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Dana Dolotenkova
Chairman ofthe Board
Institute of Professional Auditors (PAR)
7. Vavilov Str.
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms Galina Dronova
Executive Director
Ekaterinburg Centre for Collective Investment
Ekaterinburg
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Sergei Dubinin
Deputy Chairman of the Management Board
Gazprom OAO
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Pave1Dubonos
PARTAD (Professional Association of Registrars, Transfer- Agents and
DepositMies)
Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federation

Mr. Alexander Dynin
Association of Managers
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Ildar Faizutginov
Judge
Supreme Arbitrazh Court of Russia
Moscow
Russia

Russiau Federation

Mr Boris Fedorov
Member of the Managcment Board
UES RAO, Gazporm OAO, Sberbank
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Olee Fedorov
Member-of the Management Board, Head of the Infrastructure and Stock
Market Competition Department
National Association of Secunties Market Padcipants (NAUFOR)
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr James Fenkner
Troika Dialog
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Florian Fennel
Portfolio Manager
UNIFUND
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Alexander Filatov
Project Manager
Emst & Young, CIS
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Roman Filatov
Templeton ZAO
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Gregory Finger
Director
Moscow Office
NCH Advisors
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. William Flemming
Head of Representative Office, Russia
Oxford Economic Policy
Oxford
United Kingdom
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Russian Federation

Mr. Jean Gerin
Advisor to the Chairman of ExecutiveBoard
YUKOS 000

Moscow
Russia
Russian Federation

Mi. Dmitly Glazunov
Commissioner
Federal Commission for the Securities Market, The
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mi. Daniel Gogek
Lovells Law Firm
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Alexander Goldin
Head, Moscow Onlce
Ansdellassociates
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Valely Goldin
Vice Resident of International Relations
Vimpelcom
Moscow
Russia

Russian Fcdcration

Ms. Larissa Gorbatova
Accounting Methodology Department
Ministry of Finance
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mi. Mikael Gorsky
Director
Foundation for International Accounting in Russia
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Vladimir Gukov
Head of the International Relations Department
Supreme Court
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Art Haigh
Territory Senior Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Mike Haywood
Consultant
Dart Management
Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federstion

Mr. David Heme
Urunswick Capital Management
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms. Maria Iamykh
General Director
Bmnswick Warburg
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Alexander Ikonnikov
Executive Director
Investor Protection Asociation
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Andrei Ivakin
Deputy Chief of the Department of Business Regulatmn and Corporate
Governance Development
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Mark JaNls
Partner
Emst ZL Young, CIS
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms Elena Kabatova
Expert
Institute of State and Law
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Alexander Kalin,
Chairman, Subcommittee for Corporate Management
Committee for hdustnal Development
Chamber of Commerce and Industry ofthe Russian Federation
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Sergei Kharitonov
Director, Corporate Development
Norilsk Nickel RAO
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Shiv Vikrm Khemka
Director
SUN Capital Wrtners Consultants Limited
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

MI. Dmitry Kirdyashkin
Member of Board, Head of Law Department
National Association of Securities Market Participants
(NAUFOR)
Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federation

Mr Andrei Kochetkov
Head of Strategic Planning
LUKoil
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms Julia Kochetygova
Director, Corporate Governance Scrvlces
Standrad&Poor’s
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Alexander Kolesnikov
Head of Investor Relations Department
Unified Energy System of Russia, RAO
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Gennady Kolesnikov
Federal Commission for the Securities Market, The
Moscow
Russia

Russiau Federation

Mr. Georgy Koltashev
Consultant
State Duma Committee on Property
Moscow
Russia

Russinu Federation

Mi. Alexander Korsik
Senior Vice President
OAO Sibnefi
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. lgor Kostikov
Chairman
Federal Commission for the Securities Market, The
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federatiou

Ms. Natalia Kotsuba
Deputy Head
Federal Service on Financial Rehabilitation and BankNPtcy
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Andrei Koumetsov
ViceRector
Higher School ofEconomics
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Dr. Oksana K o q r
Deputy Head of Department
Private Law Research Centre, The
Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federation

MS.Elena Krasnitskaya
Corporate Governance Experl
Troika Dialog
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Pavel Kudyukin
President
Experts for Labour Foundation (ELF)
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Alexander Kupriyanov
Research Associate, Moscow Centre
EastWest Institute
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Petr Lanskov
Member of the Board
PARTAD (Professional Association of Registrars, Transfer- Agents and
Depositories)
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Ivan Lazarko
Chair of the Council of Directors
National Association of Securities Market Participants
(NAUFOR)
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms. kina Ledeneva
Vice President
Central Council, Miners’&MelallugicalWorkers Union ofRussia
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr David Levin
Senior Expen,Certified Auditor
Institute of Professional Accountants of Russia
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms Elena Loginova
Head of Custody, Global Technology and Services
Deutsche Bank AG
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

M s Olga Makarevich

Chief Expert
Instituteof Corporate Law and Corporate Governance
Moscow
Russia
Russian Federation

Mr Yevgeniy Makarov
Chairman
Peterburg and Leningrad region Federation of Trade Union
Sankt-Peterburg
Russia
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Russian Federntion

Mr. Aleksey Makushkin
Director of the Russian Economic Studies
EastWest Institute
Georgievsky F'ereulok, d.1
Room 320
103009 Moscow
Russia

Rursian Federation

Ms. TatyanaMedvedeva
Senior Advisor for Legal Issues
Centre for Capital Market Development Foundation
Moscow
Russia

Russinn Federation

MR Manna Merzlikina
Corporate Governance Program Coordinator
Federal Commission for the Secuntles Market, The
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federntion

Mr. Serge1 Mikhaylov
Chairman of the Board of Directors
National League of Managers
Mwcow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Vladimir Milovidov
First Deputy Chairman
Federal Commission for the Securities Market
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Mr. Lev Mironov
President
Oil, Gas and Construction Workcrs Union
Moscow
Russia

Russian Federation

Ms Liubov Mokhnacheva
President
Credit SWISSFirst Boston
Moscow

Russia

Russian Federation

Mr Nat M o w
Economist and Oil lndusvy Consultant
London
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Russian Federation
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Russian Federation
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Protection Committee
Federal Assembly of lhe Russian Federation. Stare Duma
Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federation
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Russia

Russian Federation
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Russian Federation
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Russia
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Russia

Russian Federation
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Russia
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Russian Federation
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Russian Federation
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Russian Federation
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Russia

Russian Federation
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Moscow
Russia
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Russian Federation
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Deputy Chairman
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Russia

Russian Federation
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Senior Manager
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Russia
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OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES
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Managing Director
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Director
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Director,
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Professor of Law
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Resident
Dart Management Inc.
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Washington
United States
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Mi. Ira Millstein
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New York
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Moscow
Russia

United States

Ms. Carol Peasley
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United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
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Russia
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Mr. Stcphan Pelliccia
Deputy Director, Economic Policy Reform Office
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Moscow
Moscow
Russia

United Stntes

Mr. Roswell B. Pcrkins
Head of Representative Office
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United States

Mr Sophie Pompea
Director of Special Projects
Open Society Institute
New York

United States
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Fellow
Dawes Institute for Russian Studies
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United States

Mr Robert Strahota
United States Securitiesand Exchange Commission (SEC)
450 Fifth Street, N W.
Washington, D C 20549

United Slates

Ms Mary Warlick
Minister Counselor for Economic Affairs
United States Embassy in Russia
Moscow
Russia
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
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MI. Alexei Zverev
Counsel
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Manager
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Corporation
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Rusai~

International Finance
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Ms Natalia Kosheleva
Senior Lawyer
lntemational Finance Corporation (IFC)
Moscow
Russia

International Finance
Corporation

MI. Mike Lubrano
Senior Securities Market Specilaist, Financial Markets Advisoly Department
lntemational Finance Corporation (IFC)
Washington
United States

International Finance
Corporation

Mr. Richard Ranken
Head of the Private Enterprise Partnrrship of the Central and Eastern Europe
Department
lnternational Finance Corporation (IFC), Russia
Moscow
Russia
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World Bank
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World Bank
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Asia
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ANNEX C RELEVANT ORGANISATIONS AVD CORPORATE GOVERNANCE INITIATIVES IN RUSSIA (1999-2001)‘0

Organisation,
address
1. Ministry of
Economic
Development and
Trade of Russia

Department on
Business
Regulation a n d
Corporate
Governance
Development
Address.
1/3, 1st TverskayaYamskaya str.
125818 Moscow
Russia
2. State Duma of
the Federal
Assembly of
Russia
Working Group
on Improvine

Contact point,
Details

Corporate Governance Activity Description
State Authorities
One ofthe main functions of the Department on Business Regulation and Corporate Governance Development i!
formulation and implementation of state policy in the area of corporate governance. This includes:
Legal regulation;
- Research on international experience on reforms of corporate legislation;
Development ofmeasures on improving financiaI transparency of enterprises and disclosure of nonfmancial information;
Improvement of legal and organisational mechanisms for internal and external audit, formation of an
independent audit institution.
Analysis of bankruptcy practice and etc.

-

The Working Group on Improving Corporate Governance was established in April 2001. It includes
representatives of FCSM, the Ministry o f h t i m o n o p o l y Policy, the Ministry of Economic Development and
Trade, the Ministry of Properly Relations, NAUFOR, Association for the Protection of Investors’ Rights,
Institute ofCorporate Law and Management, Institute of Stock Market and Management, investment companies
(“Brunswick Warburg”, “Hermitage Capital Management”), major companies (Gazprom, YUKOS), and
international organisations - OECD, IFC, World Bank

Mr. Tseren Tserenov
Chief o f the Department on Entrepreneurship
Regulation and Corporate Governance Development
Tel flax. 7 (095) 209 87 59
2516047
e-mail: tserenovk3economv.oov.m
Internet site: www.economy.gov.rn

MI. Anatoly Aksakov,
Deputy Chairman
Committee for the Economy Policy and
Entrepreneurship
Tel.: 7 (095) 292 79 72/48 14
Fax: 7 (095) 292 52 50

Io This information was provided by the instihlhons themselves. The Report “The Corporate Governance Initiative of the World Economic Forum Russia Meeting 2001” by “Troyka-Dialog”Investment
Bank was also extensively used The descriptions provided in Uus table do not necessarily reflect the views of the OECD

This list is not exhaustive, there are several other institutions involved in improving corporate governance.
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Corporate
Governance
Address:
1,OkhoIny riad,
103265, Moscow,
Russia

The main functions include:
Analysing corporate governance practices in Russian joint stock companies in order to identify key
directions for its improvement;
Organising interaction with the state executive and management authorities, social organisations of
entrepreneurs, scientific institutes as well as stock market pazticipants within the framework ofworking out
the concept of improvement of the corporate governance legislation;
- Drafting specific recommendations on corporate governance improvement, in particular, amendments to
the legal acts regulating the securities market, actiwties ofjoint stock companies, mechanisms ofdeterming
market prices on shares and property of enterprises, information disclosure and other corporate governance
aspects;
Organisation ofpublic discussion of documents prepared by the work group.
The Federal Commission on Securities Market was established in November 1994.
It is the federal executive organisation responsible for implementing government policy on the securities market,
regulating activities ofprofessional securities market participants, and protecting the rights of investors and
shareholders.

-

e-mail. aksakov@,duma.gov
Internet site: www.duma N

-

1. The Federal
Commission on
Securities Market
:FCSM)

4ddress:
iloor 13,
>,Leninsky
irospekl, 117939,
vloscow. Russia

%e FCSM has put forward the Program focused on improving corporate governance practice. Implementing
this Program, the Federal Commission has focused its activities on the following main fkonts:
I . Forming the legal framework for good corporate governance, including:
- Drafting the Russian Corporate Governance Code;
Law-making.
2. Public awareness and information campaign.
3. Professional traning on corporate governance, includmg:
- Development and introduction of professional and qualification standards for corporate &rectors and
regulators;
Corporate governance enforcement support;
4. Establishment of institutional infrastructure for good corporate governance.

-

-

1. The Supreme
irbitrazh Court
)fthe Russian
Federation

4ddress. 12, Maly
Olantonyevsky
,er 101000
vloscow
lussia

FCSM set up the Co-ordmation Council for Corporate Governance in 2000. The Council embraces
representatives of the groups whose interests are linked to corporate governance practices, such as law-makers,
miniwiec. scl f-rsgularory organisarions. private companies and hanks. international organisations etc
Ihe Supreme Arbitrazh Court ot'the Russian tederation IS thc supreme Judicid body conipcteiit to settle
economic disputes and other cases examined by arbitration courts, to exercise judicial supervision over their
activity and to provide explanations of court proceedings. The most important task of the Supreme Arbitrazb
Court is to ensure the uniform understanding and implementation of legislation in the sphere of economic
relations by all arbitration courts. The fulfilment of this task is exercised by means o f studying the judicial
practice and preparing explanations and interpretation of the legal acts
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Mr. Igor Kostikov, Chairman
Mr. Alexei Sharonov, Member of the Commission
Tel. 7 (095) 935 87 90193
Fax 7 (095) 959 93 08
e-mail: sec@.fcsm.ru

Ms. Manna Merzlikina,
Corporate Governance Program Coordinator
Tel 7 (095) 797 95 65
Fax 7 (095) 797 95 66
e-mal: mmerzllkina@ccmd.ru
Internet site. www fcdcom N

Mr. Veniamin Yakovlev,
Chman
Tel 7 (095) 208 11 19
Fax 7 (095) 208 44 00
Internet site w arbitrm

5. Investor
Protection
Association ( P A )

Address:
6, Building 1,
Brigadirsky
pereulok, Moscow,
107005, Russia

6. Russian
Institute of
Directors (RID)
Address:
7, Kitaygorodsky
proyezd, building 2,
Moscow 103074,
Russia

Self-reeulatory and non-profit organisations
The IPA is a non-commercial organisation, established in April 2000 on the basis ofthe Co-ordination Centre
for protection o f investors’righg Its purpose is to unite inv&ors’efforts aimed at protection of their rights and
improvement of the corporate governance in Russia. The Association members include domestic and
international investors with sizeable investments and considerable work experience on the Russian market.

Mr. Alexander Ikonnlkov,
Executive Duector
Tel /Fax 7 (095) 787 24 42
Internet site: wwn~.corp-.eovN

The Association offers its members assistance in the following areas:
Expert Advice on corporate governance;
Representation of investors’ interests in legal cases and conflict situations;
Representation of collective position in government homes;
Promotion of collective position in public opinion
Networking opportunities & Communication support
The mission of the Russian Institute ofDirectors is to promote better competitiveness of Russian companies by
improving their corporate governance system through high professional standards and ethical norms in the work
of Board members and through an association of professional governors who share development values of
rocially responsible business in Russia.

-

Main activities:
Developing high qualification and professional standards for corporate directors and putting them in
place through education, certification and on-going professional development;
- Developing and putting in place ethical norms o f corporate directors’ professional work (Code of
Professional Ethics);
Consolidation of the professional community of Russian corporate directors, representation of its
interests in government authorities and with the public, promotion of its co-operation with other
professional communities in Russia and abroad and with major corporate relations groups (associations
of shareholders, collective institutions, etc);
Running programs (research, information, consultation and publishing) targeted at assisting the
professional community of corporate directors, increasing its efficiency and at shaping a sound Russian
corporate governance model.
PARTAD is a non-commercial organisation, established in 1994. The purposes of the
4ssociation include:
to assist the creation and development of the infiastmcture of the securities market in the Russian
Federation;
to protect and provide for the exercise o f the securitm owner rights through the development and
control over the compliance by the Association members with the standards and professional practices;
to provide informational, methodological and consulting support ofthe Association members when
engaged in professional activities;
to represent the professional interests ofthe Association members in state and other institutions and
organizations, to assist state bodies to develop and make decisions concerning the rights and interests
of the Association and its members;
to develop the methodological bases of stock market fimctionmg;
to study and disseminate Russian and international expertise in the field of securities omersbip

-

Mr Igor Belikov,
General Director
TellFax 7 (095) 220 45 45,
220 45 40,
220 45 3s
E-mail mfokiJrid N
www rid TU

-

- -

7. Professional
Association of
Registers,
Transfer-Agents
and Depositories
(PARTAD)
Address:
11,Desiatiletiya
Oktiabria Street,
1 I9048 Moscow
Russia

-
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Mr. Petr Lanskov
Member of the Board
Tel: I (095) 245 67291642916419
Fax: 7 (095) 795 25 69
e-mail: lanskov@infi.m
Internet site: w v . g a r t a d . r n

registration.
to protect interests ofthe Association members;
to improve standards ofprofessional activity, includingprofessiunal ethics standards on the
securities market.
PARTAD actively participated in developing amendments to the Russian Companies Law and the Russian Law
on the Securities Market. It also organises conferences, training courses, seminars for managers, shareholders
and investors.
NAUFOR was founded in 1995. It has played a significant role in promoting awareness of problems in the area
of corporate governance in Russia

-

8. National
Association of
Professional
Participants of
Securities Market
(TVAUFOR)
Address: 6,
Brigadirsky
Pereulok, building
1
Moscow, 107005
Russia

9. “Russian Trade
System” Stock
Exchange (RTS)
Chayanova 15. bld.
5
Moscow 125267
Russia

IO. Moscow
Interbank
Currency
Exchange
(MICEX)
Address:
13.8. Kislovskiy

In 1998, NAUFOR launched the Investors Protection Program in Russia. The aims ofthe Program included
Increasing investment attractiveness ofthe Russian securities market for foreign and domestic
investors;
Preventing violations of investors’ rights and restoration of investors’ rights;
Promoting openness o f the Russian securities market;
Improvmg legislation on investors’ rights protection etc.

-

Mr. Ivan Lazarko,
Chairman, NAUFOR Board
Tel. 7 (095) 787 77 75
Fax 7 (095) 787 24 85
Internet site: w . n a u f o r . r u
WWW.Skrh.N

NAUFOR has been maintaining the on-line information resource, “Skrin”, which is monitoring 1,825 Russian
companies. “Shin“ posts information on quarterly accounts, details about executive and non-executive directors,
related patties, dividend history and ownership structure, auditors and registrars.
The RTS Stock Exchange is one ofthe largest and most actively operated electronic trading floors in Russia
Established in January 1997 by dealer-broker companies, its mission is to consolidate regional securities markets
into an organised securities industry and regulate OTC trading in Russia, the RTS, however traces its origins
back to the Russian Trading System - the first electronic trading floor m Russia, introduced to the market in
mid-1995.
In 1999, the RTS extended its existing OTC status to include atrading floor, the second largest after MICEX,
with close to S 25 mlu in daily turnover. The RTS offers close to 420 companies, including 24 listed under tiers
one and two and are subject to stringent disclosure scrutiny by the exchange. The RTS listing rules require that
to be listed under Tier 1, a company must file audited annual fmancial statements, prepared in compliance with
GAAP or IAS, with the exchange.
The RTS hosts the on-line forum to discuss and promote the FCSM draft corporate governance code. The RTS
information division maintains an on-line corporate news resource.

Mr. Ivan Tyryshkin,
President
Tel.: (7095) 705 9031
Fax: (7095) 733 9515
Internet site: W.I~S.N

MICEX was established in 1992 Since than MICEX became the Russia’s largest exchange in terms ofvolumes.
In 200 I, MICEX declared that its broad goal was to tailor “best standards” of good corporate governance into its
listing requirements and ta build systems to monitor how listed companies abide by good corporate governance
principles in the long term.
Currently companies which have obtained a listing with MICEX are subject to stringent disclosure scrutiny by
the exchange.
MICEX regards information transparency as an important pmciple of exchange trading. Participants oftrades
and investors can follow the course oftrading sessions through the Internet and leading Russian and foreign

Mr. Alexander Zakharov,
C h e f Executive Officer
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Tel 7 (095) 234 48 I 1
Fax 7 (095) 705 9622

per., Moscow
103009, Russia

news agencies

11. The Institute
of Professional
Auditors (IPAR)

IPAR is the fust self-regulatory auditing association in Russia. The m a n objectives ofthe Institute activities:
assistance in professional activities carried out by the Institute members, representation of their rights and
protection of legitimate interests, providing of all-round assistance, self-regulation and internal control.
Therefore, IPAR worked on the Program o f Dissemination and Implementation of international Accounting
Standards in Russia- the base of corporate governance. One of the most important projects of IPAR is the
implementation o f audit Quality Control system in Russia with support ofthe Eurasia Foundation. The Institute
also takes part in the Parliamentary hearings on corporate governance. IPAR participated in the roundtable
meetmg on corporate governance of the Industrialists & Entrepreneurs Union of Russia and many other
corporate governance events. It has 10 branches in Russian regions.
The ARM is a non-profit public organisation whose mission is to provide a consolidated platform for
representing the professional interest ofthe Russian executive manager community. The major goals of the
ARM includc:
Developing thorough and impartial understanding of the key issues and trends ofhigh importance
for the Russian business activity;
Accumulating and promoting international best practices in business management including
developing information and analytical resources, establishing an efficient environment for business
communication;
Promoting international contacts and communications between the Russian and international
business communities.

Address: l4/1,
Nametkina ul.,
1 I7420 Moscow
Russia

12. The Russian
Managers
Association
(ARM)
Address: Office
303, Chaika-Plaza2, 28/1, Sreduy
Tishinsky per.,
Moscow, 123557
Russia

13. Russian Union
nflndustrials and
Entrepreuners
(RSPP)

Address: 10/4,
Staraya Ploschad,
Moscow 103070
Russia

-

The ARM conducted the study ofthe role of independent directors in Russia in co-operation with IPA. The
survey provided two significant findings: a comprehensive list of independent directors in Russian corporahons
and a picture ofhow major Russian corporahons understand the role of boards and independent directors. Now
the ARM is conducting the survey o f the readiness of Russian companies to implement the new Russian
Corporate Governance Code.
The RSPP was launched in 1991 as a lohhylng organisation for national industrial majors. The RSPP is the
largest business association in Russia. The union is increasingly involving itself in halog between regulators and
the regulated and has grown to become and active and influential constituent ofeconomic, social and political
life.
In 2001 the RSPP launched its own Corporate Governance Development Workgroup and established the
Corporate Governance Depamnent.

MI. Daria Dolotenkova
Chairman of the Board
Tel. 7 (095) 332 04 92
Fax: 7 (095) 332 04 92
e-mail: ioar@soos.ru
Internet site: www.e-iDar.m

Mr. Dmitry Zelenin,
President
MI. Sergei Litovchenko,
Executive Director
Tel.: 7 (095) 777 0370
Fax: 7 (095) 206 1129
e-mail: mfo@.am.rn
internet site: www.am.ru (Russian)
www.rmas.org (English)

MI. Arkady Volsky,
President

Tel.: 7 (095) 748 4228
Fax: 7 (095) 206 1129
Internet site: wmv.rsDDr.m
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I 14. Moscow
Chamber of
Commerce and
Industry (MCCI)

The MCCI was established in 1994 by major enterprises, organisations and private firms in Moscow and
Moscow region. The mission of the Chamher is to support local f m and enterprises and promoting trade, as
well is to establish relationships w ~ t hforeign companies. The department of foreign economic activities is
designed to promote Russian companies abroad and assist foreign businesses in Russia.

MI Anatoly Gavnlenko,
Chairman ofthe Stock Market, Derivatives and
Electronic Commerce Department
Tel /Fax 7 (095) 132 72 33

Address 22,
Akademlk Pilugm

Internet site. www.mt~a.org

Moscow,
Russia
15. National
Association of
Independent
Directors (NAID)

Address 20112,
Podsosensky per,
Moscow, 103062
Russia

16. Institute for
Stock Market and
Management

(ISMM)
Address:
7, Kitaigorodsky
proyezd, building 2,
Moscow 103074
Russia

NAID is a non-commercial professional organisation that was established by the Investor Protection Association
(IPA) and Ernst&Young CIS within the framework of the Independent Director Program.

MI. Alexander Filatov,
Head of the Independent Director Program

The mission ofthis organisation is to assist Russian companies to increase their efficiencythrongh introduction
ofbest independent director' practices. Accomplishment ofthis mission is to be done through meeting the
following key 0bJeCtiVe.S: formation of the professional independent directors community and improvement of
their qualification level; explanation ofthe role and significance of independent directors among company
managers, state authorities and the general public; facilitation of efficient mteraction between independent
directors and companies.

Ms. Olga Tarilova,
Consultant

The organisation is created and will develop based on the principle of self-regnlation, with the objective to
introduce high ethical norms and professional standards of the independent directors activities. Members o f the
organisation will include mdependent directors with managerial experience and experience in Boards of
Directors ofjoint stock companies.
The ISMM was established in 1997 with the following principal aims and tasks
Assistance to the state federal authonties, authorities of the Russian Federation entities, local selfgovernment bodies, public organizations, mass media and individuals in the dissemination of knowledge in
the area of development o f t h e market economy, stock market, securities and management;
- Assistance in attracting the h n d s of Russian organizations and residents, as well as foreign loans, donations
and technical assistance for the development o f the securities market, formation of new methods and
principles of economic process management;
Assistance in training high-skilled specialists in the sphere of the stock market and management, and
development of the legislative base regulating the activities of the agents and securities market institutions.

-

-

The Institute organises corporate governance seminars and workshops in corporate governance. It carries out the
survey on the role of independent directors in Russia (joint project with the Russian Managers Association). The
ISMM channels public discussion of the Russian Code on Corporate Governance. It is an initiator o f
establishment of the Russian Institute o f Directors (RID).
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Tel.: 7 (095) 938 66 51
Fax: 7 (095) 938 66 75
e-mail: inforiircom-e0v.m

MI. lgor Belikov,
General Director
Tel.: 7 (095) 220 45 45
Fax: 7 (095) 220 45 40
Internet site: uww.ismm.ru

17. Yekaterinburg
Centre for
Collective
Investments

The Yekaterinburg Centre for Collective Investments (Russian acronym YeTSKI) was set up in 1997 as a nonprofit institution within the framework of an investor protection program being carried out by the Federal
Securities Commission. The Centre was established for the purpose of improvement of investment climate and
stock market development in the Urals.

4ddress’ 15,
hmvamy
’ereulok, 620041
Yekaterinburg

The main tasks ofthe Centre:
Improving trust in the stock market and knowledge among various population groups about the possibilities
offered by the stock market;
Helping all stock market players and corporate agents to see the need to bnild an efficient system of
corporate governance.
The Centre works along the following basic lines:
Providing &eeconsultative services to the public about shareholder rights, including issues relating to the
functioning of the securities market.
Providing consultative services to issuers regarding information disclosure, interaction with the regulators,
organization and conduct of shareholder meetings, establishment of an efficient corporate governance
system.
Collection and analysis of information about major events taking place in the regional securities market,
creation and maintenance of data bases about issuers and investment institutions that are regularly updated
and analysed by experts.
Organization of seminan and conferences about various aspects of stock market functioning, corporate
governance and shareholder rights.
Interaction with regional mass media. Dissemination of information, training and analysis materials for
nuhlication
amonev the mass media and nrovidine consultative services and exnert
ooinions
r
.
r
Since 1999 the Centre has been carrying out a regional project named Corporate Governance. As part of the
project the Yekaterinburg Centre joined forced with the CIPE, USA, to hold a Corporate Governance
Conference in Yekaterinburg in February of 2000. The Centre has developed a corporate governance training
course and is implementing an educational program in collaboration of a local universities, the Urds branch of
NAUFOR and the Urals division of the Federal Securities Commission.
Universities
HSE has been involved in a number of World Bank and TACIS projects, governments programs, such as
Executive Training for Enterprises (“Yeltsin Initiative”) and procurement training.
i

18. State

-

University
Higher School of
Eeonomics (HSE)
4ddress. 20,
vlrasntiskaya Str.,
vloscow 101987
iussia
19. Schulich
School of
Business,

L

Executive director of the Yekaterinburg Centre for
lollective Investments
Us. Galina Dronova
Phondfax 7(3432) 65 62 77
E-mal: upcBete1.m

-

HSE offm tmning on corporate governance for business students, academics, instructors, top managers and
directors. This program is sponsored by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and supported
by the Schulich School ofBusiness at York University. The overall objective ofthe training program is to build
the capacity of Russian higher-education institutions to conduct corporate governance training for firture
business leaders and corporate directors and to encourage the emergence of an influential core cadre o f
champions of corporate governance in the public and private spheres. Therefore the program seeks to promote
sound corporate governance practices m Russia
The Russia-Canada Corporate Governance Program, sponsored by the Canadian International Development
Agency, aims to build the capacity of higherducation ktilntions to conduct corporate governance trainimg for
directors, regulators, and future business leaders in Russia. Schulich School of Business is responsible for the
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Dr. Andrei Kouznetsov,
Co-ordinator of the Russia-Canada Corporate
Governance Program
Tel : 7 (095) 921-3375
Fax 7 (095) 928-4536
Internet site: www.hse.ru

Dr. Alina Pekarsky, P.Eng.
Project Director
RussiaCanada Corporate Governance Program

York University
The RussiaCanada Corporate
Governance
Program

-

program management. Its partner in Russia is the State University Higher School of Economics in Moscow
(HSE). The Program includes: Training lnstrnctors at the summer course held yearly in Toronto; Seminars for
corporate directors, held in Canada or Russia; Institutional capacity building through the establishment o f a
Corporate Governance Centre in Moscow at the HSE and support of program participants’ work on
advancement of corporate governance practices in different regions of Russia.

E-mail: apekarsky.schulich.yorku.ca
Tel: (416) 736-2100 ext. 33787; (416) 736-5091
Fax: (416) 736-5319
Web site: www.schulich.yorh.ca:
w w . r c g . scbulich.yorknca

Address:
4700 Keele Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada
M4S IC4
Private Institutions
20. Institute of
Corporate Law
and Corporate
Governance

(ICLG)
Address:
5, Building 2,
Zvonarsky
Pereulok, Moscow,
10303 I, Russia
21. Investment

Bank Troika
Dialog

The mission of the ICLG is to establish private initiatives and practices that will strengthen corporate
governance and protect investor rights.
The main objectives and activities of the Instibte are:
Develop a rating system for corporate governance practices of Russian enterprises.
- Monitor corporate actions in Russia and create a research database.
Analyse and monitor court decisions.
- Bring law snits on behalf o f o r in conjunction with investors to influence the creation of precedents and
practices.
Propose institutional and legislative reforms that will speed the establishment of better corporate
governance practices.
Provide consultancy services for Russian and foreign investors, enterprises and professional participants in
the securities market regarding all aspects of corporate governance.
Investment Bank “Troika-Dialog” was founded in 1991. It is an active participant in domestic and international
corporate governance initiatives. Troika was among the founding members of the Investor Prokclion
Association and of the World Economic F o m on Corporate Governance. Troika has worked with regulators
and international specialists to raise the standards of business practice in Russia.

-

Mr. Dmitry Vasiliev,
Executive Director:
Tel ’ 7 (095) 258 35 69
Fax: 7 (095) 258 35 68

www.icluu

-

Address:
4, Romanov
Pereulok, Moscow,
103009, Russia
22. Standard &
Poor‘s Corporate
Governance
Services

Troika carries out extensive corporate research. It has developed and maintains a methodology of investment
risk assessment, with a special focus on corporate governance related risks. Since 1998, Troika has been issuing
the weekly “Corporate Governance Actions” publication that is available on its internet site.
Standard & Poor’s offers products and services that contribute to transparent, efficient markets and that give the
financial community a set of benchmarks they need to make informed financial decisions. Standard & Poor’s
Corporate Governance Services offers a methodology that analyses the interactions between a campany’s
management, board of directors, shareholders and other financial stakeholders.

Address: 11,
Gogolevsky
boulevara 121019,
Moscow, Russia

Standard C Poor‘s Corporate Governance Services has developed the following ratings:
- A Comorate Governance Score that allows a company to hrther mfferentiate itself in an increasingly
competitive market.
C o r n r a t e Governance Evaluation that assists companies to identify strengths and weaknesses in their

-
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Mr. Bernard Sncher, Managing Director

Ms. Elena kasnitskaya, Corporate Governance Expert
Tel: (7 095) 258 OS 11
Fax (7 095) 258 05 82
e-mal: elena_krasnitskaya@troika.rn
Internet site: w w w . t r ~ i k a . ~
Ms. Julia Kochetygova,
Director Corporate Governance Services (Moscow)
Tel. (7 095) 745 2903
Fax (7 095) 745 29 05
e-mail: julia kochetveov&standardandnoors.com
Internet site: www.standardandpoors.com

corporate governance processes. It also hetps them to benchmark their existing standards w t h codes and
guidelines of corporate governance practices.
International Organisations

23.

World Bank
Group
International
Bank
for
Reconstruction
and Development

-

1818 H Street NW
Washington,
DC 20433, USA

24. Global
Corporate
Governance
Forum
Address: C/O The
World Bank Group
1818HStreetNW
Washington D.C.
20433
25. International
Financial
Corporation
Russian
Federation
Corporate
Governance
Project
7/5, hld. 2 ,
Bolshaya
Dmitrovka Str.
103009 Moscow
Russia

(I) The Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP), a joint World Bank and IMF effort introduced in May
1999, aims to increase the effectiveness of efforts to promote the soundness of financial sytems in member
countries. Detailed assessments of observance o f relevant fmancial sector standards and codes, which give rise
to Reports on Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSCs) as a by-product, are a key component o f the FSAP.
The ROSCs summarize the extent to which countries observe certam mternationally recognized standards. These
include corporate governance; accounting; auditing; insolvency and creditor nghts; data dissemination,
monetary and financial policy transparency; fiscal transparency; banking supervision: securities; insurance; and
payments systems. Reports summarizing countries’ohservance of these standards are prepared and published on
a voluntary basis.
(11) The Capital Market Development Project (CMDP) is a $ 5 5 million technical assistance loan to the Russian
Federation, approved in 1996. The project is designed to strengthen the institutional capacity of the Russian
Securities Commission to supervise and regulate the securities market and ensure sound corporate governance.

The Global Corporate Governance Forum is co-founded by the World Bank and the OECD and serves as a
donor body with donors from both OECD and non-OECD countries. This is a new international initiative which
brings together the leading bodies engaged with governance reform worldwide: multilateral banks active in
developing countries and transition economies, international organisations, country groupings, engaged with
governance reform, alongside professional standards setting bodies, and the private sector. The Fonun has been
established to provide assistance to developing transition economies on corporate governance. It has three
functions: to broaden the dialogue on corporate governance; to exchange experience and good practices; to
coordinate activities and identify and fill gaps in provision o f technical assistance.

The Russia Corporate Governance Project was launched in April 2001 within the framework o f assistance to
emerging economies. The project Is funded by the Swiss and Dutch government..
The Project’s main objective is to increase access to capital for Russian regional open joint-stock companies by
improving their corporate governance practices. The Project will operate &om four regional offices. The fust
regional office has already been opened in St. Petersburg while the second office will operate soon in Samara.
The Project implementation will include the following activities:
A series of seminars h r open joint-stock companies.
corporate governance training for hoard members.
Individual consultations and assistance to open joint-stock companies on corporate governance issues.
Development and dissemination o f a manual aimed at implementation of corporate governance
practices.
Assistance in financial management within the corporate governance framework.
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Olivier Fremond
Program Coordinator
Private Sector Advisory corporate Governance
(PSACG)
Tel.: (202) 473 2714
Fax: (202) 522 2029
Email: ofremond@,worldbank.org
Ms. Sylvie K. Bossoutrot,
Operations Officer
Tel: 1 202 473 8569
Fax: 1 202 522 3687
E m l : sbossoutrottdworldbank.org
Internet site: www.worldbank.org
Ms. Anne Sunpson
Manager
Tel: 1 202 473 6857
Fax 1 2 0 2 5222029
Email: cesecretariat~worIdbank.or(I
Internet site: wwwgcgforg

Ms. Natalia Kosheleva
Deputy Project Manager
Tel.: (7095) 755 56 5 1
Fax: (7095) 755 8296
e-mail: CGPRussia@ifc.org
Internet site: w . i f c . o r g

ANNEX D. RUSSIAN REGULATORY ACTS ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

1. The Civil Code of the Russian Federation. Part One of 30 November 1994 NG5 1-FZ (as amended by
the Federal laws of 20.02.1996 No. 18-FZ, of 12.08.1996 No. 11 1-FZ, of 08.07.1999 No. 138-FZ, of
16.04.2001NO. 45-FZ, of 15.05.2001 NO. 54-FZ).

The Code sets the basic principles, legal status and organisational and legal forms of legal persons.
2. The Federal Law "On Joint-stock Companies" of 25 December 1995 N? 208-FZ (as amended by the
Federal laws of 13.06.1996No. 65-FZ, of24.05.1999 No. 101-FZ, of 07.08.2001 No. 120-FZ)

The Law regulates the legal position of stock companies created in the territory of the Russian Federation,
shareholders' rights, decision-making procedure and competence of j oint-stock company authorities.
3. The Federal Law "On Equity Market" o f 22 April 1996 N9 39-FZ (as amended by the Federal laws of
26.1 1.1998NO. 182-FZ, of 08.07.1999N0. 139-FZ, of 07.08.2001 NO. 121-FZ)

The Law regulates relations at issuance and circulation of emissive securities irrespective of the type of
issuer and the specifics of creation and activity of professional equity market players.
4. The Federal Law "On Protection of Rights and Legitimate Interests of Investors in the Equity
Market " of 15 March 1999 Ns?46-FZ.

The law sets:
- Terms for the provision of services by professional players to the investors that are not professional
players;
- Additional requirements to the professional players that provide services to investors in the equity
market;
- Additional requirements to stock floatation among an unlimited range of investors in the equity
market;
- Additional measures for the protection of rights and legitimate interests of investors in the equity
market and responsibilities of issuers and other persons for violation of such rights and interests.
5. The Federal Law "On Insolvency (Bankruptcy)" of 8 January 1998 N? 6-FZ.

The law regulates the bankruptcy procedure for legal persons and bankruptcy prevention measures.
6. The Law "On Competition and Limitation of Monopoly Activity in the Commodity Markets" of
22 March 1991 Nc 948-1

The law stipulates organisational and legal principles for prevention, limitation and suppression of
monopoly activity and unfair competition. It gives a defmition of the affiliated person.

7. FCSM Resolution "On Approval of the Regulation of the Procedure for the FCSM Permission to
Issue Russian Stock outside the Russian Federation in the Form of Foreign Stock Issued Compliant
to Foreign Law and Certifying the Title to Russian Stock" of 13 March 2001 No. 3
73

The Resolution regulates the access to the circulation of Russian securities issued outside the Russian
Federation in the form of depositary securities.

8. FCSM Resolution "On Approval of the Regulation of the Procedure and Scope of Information
Disclosure by Public Stock Companies at Floatation of Stock Convertible by Subscription" of 20
April 1998 No. 9
The Resolution regulates the procedure and scope of information disclosure at stock floatation.
9. FCSM Resolution "On Approval of Issuance Standards for Stock, Excess Stock, Bonds and
Offering Circulars at Establishment of Joint-stock Companies" of 17 September 1996 NO. 19 (in the
version of the FCSM Resolution of I 1 November 1998 7% 47)

The Resolution regulates the procedure for stock and bond issuance by the joint-stock company.
10. FCSM Resolution "On Approval of Issuance Standards for Stock, Excess Stock, Bonds and
Offering Circulars at Reorganization of Businesses" of 12 February 1997 No. 8 (in the version of the
FCSM Resolution of 11 November 1998 N 48)

The Resolution regulates the issuance of stock and bonds placed at reorganization of joint-stock
companies.
11. FCSM Resolution "On Approval of the Regulation of the Register of Securities' Owners" of 2
October 1997 No. 27 (in the version of the FCSM Resolution of 20 April 1998).

The resolution regulates the maintenance of the register of owners of stock and other emissive securities
12. FCSM Resolution "On Approval of the Regulation on Disclosure of Information of Significant
Events and Actions that Affect Financial and Economic Activity of the Stock Issuer" of 12 August
1998 No. 32

The resolution regulates the disclosure of information of significant facts by the joint-stock company.
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ANNEX E:OVERVIEW OF THE JUDICIAL BRANCHES IN RUSSIA”

Introduction
1. The existing judicial system of the Russian Federation was formed and is being developed as a result of
a judicial reform carried out over the past decade to create an independent judiciary branch, along side that
of the executive and legislative branches of power. The Constitution, federal constitutional laws and other
federal laws establish the judiciary system.

2. The judicial system consists of the following branches of Courts:

+

The Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation, and the constitutional (charter) courts of
the republics and other subjects of the Russian Federation;
t Four-tiered system of courts of general jurisdiction: (1) the Supreme Court, (2) Republics,
krai and oblast courts, (3) courts of cities of federal significance, (4) and district courts. The
general jurisdiction courts handle cases dealing with individual citizens.
+ Three-level system of arbitrazh (commercial) courts: the Supreme Arbitrazh Court, Federal
okrug courts and arbitrazh courts of Federal subjects. The arbitrazh courts consider economic
disputes, including those related to individuals and other entities that are not legal persons.
The Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation

3. The Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation does not resolve commercial disputes generally or
address cases related to corporate governance issues but rather serve as a forum for constitutional review,
autonomously and independently exercising judicial authority by means of constitutional judicial
proceeding. The Constitutional Court consists of 19 judges appointed by the Federation Council upon
nomination made by the President of the Russian Federation. It currently operates on the basis of a 1994
Federal Constitutional Law. The Court has jurisdiction over the following cases:
t Cases Concerning the constitutionality of federal laws and normative acts issued by the

President, Government of the Russian Federation, Federation Council and State Duma; the
constitutions and charters of the subjects of the Russian Federation, and law and normative
acts issued on matters in the joint control of the Federation and its subjects or in an area of
jurisdiction belonging to the Federation; treaties and agreements between Federation and its
subjects and among the subjects of the Federation; and international treaties of the Russian
Federation that have not entered into force;
t Cases concerning a dispute about competencies between federal bodies, between a federal
body and a subject of the Federation, and between the highest bodies of state power of the
subjects;
+ Cases Concerning a request for and interpretation of the Constitution of the Russian
Federation:

”

The information in this annex is essentially based on the “Handbook on Commercial Dispute Resolution in the Russian Pederalion, U.S.
Department of Commerce” and the relevant websites. No original research was undertaken.
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DRAFT
Corporate reform in Russia and the former Soviet Union: the first ten years

Stilpon Nestor’

I. Introduction
The break up of the former Soviet Union (FSU) brought a sea change in economic
organization. Central planning and command structures that had been in place for over 70
years collapsed. In some parts of the former empire, a quasi- centralized control of
resource allocation remained the norm, albeit at a much smaller scale and with different
goals to serve, than the previous socialist state. In many other parts, including Russia, the
break-up of the central command structures was seen as the seed for the creation of
market economy.
In this region, as in other transition economies, economic reforms were widely expected

to lead to substantial reallocation of resources, rectifying the distortions inherited from
central planning. While causing temporary economic and social upheaval, this allocation
would then underpin the subsequent recovery. But even though market reforms have
been pursued for almost a decade in the region, there is still little restructuring and a
persistent lack of investment in the corporate sector. The results of corporate sector
reform after nearly ten years of ongoing efforts show that the transition process is longer
and more complex than initially envisaged.
History might be the single, most overwhelming reason for these difficulties. In contrast
to other countries in Central and Eastern Europe, including the Baltics, the FSU countries
had very limited precedent with markets and their institutions in their pre-socialist days.
After 70 years, the scarce memories of previous economic arrangements, whether in
government institutions or at the level of the civil society, had vanished. With the
exception of Russia, FSU countries did not even have any history of statehood for many
centuries. Thus, the institutional handicaps at the start of the reform process were
enormous.
Building a market economy is precisely about building institutions: new state institutions
to articulate and enforce rules of the game, but, most importantly, the quintessential
institution of modern capitalism, the private corporation. Today, corporations account for
a staggering part of wealth creation in the word. In the words of Robert Monks (2001):

’

Head, Corporate Affairs division, OECD. The opinions expressed in this paper are the author’s own and
do not necessarily reflect those of the OECD. This paper has extensively used S. Nestor, Takahiro Yusui
and M-L Guy “The Relevance of Corporate Governance to Eurasian Transition Economies”, presented at
the first Eurasian Corporate Governance Roundtable (October 2000). The tcrm former Soviet Union (FSU)
includes all the former republics of the USSR, except for the three Baltic states whose history and politics
warrant separate treatment.
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The colporation has emerged in the later decades of the twentieth century as the premier
institution for the identification, cultivation and realisation of genius-nd
for the
conversion of that genius into value.
The institutionalisation of today’s market economies is a clear difference between our
time and that of Adam Smith, where individual entrepreneurs were the norm.
Institutionalisation could not have occurred without public policy intervention; and it will
not continue to bear its fruits unless policy makers continuously upgrade the basic rules
of company governance, to reflect rapidly changing environments. It is interesting to note
that no less than 17 OECD member states are going through extensive company law
reform efforts as we are speaking (OECD 2001). In the FSU early transition, this key
function of building the corporate institution was assumed to take place quasiautomatically as a result of privatisation. Unfortunately, such optimism was not justified
by events.
The emergence of a new corporate sector in the transition context depends upon a number
of key, policy-related developments. First and foremost, privatization is required to free
assets in the economy. These assets will then become the backbone of private corporate
property. Second, a set of incentives need to be put in place, so that enhancing the longterm value of corporations becomes an attractive proposition to all the parties involved in
that endeavor. These incentives range from a stable macroeconomy, the rule of law,
external disciplines from the product and financial markets, tax policies, social safety
nets. Finally, adequate corporate governance needs to emerge if the private corporation is
to become the driver of investment and growth. Transparent and functioning corporate
control structures and efficient norms to give them shape are key internal conditions for
the development of the corporate institution.
This brief paper follows the above path to analyzing corporate reform in Russia and the
FSU. After a brief introduction in part I, part 11 explores the topic of privatization and the
latter’s direct impact on corporate ownership and finance. Part TI1 focuses on the external
disciplines and incentives that drive corporate reform. Part IV reviews corporate
governance in the region. Part V offers a set of concluding remarks and suggestions for
future action
II. Privatisation, corporate ownership and finance

A decade ago, privatising inefficient state-owned companies became the symbol of
change from central planning to capitalism. Privatisation seemed to promise an end to
the inefficiencies of central planning--the key to freeing the resources and talents and
lifting living standards. An unprecedented transformation has doubtless occurred as most
FSU countries have changed from an almost 100% state-owned economy to one that is
now primarily privately owned.
In Russia and the FSU ,privatisation started in the Gorbatchev days as an ad hoc process
that ranged from leasing of SOE assets to asset stripping, but never included formal
property right transfers. Enterprises were not put on a privatisation track but were granted
“full economic control” from their erstwhile planners. The result was a breakdown of the
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old governance structures with nothing new to replace them. The incentive to divert
assets and cash flows was overwhelming. Privatisation in Russia was largely conceived
as a way to stop this bleeding in a politically acceptable way
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Following the 1991 break up of the Union, Russia adopted a bold privatisation path. In
1992-94, it went ahead with the creation of more than 23.000 joint stock companies, with
an average of 1000 workers in each one. It privatised approximately 16.000 of them
through a voucher scheme, that initially created more than 40 million individual Russian
shareholders. However, the key result of Russian mass privatisation was insider control.
More than 75% of the companies privatised saw employees and managers acquire
majority stakes. On average only 16% of equity went to outsiders as a result of voucher
privatisation auctions (Boycko et. al. 1995).
Voucher privatisation has also been the main privatisation method in Ukraine, Georgia,
Armenia and the Kyrgyz Republic*. It has created more than 19 million shareholders in
the Ukraine. As in the case of Russia, its simplicity and distributional fairness made it
politically and administratively quite attractive. Its main downside was perceived to be
the dispersed ownership structure it promulgated, which would result in weak corporate
A thorough review and discussion of mass privatisation policies in transition economies can be found in
the papers included in Lieherman et al. 1997.
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governance and thus delay restructuring, leaving unchecked control to incumbent
company managers. These problems have been partly addressed by pooling vouchers in
investment or mutual funds. In Russia more than 600 of them were created. In
Kyrgyzstan, the mass privatisation programme created around 400,000 shareholders, 25%
of which became shareholders of investment funds. In Kazakhstan, citizens were
required to invest their vouchers through these funds. In practice, voucher funds have not
lived up to their assigned role as corporate governance principals. In very few cases did
they evolve into real collective investment institutions. They were often captured by
managers or other politically well connected parties. In some cases, they co-operated with
insiders to strip assets off companies. In Russia, they were at the centre of some high
profile cases of investor fraud (see Pistor and Spicer 1997).
As in Russia, Ukraine and most other countries in the region also saw insiders gaining the
upper hand in the privatisation process, whether in the mass privatisation programme of
the mid-90s or through trade sales that are currently taking off. Within the new
privatisation programme, the Ukrainian parliament has for example approved, in July of
this year, a law on the preferential sale of 50% plus one share of one of the largest metal
producers in Ukraine, Mariupol Ilicha, to the company’s management and employees,
united in a closed joint stock company. This might be a dangerous path to take for the
largest companies. Experience shows that a large scale sell-off to insiders creates
important obstacles to corporate restructuring down the line, as insiders are unwilling to
meet the conditions for attracting badly needed external finance, especially better
corporate governance (Djankov and Murrell2000).

The second stage of privatisation in Russia was the infamous loans-for-shares scheme
and the trade auctions that were linked to it‘. The central idea behind this scheme was to
find strategic owners for some of the very big Russian corporations who had already gone
through partial privatisation for vouchers or other means.
From a political economy perspective, if mass privatisation was the first attempt to
decentralise formally economic decision making and distribute power (though property
rights) away form the state in the economy, the loans- for- shares scheme was an attempt
to create a new economic elite. Strangely enough, it might have partly succeeded in this
goal. The big problem is that this elite emerged on a faulty premise. Instead of gaining
prominence through actual and potential investment, it was practically given the assets in
a context that actually encouraged disinvestment and expropriation, as we will see later.
In most loans-for-shares auctions, the bank that was conducting the auction would be the
only bidder for the control block on sale. Foreigners were excluded from bidding. Where
outsiders got involved they were often disqualified. In the 1995 typical case of Norilsk
Nickel privatisation, the biggest non-ferrous metal producer of Russia, the controlling
block in the company was bought by the auctioning bank, the now defunct UNEXIM, for
USD 171 million. The disqualified outside bid was for almost three times this amount.
The company profits for 1995 alone amounted to 400 million.

’

An extensive discussion of the loans for shares scheme and many other aspects ofRussia’s privatisation
process can be found in Freeland 2000.
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Two important characteristics of Russian privatisation are worth mentioning here, as they
have impacted quite heavily on the level of corporate restructuring. The first is that
Russian privatisation did not use enterprise liquidation and sale of assets as a tool. This
contrasts sharply to the very successful experience of Hungary and Poland (Nestor and
Thomas 1995). Through liquidation procedures, assets were freed for new entrepreneurs
to acquire. They facilitated the emergence of a new private SME sector, which has been
the driver of growth in Central European transition economies.
Linked to the above desire to maintain going concerns, no matter how value destroying
they may be, is the disregard of any competition objectives in Russian privatisation. Not
only were Russian enterprises discouraged from breaking up to promote competition (as
opposed for example to the Czech republic); but the government encouraged big mergers
and the creation of large holding companies in key sectors such as electricity, oil and
telecommunications (Broadman 2000).
Trade sales to outside strategic owners are only now starting in most of the other FSU
countries. Ukraine has initiated a programme of case-by-case privatisation to strategic,
foreign investors, although there are indications of an insider bias in this programme
(Brown 2000). Only Kazakhstan has pursued actively a programme of sales to foreign
investors in the energy and utilities sectors. These sales seem to have engendered
substantial investment, although they have not been without problems (Cadogan 1999).
In general however, the involvement of outsiders in buying state assets has been very
limited.
Thus, privatisation has produced much more limited results in the FSU area, outside
Russia (see chart 1). While small enterprises have almost all been privatised (except in
Belarus, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan), a high proportion of economic activity still
remains in state hands, in most FSU countries. According to some estimates,
approximately 50% of outstanding Ukrainian corporate equity is still in the state’s hands
while, in Kazakhstan, the 330 largest enterprises producing more than 1/3 of the GDP are
still under state control.
Delaying privatisation does not seem to have helped the FSU countries. The situation of
large state-owned corporations does not seem to suggest that prolonged state ownership
might lead to better outcomes for corporate restructuring or for society as a whole.
Average growth in their economies is even slower to emerge than in Russia. And the
impact of slow privatisation on public governance and corruption has been even more
pronounced than the quick and dirty privatisation of Russia (Nellis 1999). Various
surveys by institutions such as the EBRD (2000) consistently rank privatisation laggards
Ukraine and Moldova behind Russia in various investment climate and public
governance indexes.
The initial hopes that privatisation would create the foundation for restructuring and
transform firm-level incentives have not been realised. Voucher programmes have
brought few tangible benefits to enterprises. With hindsight, institutional weakness was
severely underestimated at the beginning of the process The expectation that corporate
governance institutions and practices would develop overnight to the benefit of the firms
and society as a whole has not proved realistic. As Professor Stiglitz (1 999) puts it:
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“...Underlyingsome of these misguided views was a nai’ve belief in Coasian processesthat once property rights were appropriately assigned, eficient institutions would evolve.
Such beliefs ignored both general theories that there may be ineficient institutional Nash
equilibria and that evolutionary processes need not be efflcient, and the problematic
nature ofproperty rights.”
Both the corporate sector and the new-born financial intermediaries suffered from the
same institutional ailments: weak monitoring by their beneficial owners and a complete
lack of a “fiduciary culture”. Not surprisingly, capital markets did not develop and
remained a vehicle for post privatisation corporate control transactions, not a primary
source of raising finance for investment in Russian and FSU corporations. In terms of
sources of funds, some --admittedly very limited-- survey data from the Ukraine indicate
that retained earnings are still the major source of corporate finance. They make up close
to 70% of investment needs, with the state budget being the second source with
approximately 10%. Bank credits account for only 2% and foreign investment for 3%
(see Shkurupyi 2000).
A McKinsey (1999) report for Russia points out that productivity remains at extremely
low levels in Russian industry.1999 labour productivity in industry stands at 19, if one
takes the US labour productivity as 100. Investment opportunities that would ceteris
paribus bring returns in excess of 30% are foregone by managers and controlling
shareholders. This might be largely attributed to the obstacles in raising outside finance,
related to poor corporate governance. The lack of such outside finance sources, especially
foreign investment, is acute. Russia is receiving foreign investment, which amounts to
around 1% of its GDP, as opposed to more than 7% for Poland and Hungary and more
than 5% in the Czech republic. In 1998, the Russian economy attracted less FDI in
absolute terms than Hungary and only about 2% of the foreign investment inflows that
occurred in China. In 1999-2000 the situation seems to be getting better with an increase
of more than 150% in FDI inflows.
According to the EBRD (ZOOO), the FSU region has seen the slowest enterprise
restructuring compared to other transition regions. In the Ukraine 17% of all companies
have not at all invested in fixed capital since 1992. As in Russia, the fact that
privatisation did not favour the emergence of new private firms but rather emphasised the
maintenance of going concerns might have been behind the slow pace of restructuring.
Indeed, new entrants have been shown by all transition surveys of the last few years to be
keener to restructure and innovate (Djankov and Murre11 2000). Privatised enterprises
come second with state-controlled firms being the laggards.
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Table 1:Ownership structure in medium and large privatised companies*

Russia 1994 Russia 1996 Russia 1998 Russia 2000 Ukraine 2000
Direct insider ownership

60-65

Outside ownership
State

12-25
15-20

55-60
30-35
9-10

50-55
35-40
5-10

50-55

55%
37%

10-12

8%

30-35

Source:Radygin (2000), Shkurupiy (2000),estimates based on surveys
* Excluding very large firms
Notwithstanding important restructuring problems, the ownership landscape in Russian
privatised firms seems to have changed considerably since privatisation, especially in the
aftermath of the 1998 crisis (see table 1). Some survey data indicate a growing share by
outsiders. This may to a great extent mask increasing ownership stakes by managers via
“outside” companies and holding structures. What is clear is that there is a retrenchment
of employee and state ownership in most medium-sized and large privatised corporations.
But there are indications that pure outside ownership is growing, as well as FDI. These
are in principle positive developments in Russian firms; they might signal the emergence
of arm’s length owners who at the same time could be less dispersed and more
sophisticated than the initial voucher-turned-share holders.
One worrying trait of this data is the growing, albeit slightly, share of the government in
the privatised firms. This probably reflects a re-nationalisation trend that has taken place
through the courts and, sometimes, through insolvency proceedings. The Russian
government should take steps to define the rules for state re-nationalisation as well as
procedures for the transparent re-privatisation of these stakes.
In contrast to Russia, Ukrainian ownership data for privatised enterprises suggest
extensive employee ownership. If one takes into consideration the state’s considerable
shares in the economy the situation looks somehow bleak, in terms of restructuring and
future investment potential. From a dynamic perspective, though, it could present an
opportunity. The state should be in a position to avoid the mistakes made in Russia
during the loans- for- shares scheme, by privatising large blocks of shares in a transparent
way, welcoming foreign direct investment and increasing the potential for outside
investment to flow through the capital markets. The latter is an option only if it is
accompanied by the introduction of robust listing requirements, distinguishing between
the bigger “blue chips” and the thousands of post-privatisation publicly held companies,
owned mostly by their work forces.
But, privatisation aside, what are the incentives that control agents in firms respond to?
The way incentives function-r
malfunction-will determine (in combination with the
set of internakorporate governance mechanisms to be discussed in part IV), the
behaviour of corporate agents in charge of investment and resource allocation.

Ill. External drivers and incentives for corporate restructuring
a. The rule of law and iudicial enforcement
The absence of rule of law constitutes a major shortcoming for the development of
corporations in all countries of the region. Proper protection of property rights requires
first, an adequate legal framework, and second, its effective enforcement. In FSU
countries, however, both requirements are often not satisfied. While some countries
rushed to adopt laws suggested by foreign consultants, they have ofien found that they
bear little relevance to realities in the country (Nestor 2000).
In Russia, the joint stock company law and a major part of the civil code came into force
in 1996 and 1997, after large- scale privatisation and the major company formation (or
corporatisation) phase had already taken place. Ukraine and Armenia have yet to
consolidate their legal framework. In Ukraine, key laws have long been pending in
parliament (i.e. new civil code, tax code, land ownership code, etc.).
Throughout the region, courts are often described as corrupt and slow. Part of the capture
issue in Russia is related to the very strong dependence of courts on local authorities.
This year’s draft federal budget for the first time addresses the needs of commercial
(Arbitrazh) court system in its entirety, as a federal function. Judges will often argue that
their work is particularly difficult since there are still many loopholes and contradictions
in existing law. Legal changes are often ill- considered and are themselves subject to
further change with little regard for the overall coherence of the legal system. The reform
of the judiciary and its upgrading is a priority throughout the region. Where laws exist,
their implementation should be a priority as opposed to continuing legal upheaval.
Without strong institutions that can uphold the rule of law, companies whether domestic
or foreign, have trouble with enforcing contracts, collecting debts, and resolving disputes.
In state-owned or newly privatised enterprises, incumbent managers find expropriation
easy, as rules that would stop them from doing so are either non-existent or not being
enforced. They also find it rational, as the weak protection for investment and property
makes diversion of assets to foreign bank accounts more appealing: the government or a
competitor may confiscate holdings or change the rules on the firms at any time (see
Black et al 2000). Managerial or major shareholder focus on a long-term value
enhancement becomes a difficult proposition.
b. Macroeconomic weaknesses
Weak corporate restructuring is also a result of the failure of policy to provide for a
longer-term perspective of growth based on macroeconomic stability. Although Russia is
showing signs of strong growth and most other countries in the region (except Moldova
and Belarus) will be recording positive growth in output in 2000, a decade of
macroeconomic instability, high inflation, and inconsistent fiscal and monetary policies
have undermined confidence in the economy. The difficulties of operating in an
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uncertain environment shorten business horizons and negatively affect the private sector.
Exchange rate depreciation and volatility also add uncertainty. Recent backtracking in
trade liberalisation in Central Asia has changed again the economic prospects for many
enterprises in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrghyzstan.
Because of unpredictable economic developments, local managers, even if they control
and own large blocks of company shares, often perceive their positions as uncertain and
temporary. As with the absence of rule of law, short time horizons make expected gains
from increasing company value less attractive to control agents than what they can obtain
by expropriating assets and cash flows (Fox and Heller 1999). Faced with the choice of
maximising company value or diverting cash flows for immediate personal gain,
controlling managers have frequently taken the second option, and not only because of
the lack of a “rule-of-law stick”. In an environment of prolonged instability, the absence
of any “carrot” makes the situation even more difficult.
c. ComDetition in outDut markets
Weak competitive pressures have caused companies to remain inflexible to developments
in output markets. As mentioned earlier, privatisation was not geared towards creating
competition. Concentration in many sectors of the economy is very high and getting
higher; recent data indicate 4- firm concentration ratio in Russian industries at 95 YOwhen
measure at oblast level (Broadman 2000). Regional and local authorities have often been
active in encouraging anti-competitive mergers and in raising entry barriers to new
“outside” entrants. Recently, some industries have seen a strong merger movement,
carried out through unorthodox means but often condoned by federal authorities. In the
aluminium industry, the state actively promoted the merger of two dominant private
producers, whose combined new enterprise now controls more than 70% of the national
market.
During the last two years Russia has also seen an increasing vertical integration trend is
many industries, including oil, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, construction, transport and
telecoms. After the 1998 crisis, many of the bank-centred conglomerates, the financial
industrial groups (FIGS), have increasingly given their place to industry- based holdings
(Radygin 2000).
More importantly, some of the key infrastructure industries are still dominated by
powerful monopolies with little state regulation. Electricity, gas and telecoms in Russia
have the power to differentiate between customers and to effectively allocate resources in
the economy outside a market framework. They have been an important source of noncash transactions, thereby confusing price signals in many markets4. Recently some of
these monopolies are trying to reinvent themselves through “competitive” restructuring.
It is important that any restructuring of these key sectors is not driven by the firms but by
policy makers mindful of consumer and general public interest. Restructuring and
subsequent regulation of utilities will not be effective unless its enforcement is left with
The OECD Economic Survey ofthe Russian Federation (2000) discusses extensively the issue of noncash payments and the role of Russian infrastructure sector as a key source of de-rnonetisation; see also the
discussion below.
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proper independent institutions are that are not-- and are not perceived to be --captured by
the natural monopolies.
The pervasive presence of the state in the economy at a federal and, most often,
regional/local level constitutes another important source of competitive distortions,
mainly in the form of extensive direct and indirect subsidies. According to the a
McKinsey study on Russia (1999), such distortions include: different effective tax rates
within the same sector; preferential access to land and government procurement; different
effective energy prices; different access to government controlled export infrastructure.
Thus, corporate behaviour is still pray to the persistence of soft budget constraints. The
state provides a wide range of direct and indirect subsidies to firms, while f m s provide
public officials with a certain amount of control over company decision-making and cash
flows. Hence, the management’s behaviour continues to be motivated largely by the
search for new direct or indirect subsidies, not by increasing productivity and attracting
outside investment. For some of the older managers, a lifelong education in opportunism
when it comes to using company assets for one’s own welfare-in the absence of formal
material rewards for success-has found new uses in the unpredictable transition context.
As some commentators have pointed out, while the Soviet manager’s experience in
making input and output decisions for firms was largely non-existent, improving one’s
own welfare by diverting state resources was a high art (Rivkyna 1998).

Extensive licensing requirements are still present in many FSU countries, raising
substantial barriers to new entry; in Kyrghyzstan some companies are reportedly required
to obtain up to 100 licenses to carry out their activities (Baker and Mc Kenzie 1999). In
Uzbekistan, state enterprises are being changed into shareholding companies and private
enterprises account for 45 percent of all registered firms but business decisions to set
prices, output, and investment often originate in the government and are not within the
purview of business (World Bank 2000). In the absence of any product market discipline
or measure of performance, managers are left free to pursue their own (or their political
patrons’) objectives with little regard for the firm’s overall profitability.
d. The tax system
Important incentive distortions have their origins in the tax system. In Russia, corporate
taxes are calculated on the basis of wages. This creates perverse incentives both in terms
of wage arrears and profit distribution. Most enterprises will readily admit that they keep
two sets of books-ne
for themselves and one for the tax authorities. It should not come
as a surprise that outside investment is seriously hampered by this as wide spread tax
evasion encourages opacity and the lack of transparency in the corporate sector. In
Russia, in spite of the adoption of the first part of the tax code in 1999, important tax
disincentives remain, especially as regards the treatment of capital gains.
Tax arrears of Russian firms are an important part of enterprise arrears (see chart 2 ) and
have contributed to both weak financial discipline and the de-monetisation of the
economy (OECD 2000). In 2000, the new Putin administration has started, for the first
time, to clamp down on companies with large tax arrears. Although a lot of complaints
about the unfairness and selectivity of this approach have been voiced, some signal of
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enforcement was sorely needed. It remains to be seen whether the state will pursue these
policies in a consistent way in the future.
Some FSU countries such as Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Armenia have outpaced Russia
in introducing a new comprehensive tax code, although enforcement is reportedly still
quite arbitrary. In contrast, Ukraine still has a tax code that results in punitive effective
rates for enterprises
e. Financial and payment disciuline
As mentioned above, in the mid-90s, bank- centred financial- industrial groups (FIGS)
were promoted as the main governance lever in the new Russian corporate sector. They
were at the source of the loans-for-shares scheme. The 1998 financial crisis brought down
most banks that were driving these groups. It also showed clearly that the “internal
capital markets” that were expected to develop within these groups were not functioning.
Banks were not lending to corporations neither were they generating any investment in
them.
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Chart 2: Arrears of Russian Enterprises
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Although exposure to bank lending was almost completely absent in Russian and FSU
corporations, most enterprises are known to run up wage arrears and inter-enterprise
indebtedness remains substantial in all countries. Continuing arrears make the imposition
of payments discipline more complicated, with illiquidity contaminating the whole
corporate sector. Arrears are often accompanied by a proliferation of non-cash payments.
The share of non-cash payments to Russian industrial firms, largely concentrated in the
energy sector, peaked at more than 55% of GDP in 1998. Arrears and non-cash payments
have two main effects on firm behaviour: they create a vicious circle of low payment
discipline and thus discourage economic activity; and they lower transparency, thus
discouraging outside investment (see OECD 2000).
In most countries, the insolvency system is expected to play a key role in imposing this
outside discipline and re-allocate resources of failing firms5. While Russia first
introduced a legal framework for insolvency in the early 90s, it was not until 1998 that a
1 discuss extensively the function and importance of the insolvency system in a transition context in
Nestor ( 1997j
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modem law was adopted (Reynolds 1999). The results from the implementation of the
law were indeed impressive. Insolvency procedures more than quadrupled in the two
years of its implementation, in spite of the fact that loss- making firms constituted only
40.6% of the corporate sector in 1999 as opposed to 48.3% on 1998. It seems reasonable
to assume that a strengthening of the insolvency law has also contributed to the
remarkably lower level of arrears in the Russian industry in the last 12 months.

Chart 3: Russian insolvency procedures
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However, the success of the law in actually pushing insolvent companies to restructure
was not without problems. The easy trigger for declaring insolvency stipulated in the law
created some perverse incentives for corporate managers in the absence of strong courts
and honest bankruptcy administrators. In the case of the oil company Sidanko, the major
shareholders of the corporation managed to put the company into bankruptcy in order to
reallocate ownership rights and freeze out minority shareholders. In the same vein, even
majority shareholders will often bankrupt their companies, after not paying wages for
long periods of time, in order to strip the few valuable assets, usually putting the proceeds
outside Russia.
It is important to underline that most of these problems would not occur if the law was
implemented correctly. The president of Russia was right not to give in to calls for a
wholesale change of the legal environment and the conditions for declaring insolvency,
which would once again have made insolvency quasi-impossible and would have
exacerbated already existing bottlenecks in the re-allocation of assets of failing firms. In
addition to some adjustments in the way insolvency is triggered, what is really needed is
a concerted effort to boost the capacity for implementation of the insolvency law.
Insolvency systems have not been effective in other FSU countries, neither as a
disciplinary mechanism, nor as a mechanism to re-allocate resources. In the case of
Ukraine, for example, the current bankruptcy law-- which does not apply to the state
sector- provides for liquidation of a bankrupt company but does not clearly specify the
13

procedure for financial restructuring during bankruptcy and is vague in many other
respects. Thus, in 1998, 9075 cases reached the court, 3500 proceedings were initiated,
but as of today less than 40 cases have had concrete results for debtors. Other countries
such as Georgia or Kyrghyzstan have been endowed with relatively advanced insolvency
legislation, which has, however, remained largely non-enforced.
f. Social issues
State enterprises in the FSU have traditionally provided many social services to
employees. Dealing with social assets is a major problem in post- privatisation
restructuring, as companies are often the only providers of key social services and the
state institutions that could succeed them are not up and running. “Red” directors of stateowned or newly privatised companies, especially in one-company towns, refuse to go
ahead with inevitable downsizing and change of economic activity of their Companies
using the provision of social assets as a justification. Divestiture of social assets is
sometimes postponed or blocked by the same managerial elites that have benefited form
the first wave of reforms ‘. Power to determine social welfare is often a key currency for
capturing policy by these powerful vested interests.
IV. Corporate governance

While external market disciplines will go a long way towards making firms more
efficient, they pre-suppose the emergence of efficient factor and product markets; these
might not emerge in Russia and the FSU for some time to come. Under these
circumstances, it is even more important to concentrate on the internal, institutional
mechanisms that provide individual firms with the opportunity to effectively raise outside
capital. Corporate governance is about better transparency, accountability and
predictability in the allocation of resources by firms. It is thus crucial for the attraction of
external finance, especially when product and factor markets are not efficient. While
markets in most OECD countries will have mechanisms to price different levels of risk
and allow discounts for badly governed companies, low liquidity and lack of
sophistication does not allow this to happen in transition economies. Moreover, the
overall market risk and subsequent market discount is already quite substantive, so the
odds are against corporate issuers from these countries. The other side of the coin is that
institutional investors are ready to pay important premia of more than 20% for wellgoverned companies in emerging markets-as opposed to much narrower premia for
OECD companies’. The case of Vimpelcom, a well governed Russian company, which
managed to raise outside investment in the midst of the 1998 Russian crisis, is a powerful
example of the difference corporate governance makes in an unstable transition context.
Corporate governance is also important in addressing another characteristic of the
corporate world in Russia and Ukraine (and, to a lesser extent, other FSU countries).
Black et. 01 (2000) extensively discusses the argument that the beneficiaries of the first wave of reforms
in the early 90s have transformed themselves to enemies of subsequent reforms.
These are the results of a broad survey by McKinsey (2000) of institutional investors representing $3.25
trillion,

’
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These are industrial economies dominated by large enterprises, much more than other
mature or emerging economies. Privatisation has preserved these socialist behemoths as
going concerns, but did not address their financing needs. It has also created a large
numper of small shareholders in these companies. The predominance of this enterprise
profile suggests two things: that protection of outside investors is important and that, if
such protection were to be ensured, the equity market could become more liquid with less
of an effort than in, say, emerging economies with long-entrenched family ownership.
But in addition to attracting outside finance in individual companies or markets, the
improvement of corporate governance should address a core property rights issue in the
FSU countries. Here, “firms” barely existed in the sense we now understand them in a
market economy. In the past, industrial capacity formed more or less a continuum with
the state. Factories were extensions of ministries with no concept of separate firm
property’.
The corporatisation of the enterprise sector entailed the definition of Russian firms as
separate institutions’ with their own identity. A limited liability corporation is in fact a
legal creation, established by the provisions of company law. We call it an institution
because it has its own life-span, decision making procedures and, most importantly,
property rights, different from the life-span decision making processes and property of its
constituents. By limiting liability of shareholders to the amounts they invest in the share,
the law allows such an institution to raise funds from the wider public, in order to
conduct and expand a business. By enabling the corporation to have its own well-defined
property, it provides creditors with an assurance that corporate assets support lending.
Without adequate legal backing, such a complex institutional arrangement cannot
function satisfactorily or develop soundly (Hansmann and Kraakman 2000).
When a manager of a privatised company does not have to give any information to his
shareholders--who might be workers, some voucher holders and possibly a couple of
funds- or to others; when he does not have to answer to any board about his decisions
and actions; when he can unilaterally and without any constraint alter the content of
property rights of others in the company, by shifting assets and cash flows in and out of
the company at will, and or by issuing new shares only to his name....

..... then the company does not really exist, as a separate entity for the benefits
shareholders, its creditors. It does not really represent a stable source of employment for
its workers who often cannot find anybody responsible to pay them; and it cannot be a
tax-paying, law-abiding citizen of any state. Its inability to be perceived as an institution
by other economic agents creates important costs for society as a whole. It constitutes a
failure in mobilising the important assets to create capital and generate investment. The
institutional weakness of firms because of corporate governance failures results in huge
discounts on asset values. In the words of Fox and Heller (1 999):

A thorough description o f the old Soviet economy can be found in OECD et a1 (1991)

’. Oliver Williamson (among others, 1985) has outlined the key institutional aspects of corporations and
explained their emergence and boundaries as a function o f transaction wsts in markets.
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"...Shareprices represent a trivial faction of the apparent value of underlying corporate
assets controlled by Russian corporations."
In this context-and
in contrast to most OECD and emerging economies, the
development of good corporate governance practices and rules is not simply about
enhancing the efficiency of equity markets or "fine-tuning" corporate decision- making
processes. It is more about the definition and enforcement of core property rights related
to the private corporation, the key institution that will drive successful economic
transformation. To paraphrase Hernando de Soto (2000), it is a fundamental ingredient of
the institutional framework that gives the citizens an opportunity to produce wealth.
The need for better corporate governance has been acknowledged world-wide as a key
determinant of outside investment in corporations, of the development of equity markets
and of institutional development in the broader governance of our societies. In this
respect, the OECD member countries adopted a set of Corporate Governance Principles
to help policy makers and corporations raise their corporate governance standards. Since
their adoption in 1999, the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance'' have become the
main point of reference for corporate governance reform world-wide. In March 2000,
they were included in the Compendium of 12 global standards for financial stability,
compiled by the Financial Stability Forum. As such, they are expected to be used
increasingly for country assessments by international financial institutions, namely the
World Bank.
From the perspective of the OECD Principles on Corporate Governance, corporate
governance has a two-fold meaning:
Corporate governance encompasses the relationships and ensuing patterns of
behaviour between different agents in a limited liability corporation; the way
managers and shareholders but also employees, creditors, key customers and
communities interact with each other to form the strategy of the company. This is,
one might say, the behavioural side of corporate governance.
But corporate governance also refers to the set of rules that frame these relationships
and private behaviours, thus shaping corporate strategy formation. These can be
found in the company law, securities regulation, listing requirements of exchanges.
But they may also have private sources in the form of self-regulation. This is what we
could call the normative side of corporate governance.
With this in mind, it seems appropriate to look into some key problem areas in Russian
and FSU corporate governance using the taxonomy of these Principles, i.e. following
their five chapters.

10

The OECD Principles can be downloaded at www.oecd.orgida€'corporate-affairs/.
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a. The rights of shareholders”
The perception of this region as having an unfavourable investment climate is, to a
considerable extent, due to the lack of credible investor protection. In many FSU
countries, corporate laws do not establish sufficient legal rights for shareholders. In the
case of Russia, the legal framework, albeit slow to emerge, affords a decent level of
protection. But enforcement mechanisms and remedies against violations of shareholder
rights are inadequate or non-existent12. The protection of the rights of shareholders is a
pillar of any effective corporate governance system. The first important right in this
respect is an effective system for the registration of ownership. In the FSU, share
registration has often been the victim of fraudulent practices in the past. Russia has seen
some important abuses scandals in 1995-97, when corporation would simply delete
shareholders form their registries. However, during the last few years anomalies in share
registration seem to have subsided, largely due to an improving infrastructure of
registrars.
The ability to participate in basic decisions concerning the company, chiefly by
participation in general shareholder meetings is set forth as an important right. Most
typical shareholder violations in the FSU include the refusal to provide information on a
company’s activity in view of the shareholder’s meeting, the creation of important
obstacles towards participating in the general meeting and the introduction of changes to
company charters without a general meeting’s decision. Share dilution by controlling
owners has also been reportedly widespread and the ensuing transfers of control, mainly
to incumbent management, have been quite opaque. In relation to the above behaviour,
the Ukrainian Securities Commission received 9,345 complaints from citizens and
professional securities market participants in 1999; this is 33.5% more than in 1998.
In Russia, dilution of existing shareholders through the issuing of new shares in closed
subscriptions has been a key tool in freezing out minority shareholders. The company law
does not adequately protect pre-emptive rights of existing shareholders. The latter are
often not notified at all or excluded form the annual general meeting. Closed
subscriptions of shares (i.e. subscriptions in which only certain shareholders may
participate) doubled during the first 9 months of 2000 in Russia, compared to the
equivalent 1999 period. The Federal Securities Commission (FSC) has not been in a
position to address the issue effectively.
b. Eauitable treatment of shareholders
The OECD Principles stipulate that the corporate governance framework should ensure
the equitable treatment of all shareholders. To begin with, this includes the right to
judicial protection. As we mentioned above, this right is severely limited under weak
rule of law conditions prevailing in Russia and the FSU.
” A number of papers on the rights and equitable treatment of shareholders in Russia and the FSU have
been presented in the context of the OECDiWorld bank Roundtables of Corporate governance and can be
found at www.oecd.org/daaforporate-affairs/
12
In an extensive survey on law and finance in transition economies, Pistor et al(2000) conclude that the
effectiveness of legal institutions matters more than the laws themselves and that legal transplants and
extensive legal reforms are not sufficient for the evolution of effective legal and market institutions.
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Self-dealing by managers and controlling shareholders is the scourge of most FSU
countries. Throughout the region, corporate governance is caught in a vicious circle of
entrenched insider control and low outside investment. Company managers, who are
oRen also shareholders, use the company’s assets for personal gain, to the detriment of
minorities. As a result, outside investors have little confidence that they will be able to
weigh on the company’s decision making process and stay away from hrther investing.
Self-dealing-or related party transactions as it is known in company law-may take a
number of forms. It can be done through transfer pricing, i.e. selling at very low prices to
companies set up by insiders or buying at very high prices from such companies; this is
the main form of diverting cash flows. It can take the form of outright asset stripping
through asset sales to insider-controlled companies. Self-dealing cannot be stopped
unless very strong legal sanctions are attached to it. There should be a strong and
enforceable requirement on managers, board members and other insiders, to disclose any
direct or indirect interest they-- or a major shareholder of the company-- have in a
transaction with the company. Remedies for self-dealing should arguably include
criminal sanctions, as is the cases in some OECD countries, such as France. Criminal
sanctions should be imposed when such behaviour damages the corporation and its
perpetrators knowingly failed to disclose it. Securities Commissions should be given
enough power to implement such requirements. In most FSU countries, there are no
detailed rules on disclosure of related party transactions, even if parties are in theory
subject to such disclosure according to the company law.
A common problem across the region is the absence of listing requirements. As a result

of mass privatisation, thousands of firms find themselves being “public” and hence
subject to Securities Commission requirements. Commissions are thus swamped with a
duty to supervise the whole of the corporate sector according to a set of generic rules.
Weak exchanges have been unable to impose rigorous listed requirements on the few
large companies that are truly public and actively traded. While these are very few in
number, their influence on corporate standards is great. Segmenting markets and
targeting listing requirements (and their accompanying sanctions) will help regulators to
put more emphasis on “blue chips” and to allocate their resources in a more effective
manner. Raising listing requirements will in its turn help transform the equity markets in
Russia and the FSU from post-privatisation secondary markets to primary sources of
equity finance for corporations.
c. The role of stakeholders
The OECD Principles point out that it is in the long-term self-interest of firms to
encourage stakeholder active participation in the governance process. Legal rights of
stakeholders (Le. employees, creditors, long- term suppliers and customers among others)
should be effectively respected. Factors such as business ethics and corporate awareness
of the environmental and societal interests of the communities in which a company
operates can have an impact on that company’s reputation and long-term success. But
these issues are not yet on the agenda of FSU managers or investors.

Most importantly, the legislative framework that primarily ensures the protection of
stakeholders’ interests from abusive corporate behaviour is not in place. Consumer and
environmental protection laws as well as an adequate, market-oriented labour law are
still in their infancy in most of the region.
In Russia, stakeholders-- especially employees-- receive little information and have little
voice in corporate governance, despite the fact that they are also shareholders of their
company. Employee presence could potentially be a powerful force in monitoring the
fiduciary functions of managers and in limiting self-dealing. However, at present,
employee stakes are often manipulated through threats and strategic behaviour to
consolidate the power of management and create a bigger divergence between control
and cash flow rights.
d. Disclosure and transmrency
Good corporate governance calls for a strong disclosure regime, acknowledging
transparency as a key element of an effective market economy. The OECD Principles call
for timely and accurate information to be disclosed on matters such as the company’s
financial and operating results. Most countries in the region have taken the initiative of
improving transparency and reporting practices, by either adopting International
Accounting Standards, as in the Kyrghyzstan, or by using International Accounting
Standards as the basis for national accounting systems, as in Ukraine and Moldova.
Indeed, in some respects, some FSU countries are more advanced than Russia in adopting
market-based accounting practices and breaking with the Soviet, tax-based accounting
system prescribed by the Ministry of Finance. However, in practice, many companies
continue to have a double bookkeeping policy, to avoid paying heavy taxes.
Even though independent auditors are required, the company management usually
appoints and dismisses them with little outside scrutiny. In the Ukraine, there are no
clearly specified mechanisms or restrictions on the appointment and withdrawal of
external auditors. Most strategic investors are familiar with lax accounting and audit
practices and try to impose international independent audits before acquiring company
stakes. But management is still in a position to raise important obstacles to a meaningful
due diligence. In what has been a rather disturbing 2000 trend, some international firms,
whether from the accounting or investment banking world, have lent their names to major
Russian corporations, in the form of unofficial “letters of review” of rather dubious share
dilution or self-dealing transactions.
An important task that lies ahead is the creation of adequate professional accounting and
auditors bodies in the region that can impose a credible quality and ethics control on their
membership and become the driving force for transparency. During the last couple of
years there have been quite a few positive developments in this respect.
A look at the annual report of any major FSU company will demonstrate the infant stage
of disclosure of non-financial information such as the company’s objectives and strategy,
major share ownership and voting rights, remuneration of key executives, personal
material interests of the board and management in matters affecting the corporation, and
material foreseeable risk factors. In Russia, some of these requirements do exist but there
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are no sanctions attached to their non-observance. In most FSU countries there are few
requirements for non-financial disclosure. Under these circumstances, control structures
are non-transparent and consequently self-dealing goes largely undetected. Reportedly in
Kazakhstan there are five big corporate groups in the country but due to complex
arrangements between companies, it is practically impossible to identify the real owners
ofthese companies (World Bank 2000).
Developing stock exchanges might depend on the availability of financial and nonfinancial information. Stock exchanges should therefore take the lead in introducing
international standards and practices, both in terms of regulation and enforcement. Until
now the role has been minimal even in Russia where the volumes of trade are nonnegligible.
e. The resDonsibilities of the board
The board of directors should be the main mechanism for the effective monitoring of
management and for providing strategic guidance to the corporation. It is the duty of the
board to act fairly with respect to all groups of shareholders and with stakeholders, and to
assure compliance with applicable laws. Board members should be able to exercise
objective judgement on corporate affairs, independent of management. Good corporate
governance hinges upon the competence and integrity of directors and the board as a
whole.
Boards of directors are legally mandated in most of the region’s countries. The 1996
Russian Joint Stock Company law stipulates that all corporations of a certain size must
have boards. Most importantly, it also stipulates cumulative voting, i.e. reserving board
seats for the representatives of minority shareholders. This has allowed the appointment
in outside directors in some large Russian corporations, a key weapon in the fight for
better corporate governance. Since January 1998 Ukrainian joint stock companies with
more than 50 shareholders have to elect a board of directors, which represents the
interests of shareholders. But, in practice, management is often unwilling to recognise
the body, which supervises its activities. As it stands, many established joint stock
companies don’t have operating boards of directors.
As the state is still an important shareholder is in the region, its power could be used to
improve board structures. The government and its asset management institutions (Le.
State Property Funds) could adopt property management policies that force companies to
have independent boards and directors who take their monitoring roles seriously.
Directors could be trained to this effect. Important positive spillovers could be generated
for private companies and the market as a whole, if the government were to become a
paragon of corporate governance. In many OECD countries, the state is becoming an
activist owner, while ensuring the independence of management: during the last few
years, Sweden and Italy have both used their ownership stakes to improve board
structures and enhance corporate governance. This is often linked to the partial
privatisation of state-owned companies through initial public offerings.
In this respect, the case of Russia is telling. At the early stages of transition, a large
number of state holdings resulted in the state being a passive, absentee shareholders,
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giving free reign to management. As state ownership became more concentrated towards
fewer, larger companies, the state has been adopting more active corporate governance
positions. With the support of minority shareholders, state representatives account for
more than 2/3 of the board of RAO UES, the Russian electricity utility. A clear
articulation of the state’s corporate governance strategy as shareholder might be the next
step to take, in Russia and elsewhere.

IV. ConcludingRemarks
The Russian and FSU transition experience shows that reformers have underestimated the
importance of institutions in building a new market economy. Poorly- defined private
institutions, i.e. corporations, impairs creation and accumulation of capital, as the
uncertainties over their property rights limits the availability of debt and equity
investment. This has an obvious negative impact on growth. But corporate underdevelopment - in the institutional sense-- also impacts on the distribution of income
within a society: with more transparency and accountability major shareholders or
controlling directors will have less of an opportunity to strip assets at the expense of
workers, the state --and society as a whole.
The proper functioning of companies also depends on an adequate level of public
governance. It hinges on the existence and integrity of public institutions, such as courts,
bailiffs, securities commissions etc. that are ready to enforce property rights and
governance. Lack of law enforcement by the appropriate institutions is indeed the major
problem with Russian corporate governance at present. While good corporate governance
cannot exist without an adequate level of public governance, public governance will
likewise not take off unless the private sphere of the economy and its main players, the
companies become transparent, law- abiding corporate citizens. Awareness of this
mutual interdependence should be at the centre of any reform effort.
Privatisation is an essential element of transition. But it is not a panacea. If privatisation
is to produce results it needs to help build the institutions of a market economy, not
undermine them, as was the case in the 1994-96 period of Russian privatisation. In this
respect, some privatisation auctions in 2000 have given the right signal. For the fust time,
competition between Russians and foreigners seems to have resulted in a genuine
valuation process for Russian state assets.
Having gone through the privatisation of thousands of smaller and medium sized
companies, some countries might still retain important stakes in some key large
enterprises. While state asset management institutions cannot be expected to act as proper
corporate governance principals for thousands of corporations, they might conceivably
perform this role for a few pivotal large companies thorough (a) carefully building
firewalls that may insure asset management does not get politicised and (b) use
extensively outside expertise for the representation of state interest in boards, AGMs etc.
This might produce positive spillovers for the rest of the equity market and corporate
sector and improve the overall environment.
Government and legislative initiatives are not enough. Private sector action is essential if
good governance is to take hold. For private sector action to take place, managers and
21

other key decision-makers need to be persuaded that good corporate governance is good
for business and translates into cheaper access to capital. In this respect, outside
investors and, in the case of the FSU, international financial institutions such as the
EBRD and the IFC could take a much more activist stance and give corporate governance
more weight in their investment policies.
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Background Note: Russia
PROFILE
OFFICIAL NAME:
Russian Federation
OeOgraPhY
Area: 17 million sq. km. (6.5 million sq. mi.): about 1.8 times the size of the United Swes.
Cities: Capitel-Mo(pop. 8.3 million). OfiercWs-St. Petersburg (4.6 million),
Novosibirsk (1.4 million). Ntrhniy Novgorod (1.3 milrm).
Terrain: Broad plaln with low hills west of Urals; vast coniferous forest and tundra in Siberia;
uplands and mountains (Caucasus range) along southern borders.
Climate: Nor&hern continental, from subardic to subtropical.
People
Nationality: Noun and adiecfiv-Russian(s).
Population (2002 est.): 145 million.
Annual growth rate (2001 est.): -0.35%.
Ethnic groups: Russian 81%. fatar 4%, Ukrainian 3%.other 12%.
Religion: Russian Orthodox, Islam, Judaism, Roman Catholicism, Protestant. Buddhist, other.
Language: Russian (official); more than 140 other languages and dialects. Education (total
pop.): Liferacy-98%.
Health: Life expectsncy (2001 est.)-62 yrs. men, 73 yrs. women.
Work force (85 million): Production and economic services-84%; government-I 6%.

I

I

Government
Type: Federation.
Independence: August 24,1991.
Constitution: December 12,1993.
Branches: Drecutive-president,prime minister (chairman ofthe government). LegislativeFederal Assembly (Federation Council, $tate Duma). Judicia/-ConstiMional Court, Supreme
Court, Supreme Court of Arbitration, Office of Procurator GeneraI.
PoliticalparIies: Shifting. The 1999 elections were contested by Conservative Movement of
Russia, Russian All-Peoples Union, Women of Russia, Stalin BlmFor the U.S.S.R., Yabbko,
Working Russia, Peace-LaborMay. Bloc of Nikolayev and Federov, Spiritual Heritage,
Congress of Russian Communities, Peace and Unity Party, Party for the Protection of
Women, Unity Interregional Movement, Social Democrats, Movement in Support of the Army,
Ulilinovskiy's Bloc, For Civic Dignity, Fatherland-All Russia, Communist Party, Rusdan
Cause, NCRussian PoliticalParty ofthe People, Union of Rlght Forces. Our Home is Russia,
Sodalist Party of Russia, Party of Pensloners and the Russian Sodalist Party.
Subdivisions: 21 autonomous reoublii and 68 autonomous territories and reoions.
"
Suffrage: Universal at 18 years.

'

Flag:

http://~.state.govlrlpdei/bgn/3183.htm
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Russia (05103)

Economy (2002 est.)
GDP: $287.7 billion (purchasing power parity estimated at $1.27 trillion in 2002).
Growth rate (2002): 4.3%.
Per capita GDP: $2,320(purchasing power parity estimated at $8,800 in 2002).
Natural resources: Petroleum. natural gas, timber, furs, p m o u s and nonferrous metals.
Agriculture: Pmducfs-Grain, wgarbeets. sunflower seeds, meal, dairy products.
Industry: Types-Complete range of manufactures: automobiles, trucks,trains, agricultural
equipment. advanced aircraft, aerospace, machine and equipment products; mining and
extradwe industry; medical and scientific instruments; construction equipment.
Trade (2002):Exports (f.o.b.)-$107.2 2 billion. petroleum and petroleum products, natural
gas. woods and woad products, metals, chemicals. Major markets-EU, MIS. China, Japan.
Imports (f.o.b.)-.$60.96 billion: machinery and equipment, chemicals, consumer goads,
medicines, meat, sugar, semi-finished metal products. Majorpartners-EU, US., NIS, Japan,
China. US. exports (f.a.s)-$2.40 billion. Principal U.S.exports (2002)-oiWgas equipment,
poultry. inorganic chemicals, tobacco, aircraft, medical equipment, autos/palts. U.S. imports
(customs value)-$6.82 billion. P&cipa/ US.imports (2002)-oil, aluminum, chemicals,
platinum, ironlsteel, fish and cxustaceans. knit apparel, nicket, nickal, wood, and copper.

I?Ec?Eu

Russia's area is about 17 million square kilometers (6.5 million sq mi.). It remains the largest
Country in the world by more than 2.5 million square miles. Its population density is about 22
persons per square mile (9 per sq. km.), making it one of the most sparsely populated
countries in the world. Its population is predominantly urban.

Most of the roughly 150 million Russiansderive from the Eastern Slavic family of peoples,
whose original homeland was probably presentday Poland. Russian is the official language
of Russia and an official language in the United Nations. As the language of writers such as
Pushkin, Toktoy, Dostoevsky. Chekov, and Solzhenitsyn, it has great importance in world
literature.
Russia's educational system has producsd nearly 100% literacy. About 3 million students
aftend Russia's 519 institutions of higher education and 48 universities. As a result of great
emphasis on science and technology in education. Russian medical, mathematical, scientific.
and space and aviation research is generally of a high order. The number of doctors in
relation to the population is high by American standards, although medical care in Russia,
even in major cities. is far below Western standards.

,

The Russian labor force is undergoing tremendous changes. Although welleducated and
skilled, it is largely mismatched to the rapidly changing needs of the Russian economy.
Millions of Russian workers are underemployed. Unemploymentis highest among women
end young people. Many Russlan workers compensate by working other part-time jobs.
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union and the economic dislocation it engendered, the
standard of living fell dramatically. The standard of living has been on the rise since 1999, but
almost one-third of the population still does not meet the minimum subsistence levelfor
money income. The Russian Ministry of Economic Development and Trade estimates that the
percentage of people under the subsistence level will gradually decrease by 23%-25% in the
period up to 2005.

Moscow is the largest city (population 8.3 million) and is the capital of the Federation.
Moscow continues to be the center of Russian Government and is increasingly important as

an economic and business center. Its ailtuql traddon is rich. and there are many museums
devoted to art, literature, music, dance. hktory. and science. It has hundreds of churches and
dozens of notable cathedrals; it has become Russia's prinapal magnet for foreign investment
and business presence.
-%Petersburg, established in 1703 by Peterthe Great as the capital of the Russian Empire,
Was called Petrograd during World War I and Leningrad after t924. In 1991. as the result of a
city referendum, it was renamed St. Petersburg. Under the Tsars, the city was Russia's
Cultural, intellectual. commercial, financial, and industrial center. Afler the capital was moved
back to MOSCOW in 1918, the city's p o r i 1 significance declined, but it remained a cultural.

1
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scientific, and military-industrialcenter. The Hermitage is one of the WOMS
great fine arts
museums. Finally, Vladvostok, located in the Russian Far East, is becoming an important
Canter for trade with the Pacific Rim countries.

HlSTORY

Human experience on the territory of present-day Russia dates back to Paleolithic times.
Greek badem conducted extensive commerce with Scythian tribes around the shores of the
Black Sea and the Crimean region. In the thlrd century B.C.. Scythians were displaced by
Sarmatlans. who in turn were overrun by waves of Germanic Goths. In the third century AD..
Asiatic Huns replaced the Goths and were in turn conquered by Turkic Avars in the smh
century. By the ninth century, Eastern Slavs began to settle in what is now Ukraine, Belarus,
and the Novgorod and Smolensk regions.
in 862, the political entity known as Kievan Rus was established in what is now Ukraine and
lasted until the 12th century. In the 1Mh century, Christianity became the state religion under
Vladimir. who adopted Greek Orthodox rites. Consequently, Byzantine culture predominated,
as is evident in much of Russia's architectural, musical, and artistic herifage. Over the next
centuries, various invaders assaulted the Kievan state and, finally, Mongols under Batu Khan
destroyed the main populationcenters except for Novgorod and Pskov and prevailedover the
region until 1480.
In the post-Mongol period, Muscovy gradually became the dominant principality and was
able, through diplomacy and conquest, to establish suzerainty over European Russia. Ivan 111
(1462-1505) was able to refer to his empire as "the Third Rome" and heir to the Byrantine
tradition, and a century later the Romanov dynasty was established under Tsar Mikhail in
1613.
During Peter the Greafs reign (1689-1725). Russia began modernizing, and European
influences spread in Russia. Peter created Westemstyle military forces, subordinatedthe
Russian Orthodox Church hierarchy to the Tsar. reformed the enti1-8governmentalstructure,
and established the beginnings of a Western-style educahon system. His introduction of
European WS~MS generated nationalistic resentments in society and spawned the
philosophical rivalry between "Westernizers" and nationalistic "Slavophiles" that remains a
key dynamic of c u m 1 Russian social and poliical thought.
Peter's expansionist policies were continued by Catherine the Great, who established Russia

as a continental power. During her reign (1762-96), power was centralized in the monarchy,
and administrative reforms concentrated qreat wealth and privileqe in the hands of the
Russian nobility
Napoleon failed in his attempt in 1812 to conquer Russia after occupying Moscow: his defeat
and the continental order that emerged following the Congress of Vienna (1 814-15) set the
stage for Russia and Austria-Hungary to dominate the affairs of eastern Europe for the next
cantury.
During the 19th century, the Russian Government sought to suppress repeated attempts at
reform from within. Its economy failed to compete with those of Western counfries. Russian
cities were growing without an industrial base to generate employment, although
emancipation of the serfs in 1861 foreshadowed urbanization and rapid industrialiiationlate
in the century. At the same time, Russm expanded a m s s Siberia until tha port of Vladivostok
was opened on the Pacific coast in 1860. The TransSiberian Railmadopened vast frontiers
to development late in the century. Inthe 19th century. Russian culture flourished as Russian
artists made signfficant contributions to world literature. visual arts, dance, and music.
'

'

lmperial dedine was evident in Russia's defeat in the unpopular Russollapanesewar in
1905. Subsequent civic disturbances forced Tsar Nicholas II to grant a constiMion and
introduce limited democratic reforms. The governmen! suppressed opposition and
manipulated popular anger into anti-Semitic pogroms. Attempts at economic reform, such as
land reform, were incomplete.
1917 Revolution and the U.S.S.R.
The ruinous effects of World War I,combined with internal pressures, sparked the March
1917 uprising, which led Tsar Nicholas II to abdicate the throne. A provisional government
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came to power, headed by Aleksandr Kerenskiy. On November 7,1917, the Bolshevik Party,
led by Vladimir Lenin, seized control and established the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist
Republic. Civil war broke out in 1918 between Lenin's 'Red" army and various 'White" forces
and lasted until 1920, when, despite fomign interventions, the Bolsheviks triumphed. Affer the
Red army conquered Ukraine, Belorussia. Azerbaijan, Georgia. and Armenia, a new nation
Was formed in 1922, the Union of Soviet Sodalist RepuMi.
The U.S.S.R. lasted 69 years. In the 1930s. tens of millions of its citizens wem collectivized
under slate agricultural and industrial enterprises. Millions died in political purges. the vast
penal and labor system, or in stateueated famines. During World War !I,as many as 20
million Soviet citi2ens died. In 1949, the U.S.S.R. deveiopd its own nuclear arsenal.

.

.

First among its political figures was Lenin. leader of the Bolshevik Party and head d t h e first
Soviet Government, who died in 1924.In the late 1920s.JosiiStalin merged as General
Secretary of the Communist Party d t h e Soviet Union (CPSU) amidst intraparty rivalries; he
maintained complete control over Soviet domestic and international policy until his death in
1953. His successor. Nikita Khrushchev, sewed as Communist Party leader until he was
ousted in 1964. Aieksey Kosygin became Chairman of the Council of Ministers. and Leonid
Brezhnev was made first Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee in 1964. But in 1971.
Brezhnev rose to become "first among equals" in a collective leadership. Brezhnev died in
Konstantin Chernenko (1984-85),
1982 and was succeeded by Yuriy Andropov (1982-84).
and Mikhail Gorbachev. who resigned as Soviet President on December 25,1991. On
Decembw26,1991, the U.S.S.R. was formally dissolved.
The Russian Federation
Affer the December I991 dissolution of the Soviet Union, the Russian Federation became its
largest successor state, inheriting its permanent seat on the UN Security Counal. as well as
the bulk of its foreign assets and debt.

Boris Yekin was elected President of Russia by popular vote In June 1991. By the fall of
1993, politics in Russia reached a stalemate between President Yeltsin and the parliament.
The parliament had succeeded in blocking, overturning, or ignoring the President's initiatives
on drafting a new constitution. conducbing new elections, and making further progress on
democratic and economic reforms.
In a dramatic speech in September 1993. President Yeltsin dissolved the Russian parliament
and called for new national elections and a new constitution. The standoff between the
executive branch and opponents in the legislature turned violent in October after supporters
of the padiament tried to instigate an armed insurrection. Yeltsin ordered the army to respond
with force to capture the parliament building (known as the White House).
In December 1993, voters elected a new parliament and approved a new constitution that had
been draffed by the Yeltsin government. Yeltsin has remained the dominant political figure,
although a broad array of parties, including ultra-nationalists, liberals, agrarians. and
communists, have substantial representationIn the parliament and compete active@in
elections at all levels of government.
In late 1994, the Russian security forces launched a brutal operation in the Republic of
Chechnya against rebels who were intent on separation from Russia. Along with their
opponents, Russianforces committed numerous violations of human rights. The Russian
Army used heavy weapons against civilians. Tens of thousands of them were killed and more
than 500,000 displaced during the course of the war. The protracted mntlict, which received
dose scrutiny in the Russian media, raised serious human rights and humanitarian concerns
abroad as well as within Russia.
Affer numemus unsuccessful attempts to institute a cease-fire, in August 1996 the Russian
and Chechen authorities negotiated a settlement that resulted in a complete withdrawal of
Russian troops and the holding of dedions in January 1997. The Organizationfor Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) played a major role in faditating the negotiation. A peace
treaty was concluded in May 1997. Following an August 1999 attack into Dagestan by
Chechen separatists and the September 1999 bombings oftwo apartment buildings in
Mosccwv, the federal government launched a military campaign into Chechnya. Russian
authorities accused the Chechen government of failing to stop the growth of the rebels
activities and failure to curb widespread banditry and hostagelakingin the republic. By spring
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2ooO. federal forces claimed contrd over Chechen territory, but fighting continues as rebel
Iighters regularly ambush Russian forces in the region.
GOVFRNWLlTlCAl CONDIn the political system established by the I993 constitution, the president wields considerable
executive power. There is no vice president, and the legislative is far weakerthan the
executive. The president nominatesthe highest state ofticials, indudingthe prime minister,
who must be approved by the Duma. The president can pass decrees without Consent from
the Duma. He also is head of the a
d forces and of the national security council.

Duma elections were on December 19,1999 and presidential elections March 262wO.
While the Communist Party won a narrow plurality of seats in the Duma, the progovemment
party Unity and the centrist Fatherland-All Russia also won substantial numbers of seats in
the legislature. In April 2002, the Communist Party lost eight top posts when the State Ouma
voted to reassign the chairmanships of nearly one-third of its committfs, leaving greater
powet in the hands of centrist and liberal factions. In the presidential election of March 2000,
Vladimir Putm, named Acting President following the December 31 resignation of Boris
Yeltsin. was elected in the first round with 53% of the vote. Both the presidentialand
parliamentary elections were judged generally free and fair by internationalobservers.
Russia is a federation, but the precise distributionof powers between the central government
and the regional and local authorities is still evoMng. The Russian Federation consists of 89
components, including two federal cities, Moscow and St. Petersburg. The constitution
explicitly defines the federal government's exclusive powers, but it also desaibes most key
regional Issues as the joint responsibility of the federal government and the Federation
components.
Judicial System
Russia's judiciary and justice system are weak Numerous matters which are dealt with by
administrative.authorityin European'countriesremain subject to political influence in Russia.
The ConstitutionalCourt was reconvened in March 1995 following its suspension by
President Yeltsin.in October 1993. The 1993 constitution empowers the court to arbitrate
disputes between the executive and legislative branches and between Moscow and the
regional and local governments. The murt ako is authorized to rule on violations of
constitutional rights, to examine appeals from various bcdies, and to participate in
impeachment proceedings against the president The July 1994 Law on me Consiitulional
Court prohibits the court from examining Mses on its own initiativeand limits the scope of
issues the cwrt can hear.
In the past few years. the Russian Government has begun to reform the aiminal justice
system and judicial institutions, indudingthe reintroductiinof jury trials In certain criminal
cases. Despite these efforts, judges are only beginning to assert their constiionally
mandated independence from other branches of government.

The Duma passed a Criminal Procedure Code and other judicial reforms during its 2001
session. These reforms help make the Russian judicial system more compatible with its
Western counterparts and are seen by most as an accomplishment in human rights. The
reforms have reintroducedjury trials in certain criminal cases and created a more adversarid
system of criminal trials that protect the rights of defendants more adequately.

I

L :J

Human Rights
Russia's human nghts rscord remains uneven and worsened in some areas. Despite
slgniWant improvements in conditions following the end of the Soviet Union, problem areas
remain. In particular. the Russian Government's military policy in Chechnya is a cause for
international concern. Government forces have killed numerous civilians thmugh the use of
indiscriminateforce in Chechnya. There have been credible allegations of violations of
international human rights and humanitarian law by Russian fones. Chechen groups also
have committed abuses as well as acts ofterrorism. AHhough the gowxtment has made
progress in recognizing the legitimacy of international human rights standards, the
institutionalizationof proceduresto safeguard these rights has lagged. Implementationof the
constitutional provisions for due process and timdy trials, for example, has made T i
progress. There are indications that the law is becomirm an lncreasinalv immtant tool for
nose seeking to protect human rights; after a lengthy Gal and e i g h t & G t e indictments,
environmental whistleblower Alexander Nikltinwas acqatted of espionage charges dating to

I"'
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publication of material exposing hazards posed by the Russian Navy's aging nuclear fleet. On
September 13.2001, the Presidium of the Supreme Coutt dismissed the prosecution's last
appeal against the December 29,1099 acquittal of Nikitin. Nonetheless. serious problem
remain.
The judiciary is often subject to manipulation by political authorities and is plagued by large
case backlogs and tnal delays. Lengthy pretrial detention remains a Serious problem. Russia
has the highest prison population rate in the world, at 685 per 100,OM). There are credible
reports of beating and torturing of inmates and detatnees by law enforcement and cwredional
officials. Prison condiins fall well below international standards. In 2000, human rights
OmbudsmanOleg Mironov estimated that 50% of prisoners with whom he spoke claimed to
have been tortured. Human rights groups estimate that about 11,000 inmates and prison
detainees die annually, most because ofovercmwdng. dsease, and lack of medical care. In
2001, President Putin pronounced a moratoriumon the death penalty. However, there are
reports that the Russian Government might still be violating pr&ses they made upon
entenng the European Council, especially in terms of prison control and conditions.
Human rights groups are very critical of eases of Checbens disappearing in the custody of
Russian officials. Russian authorities have introduced some improvements, indudingbetter
access to complaint mechanisms, the formal opening of investigations in most as-. and the
introduction of two decrees requiring the presence of civilian investigators and other
nonmilitary personnel duflng all largesale military operations and targeted search and
seizure operations. Human rights groups wefcome these changes but daim that most abuses
remain uninvestigated and unpunished.
Efforts to institutionalize official human rights bodies have been mixed. In 1996,human rights
activist Sergey Kwalev resigned as chairman of the Presidential Human Rights Commission
to protest the government's record. palticularly the war in Chechnya. Parliament in 1997
passed a law establishing a "human rights ombudsman." a position that ts provided for in
Russia's constitution and is required of membersof the Council of Europe, to which Russia
was admitted in February 1996. The Duma finally selected Duma deputy Oleg Mironov in May
1998. A member of the Communist Party, Mironov resigned from both the Party and the
Duma afier the vote, ating the law's stipulation that the Ombudsman be nonpartisan.
Because of his party affiliation. and because Mironov had no evident expertise in the field of
human rights, his appointment was widely Criticized at the time by human rights activists.
lntematiinal human rights groups operate heely in Russia, although the government has
hindered the movements and access to informationof some individuals investigatingt b w a r
in Chechnya.

. .

The Russian Constitution provides for freedom of religion and the equardy of all religions
before the law as well as the separation of church and state. Although Jews and Muslims
continue to encounter prejudice and societal discrimination, they have not been inhibited by
the government in the free pmdioe of their religion. High-rankingfederal offidala have
condemned anti-Semitic hate crimes, but law enforcement bodies have not effectively
Proseurted those responsible. The influx of mkslonarles over the past several years has led
to pressure by groups m Russia, spedfically nationalists and the Russian Orthodox Church,
to limit the activities of these "nontradtionar religious groups. In response, the Duma passed
a new, restrictive, and potentially discriminatory law in October 1997. The law is very
cornpIex, with many ambiguous and contradictory provisions. The law's most controversial
provisions separates religious "groups" and "organizations" and introduce a 1&year rule,
which allows groups that have been in existence for 16 years or longer to obtah acaedited
Status.Seniar Russian offiaals have pledged to implementthe 1997 law on religionin a
manner that is not in conflict with Russia's international human rights obligations. Same local
offcials. however, have used the law as a pretext to restrict religious liberly.
The constiition guarantees M i e n s the right to choose their place of residence and to travel
abroad. Some big-city governments, however. have restricted this right through residential
registration rules that closely resemble the Soviet-era 'propiska" regulations. Although the
d e s were touted as a notification device rather than a control system, their implementation
has produced many of the same results as the propiska system. The freedom to travel abroad
and emigrate is respected although restrictions may apply to those who have tiad ~cc8ssto
state secrets.Recognizing this progress, since 1994, the U.S. President has found Russiato
be in full compliance with the provisions of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.
Principal Government Officials
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President-Vladimir Putii
Prime Ministeraikhail Kasyanov

The Russian Federation maintains an embassy at 2650 Wisconsin Ave., NW.Washington,
DC 20007 (tel. 202-298-5700) and a consular section at 2641 Tunlaw Road, Washington DC
Russian consulates also are located in New York. San
(tel. 202-939-8907/8913/89$8).
Francisco. and Seaffle.

i32QwXa

The Russian economy underwent tremendous stress as it moved from a centrally planned
economy to a free market system. Difficulties in implementing fiscal reforms aimed at raising
government revenues and a dependenm on short-term bormwing to finance budget deficits
led to a serious financial crisis in 1998. Lower prices for Russia's major export earners (oil
and minerals) and a loss of investor confidence due to the Asian finanaal crisis exacerbated
financial problems. The result was a rapid decline and steep (60%) in the value of the ruble,
flight of foreign investment, delayed payments on sovereign and private debts, a breakdown
of commercial transactions through the banking system, and the threat of runaway inflabon.
Russia, however, appears t o have weathered the crisis relatively well. The following year real
GDP increased by the highest percentage since the fall of the Soviet Union, the ruble
stabiliied. inflation was moderate, and investment began to increase again. Russia is making
progress in meeting it5 foreign debts obligations. During 2000-01, Russia not only met its
external debt services but also made large advance repayments of ptincipal on IMF loans but
also built up Central Bank reserves with government budget, trade, and current amount
surpluses. Russia remains current on its foreign debt. Service of the official foreign debt
service amounted to about $14 billion in 2002. Large current account surpluses have brought
a rapid appreciation of the ruble over the past several years. The appredation affect has been
reduced by channeling some of this money into a government stabilizationfund which will
help cushion Russia from prim shocks should energy prices remain low for an extended
period. The ruble appreciation ofthe past several years has given back much of the termsoftrade advantage that Russia gained when the r h l e fell by 60% during the debt ulsis. Oil and
gas dominate Russian exports, so Russia remains highly dependent upon the price of energy.
Loan and deposit rates at or below the inflation rate inhibit the growth of the banking system
and make the allocation of capital and risk much less efficient than it would be othelwise.
In 2003, the debt will rise to $19 billion due to higher Ministry of Finance and Eurobond
payments. However, $1 billionof this has been prepaid, and some of the private sector debt
may already have been repurchased. Russia continues to explore debt swaplexchange
opportunities.
In the June 2002 G8 Summit, leaders of the eight nations signed a statement agreeing to
explore cancellation of some of Russia's old Soviet debt to use the savings for safeguarding
materials in Russia that could be used by terrorists. Under the proposed deal, $10 billion
would come from the United States and $10 billion from other E8 countries over 10 years.
Gross Domestic Product
Russia's GDP, estimated at $287.9 billion ai 2002 exchange rates. increased by 4.3% in 2002
compared to 2001. High oil prices, relatively low inflation(%I%), and strict government
budget led to the growth, while real ruble appreciation slowed it. During 2002, the
unemployment rate fell h m 9.0% to 7.1%. Combined unemploymentand underemployment
may exceed those figures. Industrial output in 2002 grew by 3.7% compared to 2001.

fflonetary Policy
The exchange rate stabilized in 1999; after falling r
fo
m 6.5 rubleddoilarin August 1998 to
about 25 rubleddollar by April 1999, one year later it had further depreciated only te about
28.5 rubleddollar. As of January 2003, the exchange rate was 31.9 rublesldollar, down *om
29.2 rubleddollar the year before. After some large spikes in inflation following the August
1998 economic crisis. inflationhas declined steadily. The consumer price index (CPI) rose
15.1% during 2002, dightly below the 18.6% inflation rate of the previous year but above the
infiation target of 12%set in the 2002 budget. The Central Bank's accumulation of foreign
reswes drove inflationhigher, and that tend is expected to continue.
Government Spendinflaxation
Central and local government expenditures are about equal. Combined they come to about
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38% of GDP. Fiscal policy has been very disciplined since the 1998 debt crisis. The Overall
budget surplus for 2002 was 2.3% of GDP. Much of this growth. which exceeded most
expectations for the third mnsewtke year, was driven by revenue from higher dl PnoBs:
Analysts remain skeptical that high rates of economic growth will continue, p t l m h @ Si(1c8
Russia's planned budgets through 2005 assume that oil prices will steadily iflUeaSe. LOW oil
prices would mean that the Russian economy would not achieve its projected growth.
However, high dl prices also would have negative economic effects, as they would cause the
ruble to continue to appreciate and make Russian exports less competitive.
Population Aging
Russia's population is falling.. Lower birth rates and higher death rates reduced Russia's
population at a 0.5% annud rate during the 1990s. By comparison, atthough in many
developed countries birth rates have dropped below the lorrg-tem population replaC=nWt
rate, in only a few countries is the population actually dedining. Populationdecline is
particularly drastic in Russia, with higher death rates, especially among working-age m a b
due to poverty, abuse of alcohol and other substances, disease, stress, and other aHidions.
Russians generally disapprove of permanent or temporary immigration of workers fmm
countries otherthan the Russian-speaking former Soviet states that might help sohre
economic problems brought on by its declining population.
HlVlAlDS
Russia and Ukraine are said to have the highest growth rates of HIV infedion in the world. In
Russia HIVseems to be transmitted mostly by intravenous drug users sharing needles.
although data is very uncertain. Data from the Federal AIDS Center shows that the number of
registered cases is doubling every 12 months and by November 2002 had reached 220,000
persons. When this number is adjusted to indude people who have not been tested for the
disease, estimates of the actual number of infected persons vary from 1-2 million. The high
growth rate of AIDS cases will have negative economic consequences. Investmentwili suffer
from the diversion of private and government funds to AIDS treatment. The problems of
population aging will be magnified, espeaally since about 60% of infected individuals in
Russia are between 20 and 30 yean of age.
Law
Lack of legislatiin and. where there is legislation, lack of effective law enforcement, in many
areas of economic adivity is a pressingissue. During Zoo0 and 2001, changes in government
administration increased the power of the central government to compel localities to enforce
laws Progress has been made on pension reform and reform of the eledffiity sector.
Nonetheless, taxation and business regulations are not very predictable, and legal
enforcement of private business agreements, especially outside of Moscow and St.
Petersburg, is weak Attitudes le9 over from the Soviet period will take many years to
overcome. Local officials in some areas interfere in business. Government decisions affeding
business have often been adntrary and inconsistent. and corruptionremains a serious
problem Crcme has increased costs for both local and foreign businesses. On the positive
side, Russian businesses are increasingly turning to the courts to resolve disputes. The
passage of an improved bankruptcy code in January 1998 was one of the first steps. In 2001,
the Duma passed legislation for positive changes within the business and investment sector;
the most crit~callegislation was a deregulation package. A new flat tax boosted income tax
collections considerably This trend in legislation continued through 2002 when the new
corporate tax code went into effect.

Natural Resources
The mineral-packed Ural Mountains and the vast dl, gas, wal, and timber reserves of Siberia
and the Russian Far East make Russia rich in nalural resources. However, most such
resources are located in remote and dimactidly unfavorable areas that are diffilt to
develop and far fmm Russian ports. Oil and gas exports continue to be the main source of
hard currency, but dedining energy prices have hit Russia hard. Russia is a leading producer
and exporter of minerals, gold, and all major fuels. The Russian fishing industry is the wwlds
foUrth-Iargest. behind Japan, the United States, and China. Russia accounts for onequarter
of the worlds productioo of fresh and h e n fish and about one-third of wwld output of
canned fish. Natural resources, especially eneigy. dominate Russian exports. Ninety percent
of Russian exports to the United States are mineralsor other raw materials.

---.

lndustrv
Russia is one ofthe most industrialized of the former Soviet republics. However, years of very
low investment have left much of Russian industry antiquated and highly inefficient Wies
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its resource-basedindustries, it has developed large manufacturing capacities, notably in
machinery. Russia inherited most of the defense industrial base of the Soviet Union, 80
armaments are the single-largest manufactured goods export category for Russia. Efforts
have been made with varying success over the past few years to convert defense industries
to avilian use.
Agrlcuiture
Russia comprises roughly threequarters of the territory of the former Soviet Union but has
relatively little area suited for agriculture because of its and climate and inconsistent rainfall.
Northern areas concentrate mainly on livestock, and the southern parts and western Siberia
produce grain. Restructuring of former state farms has been an extremely slow process; The
new land code passed by the Duma in 2002,which makes it easier for Russians to buy and
sell farmland, should speed restructuring and attract new domestic investment to Russian
agriculture. Foreigners are not allowed to own farmland in Russia. Private farms and garden
plots of individuals account for over one-half of all agricultural production.

Investment
During 2002.cumulative foreign investment increased by 20%. This was mostly due to
increases in loans and trade credits since the "othef category amunted for $ 1 5 3 out of
$19.86 in new 2002 foreign investment in Russia. Russia does poorly in the international
competition for foreign investment. Russian investment in their own counby also is low.
Indeed, $15-$20billion of Russian capital leaves Russia every year for want to attradive
investment opportunities at home. Over the medium to long term, Russtan companies that do
not invest to inuease their competitiveness will h d it harder either to expand exports or
protect their recent domestic market galns from higher quality imports.
Foreign direct investment, which indudes contributions to starting capital and credits
extended by foreign mowners of enterprises. rose slightly in 1999 and 2OOO.but decreased
m 2001 by about 10%. FDI rose during 2002 by 20% to a total of $20.4 billion. Foreign
portfolio investment,which indudes shares and securities, decreased dramatically in 1999,
but has experienced significant growth since then. During 2002,foreign pMtralio investment
grew by 20% to reach $1.47billion in January 2003.Capital flight seems to have slowed,
although very large trade surpluses owing to high energy prices are pushing it up agein.
Inwardinvestment from Cyprus and Gibraltar, two impohnt channels for capital right fmm
Russia in recent years, suggest that some Russian money is returning home.

A significant drawback for investment is the banking sector, which lacks the resources, the
capability, and ihe trust of the population that it would need to attract substantial savings and
direct it toward productinre investments. Russia's banks contribute only about 3% of overall
investment in Russia. while ruble lending has inaeased since the October I998 financial
crisis, loans are still only 45% of total bank assets. The Central Bank of Russia reduced Its
refinancing rate five times in 2000,fmm 55% to 25%. signaling its interest in lower lending
rates. Interest on deposits and loans are often below the inflation rate providing file incentive
for depositors. Many Russians prefer to keep their money outside the banking sector. The
poorly developed banking system makes it difficult for entrepreneurs to raise capital 88 well
as to permit capital transfer from a capital-rich sector such as energy to capitalpoor sectors
such as agriculture and manufacturing and to diversify risk. Banks still perceive commercial
lending as risky. and some banks are inexperienced with assessing credit risk.
Money on deposit with Russian banks represents only 7% of GDP. Sberbank receiVeg
preferential treatment from the state and holds 73% of all bank deposits. It also is the only
Russian bank that has a federal deposit insurance guarantee. Sergei lgnatiev recently
replaced Vildo Gerashchenko as Chairman of the Russian Central Bank. Under his
leadership. necessary banking reforms, induding stricter accounting procedures and federal
deposit insurance, are likely to be implementedalthough the switch to international
Accounting Standards was recently pushed back from 2004 to 2607.

Trade
Dwiryl 2002,Russian goods exports rose 5% to $107b while imports grew 12% to $60.9b.
World prices continue to have a major effect on export oerfomnca. slnca commodities.
particularly oil. natural gas, metals. and timber comprise 80% of Russian exports. Russian
GDP growth and the surpluddeftcit in the Rusdan FederaUonstate budget are dosely linkad
b world oil prices.

1
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The combination ofimport duties, a 20% value-added tax and exdse taxes on imported
goods (especially automobiles, alcoholic beverages, and aircraft) and an import likensing
regime for alcohol stili restrain demand for imports. Frequent and unpredictable changes in
customs regulations and great variations in enforcement practices from one customs terminal
to another also have created problems for foreign and domestic traders and investors.
Uncertainty over Russian veterinary regulations cut U.S. poultry exports to Russia by 40%
during 2002. Quotas to be introduced for poultry. pork, and beef in spring 2003 will likely keep
U.S. poultry exports below their 2001 peak.

EPBEIGN RELAWNS
Russia has taken important steps to become a full partner in the worlds prindpalpolitical
assumed the seat formerlv held bv the Soviel
aroudnas.
On December 27.1991. Russia
- ._
Union in the UN Security Coundl. Russia also is a member ofthe OGanizatiinf a Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and the North Atlantic Cooperation Coundl (NACC). It
slgned the NATO Partnership for Peace initlive on June 22,1994. On May27.1997, NATO
and Russia signed the NATO-Russia FoundingAd, which provides the basis for an enduring
and robust partnership between the Alliance and Russia-one that can make an important
contribution to European security architecture in the 21st century. This agreement was
superseded by the NATO-Russia Counal that was agreed at the Reykjavik Ministerial and
unveiled at the Rome NATO Summit in May 2002. On June 24,1994, Russia and the
European Union (EU) signed a partnership and cooperation agreement.
.

1

Russia has played an important mie in helping mediate international conflicts and has been
particularly actively engaged in t y n g to promote a peace following the mflict in Kosovo,
although it announced it would wrthdraw its peacekeeping contingent r
fo
m K w w by the
summer of2003. Russia is a co-sponsor of the Middle East peaca process and supports UN
and multilateral inMatives in the Persian Gulf, Cambodia, Angola, the former Yugoslavia, and
Haiti. Russia is a founding member of the Contact Group and (sincethe Denver Summit in
June 1997) a member of the G-8. In November 1098. Russiajoined the AsiiPacific
Economic Cooperation Forum (APEC). Russia has contributed troops to the NATO-led
stabilzafionforce in Bosnia and has affirmed its respect for international law and OSCE
prinaples. It has accepted UN andlor OSCE involvement in instances of regional conflict in
neighboring counbies, indudingthe dispatch of observers to Georgia, Moldova, Tajikiitan.
and Nagorno-Karabakh.

DEFENSE
Since the breakup of the U.S.S.R., the Russians have discussed rebuildinga viable, cohesive
fighting force out of the remaining parts ofthe former Soviet Armed Forces. A new Russian
military doctrine, promulgated in November 1993, rmpliatly acknowledges the contraction of
the old Soviet military into a regional military power without global imperial ambtians. In
keeping with its emphasis on the threat of regional mflicts, the doctrine calls for a Russian
military that is smaller, lighter, and more mobile, with a hlgher degree of professionalism and
with greater rapid deployment capability. Such a transformation has proven difficult.
The challenge of this task has been magnified by difficult economic conditions in Russia,
which have resulted in reduced defense spending This has led to training cutbacks. wage
arrears, and severe shortages of housing and other soda1amenities for military personnel,
with a consequent lowering of morale, cohesion, and fighting effecthreness. The poor combat
performanceof the Russian Armed Forces in the Chechen conflid in part reflects these
breakdowns.
The Russian military is divided into the following branches: ground forces, navy, air force, and
Strategic Rocket Forces. The available manpower for the Various bran&= of the Russian
Armed Forces was estimated at 38.9 million in 2001. Acmrdng to Russian reports, in PI
2002, there will be about a 40% inuease in arms procurement spending. However, even this
increase is not enough to make up for the budget shortfalls ofthe previous decade. Russia's
struggling arms pmdmrs will. therefore, Intensify their efforts to seek sales to foreign
governments.
About 70% of the former Soviet Union's defense industries are located In Me Russian
Federation. A large number of stateowned defense enterprises are on the brink of collapse
as a result of cuts in weamas orders and insuRident fundina to shfi lo oroduetion of dvifian
goods. while at the sametime trying to meet payrolls. Many-defense fink have been
privatized; some have developed significant partnerships with U.S. firms.
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Cooperative threat Reduction (CTR)
Mten called Nunn-Lugarassistance. thii type of assistance is provided to Russia to aid in the
dismantling of weapons of mass destruction and to prevent the pruliferationof such weapons.
The N 2003 budget for CTR programs in Russia is $288.3 million, up from $262.7 million in
FY 2002. Through CTR assistance, the UnitedStates is assisting Russia to meet START
elimination levels earlier than Russia could do so unassisted.
In Russia, CTR has helped to upgrade the security and safety of nuclear weapons transport
vehicles; is improving safeguards for fissile material; assisting with the design and
construction of a secure, central storage facility for fissile materialfrom dtsmantled nuclear
weapons; providing assistance to eliminate Russian ICBMs, SLBMs, and strategic bombers:
assisting with planning for destrudionof chemical weapons and evaluating possible
destruction technology; and supporting conversionof weapons of mass destruclion to civilian
production.
Under the highly enriched uranium (HEU) agreement, the United States is purchasing
uranium from Russianweapons for use in power r e a a n . Also, both the United States and
Russia will cooperate to dispose of excess military plutonium. The United States also is
assisting Russia in the development of export controls. providing emergency response
equipment and training to enhance Russia's ability to respond to accidents invdving nuclear
weapons, and attempting to increase military-to-military contacts.
ln a multilateral effort (the EuropeanUnbn. Japan, and Canada also are involved), the United
States also has provided approximately $148 million to support Russian projects funded
through the International Saence and Technology Center (ISTC), which prwides alternative
peaceful d v i l i n employment opportunities to scientists and engineers of the former Soviet
Union involved with weapons of mass destruction and their delivecy systems.

US. Assistance to Russia
Cumulative US. asslstance figures. Since 1992. the US. Government has allocated more
than $11.6 billion in assistance to Russia, funding programs in four key areas-securlty
programs, humanitarian assistance, economic reform, and democratic refom-as well as in
other high-priority areas such as nuclear reactor safety and public health. The $11.6 billion in
assistance provided through FiscalYear 2003 can be broken down roughly as follows:
AhoSt$5.78 bUlion in billion in seauity assistanaHndudmg weapons dismantlement
and nonproliferation-from the Departments of Defense. Energy, and State;
About $3 billion in humanitarian asdstance;
More than $1.65 billion in emnomk refomprograms;
More than $970 million In demoa;ltlc refwm programs; and
More than $326 million In msgBdoTBI and other assistance programs

The U.S. Government also has supported more than $9 billion in commercial
financing and insurance for Russia. As of the end of FY 2002, over 53,000 Russians
had traveled to the United States under U.S. Government-funded training and
exchange programs. The annual level of FREEDOM Support Act-funded assistance
for Russia, which declined from a peak of $1.6 billion in FY 1994 to $95 million in FY
1997. is about $142 million in FY 2003.
For more detailed information on U.S. Governmentassistance to Russia, please see the
Annual Reports to Congress on U.S. GovernmentAssistance to and Cooperative Adivities
with Eurasia. which are available in the Bumau of E u r o m and F u r a s i .m sedion on
the State Department's website.
How US. assistance has evolved. The U.S. Government's strategy for assistance to Russia
is based on the premise that Russia's transition to a democratk, free-market system will be a
long-term pmcess. The United States will need to remain engaged throughout this process,
and, therefore, U.S. assistance emphasizes activities that pmmote the establishment of
lasting ties between Russians and Americans at all levels of society. Over the past few years,

'1
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the U.S. assistance program has moved away from technical assistance to the Cenhl
government. although such assistance is stilt provided when it is appropriate and will help to
advance reform. An increasing proportion of US. assistance is focused at the regional and
municipal level, where programs are helping to buUd the infrastructureof a market econOftIy.
remove impediments to trade and investment, and sbengthen civil society.
In general, U.S. assistance programs in Russia are d n g at (he grassroots level by
bolstering small business through training and enhanced availabCw of credit; expanding
exchanges so that more Russian citizens can learn about Amerkds market democracy on a
first-hand basis; and increasing the number of partnerships between Russian and U.S. di.
universities. hospitals, business associations, charities, and other avic groups.
U.S. security assistance programs help eliminate weapons of mass destruction and prevent
proliferation of weapons. weapons materials. deriery systems, technology and weapons
expertise, counter terrorism, and promote regional stability and security. The United States
has provided Russia assistance to improve physical security at key nuclear weapons storage
sites, demilitarize facilities, as well as help enable compliance with arms accords. Since the
September 11,2002 terrorist attacks, cooperation in anti-temrkm effolts increased between
the United States and Russia. The Administration's "Review of Nonproliferation Assistance to
Russia" in FY 2001 resulted in changes to some U.S. security programs and reconfirmed the
high priority of security assistance. which was increased to more than $800 million in N 2002
to Russia.

The amount of US. Government-fundedhumanitarian assistance being providedto Russia
peaked at more than $1.1 billion in PI 1999 but declined to about $24 minion in N2002.
This assistance has induded the provision of food commodities by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) and medical and other humarilariancommodities provided by the
Department of State HumanitarianTransport Program. The US. Government has provided
humanitarian commoditiesfor internally displaced persons in the North Caucasus resulting
from the conflictIn Chechnya. commodities such as medical suppli and food and clothing
are being shipped and distributed to needyindividuals, families, and institutionsthrough the
Department of State HumanitarianTransport Program.
.i

Increasingly. U.S. Governmentfunded economic reform programs are focused in Russia's
reons. A limited amount of assistance is targeted at promoting reforms at the national level,
particularly with regard to tax administratlon and Russia's efforts to accede to the World Trade
Organization WO).
Democratic reform programs are helping Russians develop the building blocks of a
democratic society basad on the rule of law by providing support to nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs), independent media, the judicialy, and other key institutions.To
support this long-term generational transition, the US. Government is increasingly promoting
links between US. and Russian communities and institutions. including universities.
hospitals, and professional assoaations, and is establishing publieaccessInternet sites
throughout Russia. In addition, the U.S. Government Is helpingRussia combat aime and
corruption through cooperation with U.S. law enforcement agencies and community-based
groups. A 2001 interagency review of U.S. assistance to Russia, initiatedby the National
Security Counal (NSC) and conduded by the Department of State and NSC, recommended
greater focus on supporting entrepreneurs, strengtheningcivil sodety and independent
media, and improving Russians' health. Spedal emphasis also was given to working with
Russia's younger generation.
Regional Initiative (RI). The RI concentrates an array of U.S. Government technical
assistance, business development, and exchange programs in a small group of progressive
Russian regions, with the goal of helping to create successful models of economic and
politicaldevelopment at the regional level. Over time, it is hoped that these regions will
achieve broad-based economic growth, attract outside investment, and build a strong civil
society, and that they will participate in efforts to disseminate their experience to other regions
Of Russia. three RI sites are operating in Samara, Tomsk, and KhabamvsWSakhalinin the
Russian Far East. A fourth site, in Novgorod, was graduated suaessfully in ea& 2W1.
Department of Defense Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program. The Defense
Deparlmenl's (DoD) CTR or "NunkLugaf Program was initiatedIn FY 1992 to reduce the
threat posed to the United States by weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and other weapons

http:/lw.state.gov/rlpdeifbgd3 183.hm
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remaining on the territoly of the former Soviet Union. CTR assistanceis provided to Russiaas well as Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine-to aid in storing, safeguarding, and dismantling
weapons of mass destructionand to prevent proliferationof such weapons. The United States
provided an estimated $2.6 billion in CTR assistance to Russia from PI 1992 thrOUgh FY
2002.Key projects have induded assistance in the elimination of strategic offensive arms,
design and construdion of a fissile material storage fadlity, provision of fissile matenal
Containers. material contr01 and accountingand physical protectionof nudear materials. and
development of a chemical weapons destructionf a c i i i and provision of equlpment for a pilot
laboratotyfor the safe and secure destruction of chemical weapons.

The CTR Weapons Protection Conbd and Accounting oNpC&A) Program. started In
lW5. is improvingsecurity of nudearweapons during transportaton and interim
storage. Assistance provided indudes supenwrtainers,railcar upgrades, emergency
support equipment, autunatedinventoty conSol and management systems.camputer
modeling. a p e ~ ~ ~reliability
m e l pmgram, 50 sets of'qui&-W fendng and s e n m
for storage sites. and the developmentof a Security Assessmnt and Training Center
to test and evaluate new Becurity systems for storage &ea
CTR MaterialsProtection, Contml, and Accounting Program. Since 1983,the Unlted
States and Russia have worked togetherto ppevent the thett or loss of nudear
material by hnproving nudear materials pmktion, control. and accounting(MPC&A).
MW&Aimprovements are w e d to keep nuclear materials secured in the facilities
thaf am authorized to contain them and are a first Wne of defense against nudear
smuggling that could lead to nudear prollferetloplandlor nudear tecmrtsm. The
Department of Energy (DOE) took over the program from the DepactmentofDefense
@OD) and is seldng to enhance the security of weaponsgrade fissile materials at
morethen 40 sites in Russia Under the highly enrlched urenlum agraement, the
UnitedStatesIs purchasing uraniumfrom Russlanweapons for use In U.S. p m
readors.
Nonproliferationassistance. Since the eady lWs, a number of security assistance
programs started under the DoD CTR program have been transferred to other agencies lo
implement and fund.

Export mntroland border secMy assistance. The United States has pnMded
assistancw to Russia to help It develop mom effective expod contml and border
security systems and capabilities in order to prevent, deter, and detect the potential
proliferationof weapons of mass destnrclion and asBociated materialsacTo86 Russia's
vast borders. The objective is to help Russla build export control institutions.
infrasbudure, and leglslarionto help preventweapons pmlikmtion. The State
Department funds this assistance. which is canid out by experts from the
DepaMments of Commerce, Energy, and the US. Cuetoms senrlce.
InternationalSciencs and TechnotogyCenter (ISTC). In a multilaterale f h l involving
the Ewopean Union, Japan, and Canada, the United States has provided more than
$100 millionto the Moscow-based ISTC for redirectionof former Soviet weapons
sCienfist?l to peacefi~l
d v i l i n research and developmentactivities in Russia. This U.S.
ssdstance Is in a d d i i to milions of dollars in caMbutms h m the EU. Canada,
Noway, Japan. and South Korea. The ISTC provkles alternative peaceful cMEan
smplcyment opportunitiesto Sdenlists wd engineersof the former swiet Union
involvedwith weapons of mass destructionand thelr Mivery systems. To date, the
ISTC has funded more than 500 projects invoking mom than 21,000 Russian

scientists.

Bb redirection assistanm. The US. Government aha continued to help redirect
fwmer Soviet b
w
c
a
lweapons
Sdentlsts and f a d i in Russia to imporiant
public health and agrkulbrral researchthrough programfunded by the Deparbnent of
State and implemantedby the Departmentsof Health and Human Services (HHS) and
the U.S. DeparlmentofAgria9tum'sAgricultural Research S w v b (USOA) in
conjunctionwith the ISTC. Ela ReBrecdion collaborative research pmjects are
enabling Russiansdentish to work with US. cwnbxpark. aswe0 as baining and
communicationupgrades at Mdechnid instituhas to fadlltate interadianWEth Wie
inntemafionalscientific OWnmunQ.
CMAan Research and De\/elapmentFoundation. Simdady, the Departmentof state
continued Bs SuDwrtof the Civilian Res&uch and DeveloomentFoundation (CRDF).
nonpmawtwndatbnestablished h I905 by the NatlonaiScianvce
a,FoundaUonwlth $5 million from the DoD C l R pmgram and a $5 million grant from the

1
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Soms Foundation. CRDF hmds colhbaraBons on dvilian bask and applied researeh
toredirecttheefforhrofformerureaponssdentiststowardpsacefulpu~end
promote the development d market economies. In Russia, CRDF awarded $2.95
million in Compet(tiveGrants to Rusdanprojeds in FY 2002. made 47 Travel Grants
to Russian scientists and initiated 17 new "Next Steps to the Market" Grant Pmgam
awards.
lnltiathres for ProlibrationP r e v d o n (IPP). The DOFs IPP -rem
meaningful. sustainable.non-weapmmlated work for former Soviet weapons-ofmass-destruction @WD)srien6lsts. engineers, and technidans in the NIS N o h
canmercially viable markel opportunities IPP provides seed funds for the
identificatbn and maturation oftechndogy and fadlitatesInteractions betwem U.S.
industry and NIS InstRutes for devebplng industrial partnarships, joint ventures, and
other mutually beneficial arrangements.
Nudear titles Initlatlva (NCI). NCI was e s t a b l i i by DOE in late Fy 1898 b help
Russia provide new employmentopportunibles to the workers who am dispbced
through downsizing of the Russian nuclear weapons complex. W E haa inihially
concentrated b efforts on three focus cities of Samv, Snezhinsk, and ZheleMogorSk,
wMch house the two Ruusslan weaponsaesignlaboratdes and a plutonium
produdion enterprise. NCI is helpingto create the conditions under which new j o b
can be created through economic dhrersfflcatlon Inthese closed Cities.
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Economic and Democratic Reform Programs
U.S. Agency for lntematlonal Development (USAID). USAID has implementedthe Eon's
share of U.S. Government-fundedtechnical assistan- to Russia-more than $2 billion since
1992. USAID has devoted its assistance effortsto helping Russia develop demomtic
institutions and transform its state-controlled economy to one based on market principles.
USAID has been adve in the areas of privatization and private-sector development,
agriculture, energy, housicrg reform, health, environmental protection, economic restructuring,
independent media, and the rule of law.
U.S. Departmentof State-Public Diplomacy Exchanges (formerly the U.S. Information
Agency). More than 32.000 Russians have traveled to the United States on pubtic diplomacy
exchanges since '1992. Public diplomacy exchanges promote the growth of democracy and
dvil society and encourage ecanomic reform and growth of a market economy in Russia
Professional and academic exchanges under this program m e r such diverse fields as
journalism, public administration, local government, business management, education,
political saence, and civic education.
Ubraty of Congress. Through FY 2002, the Open World Russian Leadership Program
(formally known as the Russian Leadership Program) has brought almost 5,500 Russians
horn throughout Russia to the United States for short-term study tours, including up to 150
members of the Russian Parliament for meetings with their counterparts in the U.S.
Congress.
U.S. Department ofcommerce. The Special American Business InternshipTraining (SABIT)
Program places Russian managers for short-term internships with U.S. companies. To date,
more than 1,200 Russians have participated in the SABIT Program. The Commerce
Department also operates the Business Information Service for the New Independent States
(BISNIS), which provides market Information, trade leads, and partnering services to U.S.
companies interested in the Russian market.

U.S. Export-lrnpoif Bank (Eximbank). Eximbank has approved more than $3.8 billim 'nr
loans, loan guarantees, and insurance for bansactionsin Russia since 1991. Of this total.
more than $1 billion was approved under its Oil and Gas Framework Agreement.
U.S. Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). OPlC has provided more than $3.8
billion in loans, loan guarantees, and political investment insurance to American companies
investing in Russia.
Trade and Pevelopment Agency (TDA). TDA has approved approximately $5.7 million in
funding for feasibility studies on more than 140 investment projects.

U.S. Departmentof Agriculture (USDA). In N2001,in response to a request by the
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Russian Government USDA provided more than 184,oOO metric tons of food valued ai more
than $60 million on a concessional basis under USDA's PL 480,Tde I program. The
assistance included 100,OOO metric tons of nonperishablefood donated thmugh U.S. private
voluntary organizations (PVOs). 1.7 miUm tons of wheat on a grant basis, and 1.55 millim
tons of commodities-including beef, pork, poultry. corn, rice, wheat, and soybeans-on a
concessional basis under USDA's PL 480, Title Iprogram. USDA also dona!ed 15.000 tons of
corn and vegetable seeds to the Russian Government for the 1999 planting season. In
addition, USDA provides training to Russian agricullurists and agricultural faculty through its
Cochran Fellowship and Faculty Exchange Programs, with the goal of helping to familiafize
the Russian agricultural sector with Western-style agribusiness management. marketing, and
other issues, while at the same time increasing U.S.agricultural exports to Russia. Since
1992. more than 600 Russians have traveled to the United States under these hw programs.
U.S. Depattment of Defense (DoD). DoD implements the majority of the U S Govemmenrs
security-related assistance programs through its Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR)
Program (see above). DoD also implements the Foreign Military Finandng (FMF) and
International Military Education and Training (IMET) programs in suppMt of the Partnership
for Peace. However, these programs were suspended in May 2001 by the State Depattment
in accordance with legal limitations on assistance that went into effect due b Russian arms
transfers lo nations on the U.S. list of nations sponsoring international terrorism.

US. Department of Energy (DOE). DOE funds and implements a wide range of programs In
the security area, including the provision of Material Protection Control and Accounting
(MPCM) assistance to secure and prevent proliferationof nuclear materiais and plutonium
disposition assistance. DOE also is focusing on preventing proliferation of weapons expertise.
facilitating the downsizing of Russia's nudear cities, and improving the safety of Russia's
nuclear reactors (see above).

i

Eurasia Foundation. The Eurasia FoundaBon, a private, nonpdit, grant-making
organization suppofted by the U.S.Government and private foundations, has awarded more
than 3,100 grants totaling more than $62 million to Russian NGOs and US.-Russian NGO
partnerships since 1993. The foundation's grants have been targeted in three main
programmatic areas: private enterprise development, civil society and public administration,
and policy. The foundation also has implemented tar@& grant initiatives to address s p e c k
ksues. such as media development and economics research.
Plincipal U.S. Embassy Officials
Arnbassador-Alexan& V e & W
Deputy Chief of Mission--John R. Beyrle
Counselor for Political Affairs-Jon Purnell
Counselor for Economic Affairs-Mary Warlick
Counselor for Commercial Affairs-Stephen Wasylko
Counselor for Consular Affairs-James Warlick
Counselor for Administrative Affalrs-Edward Alford
Counselor for Public Affairs-Anne Chermak
Counselor for Science and Technology-Deborah Linde
Director. U.S. Agency for International Development-Carol Peasley
Immigration and Naturalization Service-Karen Landsness
Deparlment of Energy-Andrew Beniawski
NationalAeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)-Dennis McSweeney

See also the Key OfRcers usf
The LGLEmbassy is located in Russia at Bolshoy Devyatinskiy Pereulok, Number 8,121099
M o m (tel. m(oS5) 7285000; fax: m(095)728-5090).

Consulates General
!&Isdate
GeneraI, St. Petersburg (Furshtadtskaya Uliia 15, tel. m(812) 275-1701-Rusty
Hughes, Consul General
COnSUlab General. Wadvostok (Mordovtseva Ulisa 12, tel.

Spratlen. Consul General

m (4232) 268-458/554-Pamela
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consulate General Yekaterinburg (Ulitsa Gogoly 15A. tel. m(3432) 60-11-43-Tom NibkXk.
Consul General

In Mosc~w,the US. Cornmarrial Offlais located at Bolshaya Molchanovka 23/38 (td.
(095) 737-5030, fax: [7j(095)737-5033)

m

In St. Petersburg, the US. Commercial Ofice is located at Nevsky PmspeM 25 (tel. m@l2)
326-2560. fax: m(812) 326-2561)

TRAVEL AND BUSINESS INFORMATION
The U.S Department of State's Consular Information Program provides Consular
Information Sheets, Travel Warnings, and Public Announcements. Consular
Information Sheets exist for all countries and include information on entry
requirements, currency regulations, health conditions, areas of instability, crime and
security, political disturbances, and the addresses of the U.S. posts in the country.
Travel Warnings are issued when the State Department recommends that
Americans avoid travel to a certain country. Public Announcements are issued as
a means to disseminate information quickly about terrorist threats and other
relatively short-term conditions overseas which pose significant risks to the security
of American travelers. Free copies of this information are available by calling the
Bureau of Consular Affairs at 202-6475225 or via the fax-on-demand System: 202647-3000. Consular Information Sheets and Travel Warnings also are availabte on
the Consular Affairs Internet home page: ~//travel.state.aov Consular Affairs
Tips for Travelers publication series,which contain information on obtaining
passports and planning a safe trip abroad are on the internet and hard copies can
be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.Government Printing
office, telephone: 202-512-1800; fax 202-512-2250.

.

Emergency information concerning Americans traveling abroad may be obtained
from the Office of Overseas Citizens Services at (202) 647-5225. For after-hours
emergencies, Sundays and holidays, call 2024474000.
Passport information can be obtained by calling the National Passport Information
Center's automated system ($.35 per minute) or live operators 8 am. to 8 p.m.
(EST) Monday-Friday ($1.05 per minute). The number is 1-900-225-5674 (TDD: 1900-225-7778). Major credit card users (for a flat rate of $4.95) may call 1-888-3628f368(TDD: 1-888-498-3648). It also is available on the internet.
Travelers can check the latest health information with the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia. A hotline at 677-FYI-TRIP (877-3948747) and a web site at ml&w.cdc.Qov/travelllindex.htmgive the most recent
health advisories, immunization recommendations or requirements, and advice on
food and drinking water safety for regions and countries. A booklet entitled Health
Information for International Travel (HHS publication number CDC95-8280) is
available from the US. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, tel.
(202)512-iaoo.
Information on travel conditions, visa requirements, currency and customs
regulations, legal holidays, and other items of interest to travelers also may be
obtained before your departure from a country's embassy andlor consulates in the
U.S. (for this country, see "Principal Government Officials" listing in this publication).

US. citizens who are long-tern visitors or traveling in dangerous areas are
encouraged to register at the U.S. embassy upon arrival in a country (see "Principal
US. Embassy Officials" listing in this publication). This may help family members
contact you in case of an emergency.
Further Electronic Information
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Department of State Web Site. Available on the lntemet at httD'lhrtete.!m, the
Department of State web site provides timely, global access to official U.S. foreign
policy information, induding k l g p u n d Notes; dailv press briefinas;
Comfnercial Guides; directones of key officersof Foreign Service posts and more.
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NationalTrade Data Bank (NTD8). Operated by the US. Department of
Commerce, the NTDB contains a wealth of trade-related information. It is available
on the Internet (www.stat-usa.aov) and on CD-ROM.Call the NTDB Help-Line at
(202) 482-1986 for more information.
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